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1. 	Introduction
This paper gives a selective review of the literature on monetary policy and real
estate prices, including both empirical and theoretical contributions.1 The literature
is rapidly evolving and there is considerable debate, particularly about whether
monetary policy should play a role in forestalling dangerous real estate bubbles,
even if the monetary authorities can recognize them. There is no question that too
much of the academic literature on central monetary policy is built on models with
perfect financial markets, which essentially assume away any debt catastrophes
associated with real estate crashes. The small literature that does incorporate
financial frictions mainly does so in a way that creates second-order distortions,
but does not yield the kind of catastrophic discontinuous collapses that have been
witnessed periodically in practice.
This paper surveys recent research that attempts to incorporate financial frictions
and bubbles, and to allow for a possible role for monetary policy in exacerbating
leverage cycles. We discuss this literature in sections 3-6 of the paper. Section 7
discusses the view that properly tuned macroprudential regulation policy can relieve
monetary policy of any need to focus on real estate prices except as a helpful
indicator in predicting near and medium-term inflation and unemployment. Our
read of the literature is that it is probably dangerous to adopt any extreme position.
Even if macroprudential regulation is the first line of defense, it can be subject to
political pressures that leave significant vulnerabilities if monetary policy is not
vigilant. Fundamentally, because of the central bank’s role as lender of last resort,
macroprudential policy and monetary policy have to be inter-linked.
In section 2 of the paper, we give an introduction to some related empirical
literature, underscoring both the importance of being alert to real estate bubbles,
while at the same time showing how difficult they can be to quantify in practice.

2. 	Evidence on real estate prices and financial crises
The empirical literature on house price bubbles and monetary policy, while limited,
still presents a strong case for continuing attempts by central banks to monitor
major upward spikes in house prices as an important part of any approach to risk
management. As Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) argue, credit-boom-fueled housing
price spirals are particularly pernicious. In economies where a significant portion
of consumers are credit constrained, a sharp rise in housing prices can have effects
on consumption far in excess in of the usual relatively small wealth effects. At the
same time, the financial liberalizations undertaken by many countries in the 1980s
1	We focus particularly on real estate cycles as leverage tends to be very high in this sector and, for
many consumers it is both their main asset and their main liability. Equity price bubbles can in principle
present similar issues where debt finance is important. Our theoretical analysis takes both kinds of
cycles into account.
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and 1990s have led to greatly expanded loan to value ratios in the housing market,
thereby raising the financial system’s vulnerability to a housing price collapse. Similar
arguments can be made concerning commercial real estate.
There is, however, enormous debate surrounding how reliably central banks can
identify housing price bubbles in the data. The nearly decade long global housing
price boom that occurred in the run-up to the 2007 financial crisis is illustrative of
the issues. In the September 2004 World Economic Outlook 2, IMF economists
identified a number of global factors that contributed to the boom, including per
capita income growth, interest rates and bank credit.
For 18 industrialized countries, covering the period 1971-2003, they report the
regression below.3
Table 1. A cross country analysis of housing price growth, 1971-2003
Explanatory
variables

Dependent variable
(real house price growth)

Lagged real house price growth
Lagged house affordability ratio
Real per capita disposable income growth
Short term interest rate
Real credit growth
Lagged real stock price growth
Population growth
Bank crisis

0.521
-0.144
0.530
-0.507
0.109
0.033
1.754
-2.426

(0.030)
(0.021)
(0.119)
(0.109)
(0.036)
(0.009)
(0.623)
(0.952)

Note. Standard deviations in parentheses. Number of observations: 524.

Looking at deviations from the overall cross-country regression line, the IMF
researchers argue that, on average, the model is able to explain most of the increase
in housing prices internationally over the sample period, 1971-2003. However,
they identified four countries: Australia, Ireland, Spain and the United Kingdom, as
having price increases ten to twenty percent above the level that could be explained
by fundamentals. United States housing price increases, through 2003, had a
deviation of a less than ten percent from the regression line
In general, a major problem in looking for housing price bubbles is that it
can be hard to assess the risk of long-term structural shifts in key underlying
macroeconomic parameters. For example, many analysts have pointed to the
apparent trend decline in global long-term real interest rates as justifying a
worldwide increase in housing prices. This point was emphasized in the IMF’s April
2008 World Economic Outlook, which identified declining real interest rates as
a major driver of global house price increases during the 2000s. Of course, not
only did interest rates decline in the financial center countries, but they declined

2	See IMF World Economic Outlook, September 2004, Ch. 2, “The Global House Boom”, Marco
Terrones (lead author).
3	IMF WEO, September 2004, Table B2.1.
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disproportionately more in periphery countries, particularly in the Eurozone,
possibly in ways that were partly transitory, As has become all too painfully evident
in the Eurozone periphery countries, there is always a risk that over the long run,
real interest rates trends will reverse, creating problems in regions where housing
purchases are heavily leveraged.
Macroeconomic volatility is another fundamental determinant of asset prices
that is dangerous to extrapolate. Using relatively standard consumption capital asset
pricing models, Lettau and Ludvigson (2007) showed that one could rationalize a
significant share of the trend rise in risky asset prices thanks to the long period of
the Great Moderation, where macroeconomic volatility fell significantly. Post 2008,
of course, it is far from clear how much of this trend fall in volatility is actually
permanent versus temporary.
Finally, whereas the global financial crisis revealed the malign side of financial
deepening, it is also the case the financial development helped make housing a
more liquid asset for many consumers, particularly in countries where it is possible
to add second mortgages or refinance as housing prices rise. Rising liquidity also, in
principle, can contribute to a rise in housing prices.
Indeed, after the global financial crisis and the subsequent collapse of housing
prices in many countries, especially the United States, many of the above rationales
for higher housing prices seem now to ring hollow. Certainly the argument that
all real asset prices should be higher because of the Great Moderation (decline
in macroeconomic volatility) now seems far less convincing as macroeconomic
volatility has spiked. The argument that houses are worth more because they have
become more liquid clearly rested far too much on pro-cyclical factors that have
gone into reverse as housing prices have fallen. But other core rationales for high
housing prices still stand. Whereas global risk premia have risen after the financial
crisis, global real interest rates have remained at very low levels. Population growth
continues to drive housing prices in many countries, particularly where, due to
geography and regulation, supply remains scarce. The contrast between the United
Kingdom and the United States is a good case in point. Whereas housing prices
in the United States have fallen over 35% in real terms (by the Case Shiller index),
they fell only 15% in the UK, and have since risen back roughly 10%. In contrast
to the US, where millions of new homes are built each year in normal times, zoning
restrictions have kept UK residential investment relatively small.
Just as housing prices depend on a variety of complex fundamentals, leverage
is also a function of fundamentals. In the UK, if home prices remain firm and real
interest rates remain low, one might expect a lower pace of deleveraging than in the
United States. In countries such as Canada and Sweden, where the financial system
was more resilient during the crisis, leverage and house prices are rising and now
stand above pre-crisis levels.
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One useful way to analyze housing price trends is to look at cross country
analysis, using new data bases on housing prices (e.g., such as those presented by
Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009.) It is particularly helpful to take out global factors, so
as to be able to focus on idiosyncratic country trends. Even so, there are limitations.
The IMF 2004 paper was prescient in calling the housing bubbles in Spain and
Ireland. But in Australia, another country labeled by the IMF report as significantly
overvalued at the end of 2003, trend housing prices have continued to rise sharply.
Indeed, in the Economist (October 23, 2010) index of housing prices, Australia is
listed as the most overvalued housing price market in the sample based on price to
rent ratios (63%). (Sweden, too, is listed as very richly valued (42%).)
It certainly appears to be the case that the transmission mechanism for monetary
policy has changed over time, particularly for countries such as the United States
with very deep and sophisticated mortgage markets. As Leamer (2007) notes,
traditionally, residential real estate investment cycles have played a surprisingly
significant role in major monetary cycles, despite the fact that on average,
residential real estate (and associated industries such as home furnishings) are
usually at most 5 or 6 percent of GDP in normal times. But as financial liberalization
has proceeded, housing price fluctuations have become increasingly important in
the transmission from housing to the real economy. As the IMF World Economic
Outlook (April 2008) argues, the effect of monetary policy on housing prices has
become increasingly important relative to the effect on housing investment. As we
will later discuss, recent theoretical advances also suggest that monetary policy can
exacerbate bubbles in a leverage cycle.
Despite all the uncertainties, one strong argument for taking account of housing
prices in monetary policy is seen in the literature on the aftermath of financial crisis.
Large and very long-lasting housing price collapses are the norm. Table 2 is taken
from Reinhart and Rogoff (2009), chapter 13.
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Table 2 (from Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009). Real housing price cycles and banking crises
Trough

Duration of
downturn

Magnitude
of decline
(in percent)

1989:Q2
1991:Q1
1987:Q2
1978
1990:Q2

1995:Q4
Ongoing
1993:Q1
1982
1994:Q4

6 years
Ongoing
5 years
4 years
4 years

–50.4
–40.2
–41.5
–33.3
–31.7

1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997

1997:Q2
1994:Q1
1996
1997:Q1
1995:Q3

2003:Q2
1999:Q1
1999
2004:Q3
2001:Q2
1999:Q4

6 years
5 years
3 years
7 years
4 years
4 years

–58.9
–49.9
–19.0
–53.0
–20.4
–19.9

Other emerging
Argentina
Colombia

2001
1998

1999
1997:Q1

2003
2003:Q2

4 years
6 years

–25.5
–51.2

Historical episodes
Norway
US

1898
1929

1899
1925

1905
1932

6 years
7 years

–25.5
–12.6

Country

Crisis
date

Peak

Advanced economies: The big 5
Finland
Japan
Norway
Spain
Sweden

1991
1992
1987
1977
1991

Asian crisis: The big 6
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
South Korea
Thailand

Sources: Bank of International Settlements and the individual country sources described in the Data Appendix in Reinhart
and Rogoff (2009).

As the table illustrates, the average fall in housing prices after a financial crisis is
very substantial (36%) whereas the duration of the fall (from peak to trough) lasts
an average of five years, even excluding Japan.
The table contains only two pre-World War II housing price collapses, as longdated time series on housing prices are scarce. However, other measures of housing
market collapse indicate a similar pattern. Table 3 (taken from Reinhart and Rogoff,
chapter 16) illustrates the depth and breadth of the housing price declines that
occurred around the Great Depression.
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Table 3. Indices of total building activity in selected countries in the Great Depression of the 1930s
(from Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009, Chapter 16)
(1929 = 100)
Country

Indicator

1932

South Africa
Argentina
Australia
Belgium
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Czechoslovakia
Finland
France
Germany
Hungary
Netherlands
New Zealand
Sweden
United Kingdom
Unites States
Average

Buildings completed (value)
Permits (area)
Permits (value)
Permits (number)
Permits (value)
Permits (area)
Buildings completed (area)
Buildings completed (number)
Buildings completed (cubic space)
Permits (number)
Buildings completed (rooms)
Buildings completed (number)
Buildings completed (dwellings)
Buildings completed (value)
Buildings completed (rooms)
Permits (value)
Permits (value)

100
42
23
93
17
56
84
88
38
81
36
97
87
22
119
91
18
64

Memorandum item:
United States
September 2005 peak = 100
1

Permits (number)

251

Through February 2009.

Source: Carmen M Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff, This Time is Different: Eight Centuries of
Financial Folly, Princeton University Press 2009.

If one invokes the “Greenspan principle” that monetary policy should not try to lean
against the wind in asset price bubbles, but only clean up “the mess” afterwards,
then it must certainly be acknowledged that the “mess” after banking crises can be
quite large.

3. The traditional view on monetary policy and real estate
prices
Having provided a cursory view of the empirical literature, we now discuss the
literature on the theory of monetary policy and real estate prices, also discussing
further empirical work where particularly relevant.
In recent years the conventional view in the macroeconomics literature has
been that the best way to conduct monetary policy is for central banks to adopt
inflation targeting. Giavazzi and Mishkin (2006) give an excellent account of this.4
Before the consensus on the desirability of inflation targeting developed, there
was a widespread belief that there was a trade-off between unemployment and
inflation. As the Phillips Curve illustrated, by lowering interest rates it was possible

4

This section draws on their account of inflation targeting.
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to stimulate the economy and lower unemployment but at the expense of higher
inflation.
Phelps (1967) and Friedman (1968) argued instead that there was a natural rate
of unemployment that the economy reverted to in the long run no matter what the
rate of inflation. Lucas (1972, 1973, 1976) and Sargent and Wallace (1975) ushered
in the rational expectations revolution by showing that there was no long run tradeoff, only a short term one. Once it became accepted that monetary policy cannot
affect the unemployment rate in the long run, the next step was to realize that
monetary policy should be focused on controlling inflation. After the high inflation
era of the 1970s and 1980s the inefficiencies of inflation were well appreciated and
this led to the desire to lower inflation rates substantially.
Kydland and Prescott (1977), Calvo (1978), and Barro and Gordon (1983)
pointed out that because there is a short term tradeoff between unemployment
and inflation there is a time-inconsistency problem. Governments tend to have
a short term orientation because of the election cycle. As a result there is always
the temptation to cut interest rates to boost the economy before an election
even though there is no long run gain and in the short run there is the cost of
increased inflation. Rogoff (1985) proposed, as an institutional solution to the time
consistency problem, creating an independent central bank that places a significant
weight on an inflation target.
These contributions provide the intellectual foundations of inflation targeting or
more broadly, the establishment of an independent central bank with a conservative
attitude towards inflation. As many central bank designers recognized, achieving
inflation and macroeconomic stability involves a number of supporting measures,
beyond establishing an independent central bank with a high weight on maintaining
inflation stability. The first is establishing fiscal stability. If governments run large
fiscal deficits and build up significant amounts of debt, there will be a temptation
to undermine the independence of the central bank, and there is pressure to inflate
away the value of this debt. If, on the contrary, governments are fiscally responsible,
price stability is feasible.
The second necessary condition for a stable inflation regime to be viable is
financial stability. Poor regulation and supervision of financial institutions may
lead to large losses in the financial sector. This could, for example, prevent the
raising of interest rates to fight inflation if the banks and other institutions were in
a bad situation. Financial regulation has been mostly based on a microprudential
approach. In most countries throughout most of history, banks have been regulated
largely on an individual basis. The idea was that if individual banks are limited in the
risks they take, there cannot be a problem in the financial system. Unfortunately,
the recurrent occurrence of systemic financial crises has shown that this approach is
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not correct. For financial stability to be achieved, macroprudential policies need to
be designed based on systemic risks.
The third necessary measure is to determine the mandate of the central bank.
Mandates may differ depending on whether they are required to just fight inflation
like the European Central Bank or whether in addition they are required to maintain
full employment like the Federal Reserve. In practice, the different mandates of
central banks often imply greater differences in communication strategies than
actual interest rate policy. In the run-up to the financial crisis, inflation targeting was
a mandate that many central banks gravitated towards, albeit with widely differing
interpretations encompassing a very broad range of institutions and policies. The
appeal of inflation targeting as a communication device was appealing to central
bankers especially because it underscores their desire for independence from fiscal
policy, as well as from election cycles.
In order for inflation targeting to be implemented, in any form, a target consumer
price inflation rate is chosen. This can be done by the central bank itself or by the
government. The target inflation rate acts as a nominal anchor for the economy and
the independent central bank has to ensure that this target is implemented. It does
this by making medium term forecasts. This used to be done assuming a constant
rate but the Riksbank and a number of other central banks now project a path of
policy rates going forward. If inflation looks to be too high, the central bank will
raise interest rates, while if it is set too low it will cut rates.
In practice many factors are taken into account in the process of setting interest
rates particularly if the central bank has a dual mandate that is concerned with the
level of economic activity as well as inflation. The policy response depends on the
type of shock that has hit the economy and normally on how the policy maker
weighs stabilizing inflation and output. One of the main issues to have arisen with
inflation targeting is the extent to which asset price inflation and in particular real
estate prices should be taken into account in setting interest rates. It has been
widely argued that central banks should only take asset prices into account to the
extent they affect consumer price inflation and economic activity (see, e.g., Giavazzi
and Mishkin, 2006). The idea is that asset prices are useful for providing information
and may play a role in the transmission mechanism. However, they should not
be targeted. In some countries such as Sweden and Australia real estate prices
are discussed and taken into account from a financial stability perspective. This is
discussed further below.
A standard tool of inflation targeting central banks is Dynamic Stochastic
General Equilibrium Models (DSGE). These usually do not include a banking sector,
nor indeed any kind of friction in financial markets. (In the abstract world of
much modern macroeconomic theory, banks are simply a device for dealing with
transactions frictions and agency problems, which are simply assumed away for
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analytical convenience and computational tractability.) The underlying assumption is
presumably that problems in the banking sector are taken care of by regulation and
systemic risk has been eliminated. To the extent there is a financial sector, it consists
of bond and stock markets that are important determinants of wealth. Where a
more complex financial sector has been included in such models, as in Bernanke,
Gertler and Gilchrist (1999), they typically involve a distortion based on a wedge in
a first order condition that leads to inefficiency rather than a discontinuous event
such as a real estate bubble that causes a crisis.

4. Problems with the traditional view and new approaches
The framework described above has turned out to be inadequate to say the least.
Prudential regulation has failed to maintain financial stability largely because it has
not properly recognized the problem of systemic risk for banks. In practice systemic
risk arises from a number of sources including common exposure to asset price
bubbles, particularly real estate bubbles, liquidity provision and mispricing of assets,
multiple equilibria and panics, contagion, fiscal deficits and sovereign default, and
currency mismatches in the banking system. Here we focus on real estate bubbles
as the cause of systemic risk since this is arguably the most important source of
systemic risk.
As already mentioned above, Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) provide evidence
that collapses in real estate prices, either residential or commercial or both, are one
of the major causes of financial crises. In many cases these collapses occur after
bubbles in real estate prices that often appear to be associated with loose monetary
policy and excessive availability of credit. When the bubbles burst, the financial
sector and the real economy are adversely affected.
The current crisis provides a good example of this. Allen and Carletti (2009)
argue that the main cause of the crisis was that there was a bubble in real estate in
the U.S. but also in a number of other countries such as Spain and Ireland. When
the bubble burst in the U.S., many financial institutions experienced severe problems
because of the collapse in the securitized mortgage market. Problems then spread
to the real economy. Figure 1 shows the movement in real property prices in Ireland,
Spain, Sweden and the U.S. It can be seen that in Ireland, Spain and the U.S. prices
rose significantly and then dropped. It is interesting to note that prices have fallen
much more in Ireland than in Spain or the U.S. This is why the Irish banking system
has been so badly affected and why they have already required a bail out from
the European Financial Stability Fund. In Spain prices have not fallen very far yet
and this is one of the reasons their banking system has fared better than in Ireland
(though the story is far from over yet). The figures for the U.S. are for the country
as a whole. One of the important factors is that the real estate bubbles in the U.S.
were regional in nature. They were focused in areas such as Las Vegas, Miami, and
198  
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Los Angeles. Many parts of the U.S. did not suffer from very large movements.
Interestingly Sweden has had a very large run-up and now has real prices that are
higher relative to their 1996 level than the peak that occurred in Spain.
It is wrong to say that economists missed this problem entirely. We have already
discussed warnings in the IMF World Economic Outlook (September 2004) which
echoed earlier warnings in the April 2003 World Economic Outlook, warnings that
were repeated albeit in the run-up to the crisis. But as we will discuss below, during
a bubble, there are very strong political pressures on regulators to ignore such
problems, a classic symptom of the “This Time is Different” syndrome.
In fact, it can be argued that the real estate bubble in these countries was the
result of loose monetary policy and global imbalances that led to excessive credit
availability. These are problems that might have been addressed to help mitigate
the crisis, had they been more broadly recognized and understood. Central banks,
in particular the Federal Reserve in the U.S., set very low interest rates during
the period 2003-2004 to avoid a recession after the bursting of the tech bubble
in 2000 and the 9/11 terrorist attacks in 2001 at a time when house prices were
already rising quite fast. As argued by Taylor (2008) and illustrated in Figure 2,
these levels of interest rates were much lower than in previous U.S. recessions
relative to the economic indicators at the time captured by the “Taylor rule”. In
such an environment of low interest rates, people in the U.S. started to borrow
and buy houses to benefit from their growing prices. Unlike stock prices where
returns are serially uncorrelated, in fact returns on housing are positively serially
correlated as found by Case and Shiller (1989), Englund, Quigley and Redfearn
(1998), and Glaeser and Gyourko (2007). If this correlation is due to economic
factors such as market microstructure effects rather than measurement problems,
this means that by lowering interest rates significantly below the current rate of
house price appreciation, the Fed effectively created a profitable opportunity to buy
property. Other public policies such as the tax deductibility of interest on mortgages
contributed further to the advantages of buying property and the housing boom.
The issue of how much monetary policy contributed to the real estate and
leverage bubble is controversial, with some observers pointing to the fact that the
central bank was largely successful in achieving its inflation mandate. One narrow
answer to this point is to follow the rationale of some central banks for taking into
account housing prices, namely that the central bank should have a longer horizon
than just a couple of years, since it is by nature extremely difficult to call the timing
of financial market crashes.5

5

Reinhart and Rogoff (2011) discuss a range of models suggesting that countries vulnerability to
financial crises can be assessed quantitatively but that the exact timing depends on factors such as
confidence which can be extremely fragile.
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Figure 1 illustrates the run-ups in property prices in Spain and Ireland we have
already discussed. According to Taylor (2008) and as shown in Figure 2, these
countries also had loose monetary policies relative to the Taylor rule. Spain, which
had one of the largest deviations from the rule, also had the biggest housing
boom as measured by the change in housing investment as a share of GDP. Other
countries in the Eurozone such as Germany did not have a housing boom. Their
inflation rates and other economic indicators were such that for them the European
Central Bank’s interest rates did not correspond to a loose monetary policy. Sweden
did not deviate nearly as much as Spain and Ireland from the Taylor rule. The rise
in prices there may therefore reflect changes in fundamentals rather than being a
bubble.
There is considerable debate about whether the Taylor rule provides a firm
indication of the “correct” level of interest rates. Furthermore, it is difficult to use
monetary policy to lean against asset price bubbles in individual countries in a
single currency area such as the Eurozone. Bernanke (2010) has argued that the
Taylor rule is sensitive to the choice of inflation measure and to whether actual or
forecasted inflation and output gaps are used. Once changes in these measures
are introduced, it is no longer clear whether interest rates were unusually low
given the state of the economy or whether house prices were unusually high given
interest rates and the state of the economy. Bernanke (2010) concludes that Taylor`s
claim is not persuasive enough. He suggests that what seems to have played a
crucial role in setting the stage for the crisis is financial innovation in the form of
mortgage contracts and securitization. Rather than interest rates being set too low,
the implications of financial innovation for monetary policy transmission were not
understood by monetary policy makers. This failure together with weak financial
regulation and supervision set the stage for the crisis.
However, on the other side of this debate there is a considerable amount of
evidence accumulating that low interest rates increase risk-taking by banks both
in terms of real estate and other loans. This is the so-called risk-taking channel of
monetary policy. Maddaloni and Peydró (2010) consider the impact of low interest
rates and securitization on bank lending standards and risk-taking using data from
the Euro area and the U.S. They find evidence that low short term (policy) interest
rates result in a softening of lending standards and increase in bank risk-taking. This
effect is magnified when supervision standards for bank capital are weak, interest
rates are held low for an extended period, and the more securitization there is in an
economy. Their results are more in line with Taylor’s view that loose monetary policy
is an important cause of the crisis.
Jiménez, Ongena, Peydró, and Saurina (2010) consider the impact of short term
interest rates on banks’ risk taking. They use a unique data set from Spain on all
loans since 1984 as well as all loan applications since 2002 up until the beginning of
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2009 that can be matched with relevant bank and firm information. They find that
loose monetary policy in terms of low short term interest rates leads banks to take
greater risks when granting loans, particularly banks with lower capital. Low long
term rates have much smaller effects. Ioannidou, Ongena and Peydró (2009) study
data from the credit register in Bolivia and find similar results.6
As Allen and Gale (2000, 2007) have argued, asset price bubbles are also caused
by growth in credit. During the recent crisis, credit expanded rapidly in the countries
with a loose monetary policy due to the presence of global imbalances. Several
Asian countries started accumulating large amounts of reserves in the late 1990s
and these grew to high levels. Figure 3 illustrates that this acquisition of reserves
was an Asian phenomenon. In Latin America and Central and Eastern European
countries reserves did not increase significantly. There are a number of reasons
behind this accumulation. Allen and Carletti (2010) argue that the Asian countries
affected by the crisis of 1997 started accumulating reserves in response to the tough
conditions that the International Monetary Fund imposed on them in exchange for
financial assistance. The motivations for the reserve accumulation of China, which
is the largest holder, are probably more complex than this. Beside the precautionary
reason, China started accumulating reserves to avoid allowing its currency to
strengthen and damage its exports as well as to increase its political power.
The accumulated reserves were mostly invested internationally. Much of it was
invested in U.S. dollars in debt securities such as Treasuries, and Fannie and Freddie
mortgage-backed securities. The large supply of debt in the U.S. helped to drive
down lending standards to ensure that there was enough demand for debt from
house buyers and other borrowers. However, funds did not only flow to the U.S.
Spain and Ireland (among others such as Portugal and Greece) also ran large current
account deficits as shown in Figure 4. Interestingly Sweden has not run a large
deficit as the figure shows. This also suggests that price rises in Sweden might not
have been driven to quite the same extent as in the United States by low interest
rates and abundant credit. Nevertheless, the authorities still need to be alert to high
private leverage even if Sweden overall is a net creditor to the rest of the world.
The burst of a real estate bubble has a clear effect on the stability of the financial
sector as documented in Reinhart and Rogoff (2009). In the current crisis, for
example, the sudden drop in securitized asset prices starting in the summer of
2007, triggered by the fall in real estate prices and the large volatility that followed,
worsened the balance sheets of financial institutions significantly and froze several
financial markets including the normally stable interbank market.

6

There is now a large literature with similar results using a variety of data sets on the importance of
the risk-taking channel. See, e.g., Gambacorta (2009), Altunbas, Gambacorta and Marques-Ibanez
(2010), Bekaert, Hoerova and Lo Duca (2010), and Delis and Kouretas (2010).
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The financial crisis then spread to the real sector. The burst of a bubble can,
however, also create direct damaging effects on the real economy. In Spain
during the current crisis, for example, the bursting of the property bubble led to
a doubling of unemployment in the country to around 20 percent. However, the
financial sector was not affected as much as one might infer, at least initially, thanks
to strict financial regulation and the use of some macroprudential instruments
such as countercyclical loan loss ratios. (Whether Spain’s better macroprudential
regulation will prove enough in the face of other structural weaknesses remains
an open question as the European debt crisis unfolds.) The fact that the burst of a
bubble can affect both the financial and the real sector significantly underlines the
importance of preventing bubbles.
While most of the macroeconomic literature has argued that central banks
should not target real estate and other asset prices, there are a number of papers
that stress the importance of asset prices. Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) emphasize
problems when asset prices collapse through collateral and other effects. Borio
and Lowe (2002) and Borio, English and Filardo (2003) argue the question is not
so much about pricking asset price bubbles, but whether central banks should lean
against the buildup of financial imbalances which may later unwind at a much larger
cost. Bordo and Jeanne (2002a, b) propose a model to investigate the optimal
response of monetary policy to asset price booms when this risks leading to large
collapses in lending and economic activity. They argue that taking preemptive action
using monetary policy to prevent large run ups in asset prices can be desirable if
significant falls in asset prices can have serious effects on real output. None of these
papers model asset price bubbles or the possible role of interest rates in causing
them.
Very few central banks have taken the approach of targeting real estate prices.
Cecchetti (2005) and Cagliarini, Kent and Stevens (2010) give the examples of
Australia and Sweden. In Australia in 2003 an increase in interest rates that was
partially justified to the public by developments in the housing markets led to a
softening of the real estate market and a fall in nominal house prices in a number of
areas of the country.
Sweden’s central bank, the Riksbank, has for some time considered property
prices when making interest rate decisions. Ingves (2007, pp. 433-434) explains the
rationale for this in the following way.
“Let me say at the outset what I and other members of the Executive Board have
said on many occasions – Sveriges Riksbank does not have a target either for
the level of house prices or for house price inflation, or for any other asset price
for that matter. However, when we observe long periods of high growth rates in
asset prices and debt, growth rates that appear to be unsustainable in the long
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run, our view is that it is not reasonable to completely ignore that there may be
risks associated with this, even though it is difficult to give consideration to these
risks in any simple manner in our regular forecasting process. What this view
has meant in practice is fairly marginal changes in the timing of our interest rate
changes, and substantial public oral and written focus on the issue.”
Ingves gives the example of February 23, 2006 when the Executive Board of the
Riksbank voted to raise the interest rate by 0.25% because of house price increases.
The current practice of the Riksbank is well illustrated by the Executive Board
minutes for their October 2010 meeting. There was an extensive discussion of the
potential danger from a future drop in housing prices and the likelihood of this
occurring. On the one hand, there was a considerable expansion in households’
mortgage debt and housing prices might continue to rise as a result. On the other
hand, marginal mortgage holders who have new loans and the highest levels of
indebtedness were not perceived as particularly vulnerable as they could pass
extreme stress tests. In the end there was a divergence of opinions but interest rates
were increased with the fears about the housing market going forward playing some
part in the decision.

5. Theories of real estate bubbles
One interpretation of the Riksbank’s policy is that if there is evidence of a growing
bubble in real estate central banks may want to take actions to try and cool such
bubbles. In order to understand why this kind of response makes sense and what
other policies should be used to combat bubbles in real estate prices and prevent
financial crises it is necessary to have a theory of bubbles. What is missing from the
Taylor (2008) explanation and much of the other macroeconomics literature on this
topic is a theory of why low interest rates and credit expansion lead to real estate
bubbles.
Standard neoclassical theory and the efficient markets hypothesis suggest
that bubbles cannot occur. In practice, one important factor in the development
of bubbles appears to be the amount of liquidity provided by the central bank as
money or credit. Kindleberger (1978; p. 54) emphasizes the role of this factor in his
history of bubbles: “Speculative manias gather speed through expansion of money
and credit or perhaps, in some cases, get started because of an initial expansion of
money and credit.”
The sequence of events in the current crisis is, in fact, often observed. Kaminsky
and Reinhart (1999) study a wide range of crises in 20 countries including 5
industrial and 15 emerging ones. A common precursor to most of the crises
considered is financial liberalization and significant credit expansion. These are
followed by an average rise in the price of stocks of about 40 percent per year
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above that occurring in normal times. The prices of real estate and other assets also
increase significantly. At some point the bubble bursts and the stock and real estate
markets collapse. In many cases banks and other intermediaries were overexposed
to the equity and real estate markets and about a year later on average a banking
crisis ensues. This is often accompanied by an exchange rate crisis as governments
choose between lowering interest rates to ease the banking crisis or raising interest
rates to defend the currency. Finally, a significant fall in output occurs and the
recession lasts for an average of about a year and a half.
Arguably the most important reform to prevent future crises is to design
policies that ensure that asset price bubbles are minimized. In order to do this we
need tractable models of bubbles that can be used as a basis for policy analysis.
Developing such theories has so far proved a difficult task.
Much of the early theoretical literature was concerned with showing that bubbles
do not arise in standard models. Tirole (1982) argued that with finite horizons or a
finite number of agents, bubbles in which asset prices deviate from fundamentals
are not consistent with rational behavior. Santos and Woodford (1997) have argued
that the conditions under which bubbles arise in standard general equilibrium
frameworks are very special.
Building on the overlapping generations model of Samuelson (1958), Tirole
(1985) showed that bubbles could exist in infinite horizon models in which all agents
are rational. A large literature based on developments of this model has developed.
Recent contributions include Caballero and Krishnamurthy (2006), and Farhi and
Tirole (2010). An important issue with these models is the extent to which the OLG
framework is consistent with the kind of bubbles in real estate and stock markets
that are documented in Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999), Reinhart and Rogoff (2009)
and elsewhere where bank credit appears to play an important role and the bubbles
grow very quickly before bursting.
A second branch of the bubbles literature builds on asymmetric information
models where everybody rationally believes that they may be able to sell the
asset at a higher price even though it is above its fundamental. Allen, Morris
and Postlewaite (1993) developed a discrete-time, finite-horizon model where
the absence of common knowledge led to bubbles in asset prices. However, the
model is not very robust. Conlon (2004) and Dobles-Madrid (2010) develop more
appealing versions of this kind of model that are more robust.7
A third branch develops agency theories of bubbles. Allen and Gorton (1993)
constructed a model with continuous time and a finite horizon in which an agency
problem between investors and portfolio managers could produce bubbles even
though all participants were rational. Allen and Gale (2000) develop a model with

7	See also Diamond and Rajan (2009).
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an agency problem in discrete time where bubbles arise as a result of an expansion
in credit. Barlevy (2009) extends this kind of model to allow for more general debt
contracts and dynamic considerations. Allen and Gale (2003, 2004, 2007) and
Adrian and Shin (2008) explicitly focus on the relationship between lending and
asset price bubbles.
The difficulty in reconciling bubbles with rational behavior resulted in many
authors such as De Long, Shleifer, Summers, and Waldmann (1990) developing
asset pricing models based on irrational behavior. Herring and Wachter (1999)
provide a behavioral theory based on “disaster myopia”. Recent contributions in
this strand of the literature, which involve slight deviations from rationality and
provide appealing models of bubbles, include Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) and
Scheinkman and Xiong (2003).
Given the evidence in Maddaloni and Peydró (2010) and the other papers
mentioned above that low interest rates lead to increased risk taking, perhaps the
most promising theory of bubbles to analyze monetary policy is agency theories.
Allen and Gale (2000, 2003, 2007) show how a risk shifting problem in the banking
system can lead to asset bubbles. The model is particularly applicable to real
estate. Credit expansion interacts with risk shifting in two ways. By encouraging
investors to fund risky investments at the current date, credit expansion has a
contemporaneous effect on asset prices. However, the anticipation of future credit
expansion can also increase the current price of assets and it turns out that this
may have a greater effect on the likelihood of an eventual crisis. The first version
of the model shows how asset prices are related to the amount of credit and how
uncertainty about asset payoffs can lead to bubbles in an intermediated financial
system because of risk shifting. In this version default and the resulting crisis is
caused by low payoffs to risky assets. In the second version of the model, a dynamic
model is developed where it is expectations about the future level of credit that are
important in determining asset prices. Here default and crisis result from the actions
of the central bank rather than the outcome of any exogenous uncertainty about
real economic variables. The third version of the model shows how anticipated
credit expansion can lead to financial fragility, in the sense that a crisis occurs unless
the realized credit expansion is quite large. In other words a financial contraction is
not needed to burst the bubble.
In practice the real estate market in many countries operates without bubbles for
long periods of time. The Allen and Gale model does not incorporate an explanation
of this but rather focuses on how a bubble can arise. An important extension is to
understand why there appear to be two regimes, one where fundamentals drive real
estate prices and one where there is a bubble. For example, suppose that in normal
times those investing with borrowed money will receive a steady stream of income
from investing in safe investments. If they invest in a risky asset to shift risk and the
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investment does not turn out well they will be unlikely to be able to borrow going
forward. There is therefore an important issue as to whether a short run gain from
taking a risk is worth it given the alternative of an ongoing safe stream of income.
Only when circumstances are right will it be worthwhile to engage in the risky
investment that drives the bubble. One of the important inputs into this trade-off is
likely to be interest rates that are perceived to be temporarily low. Thus by creating
a very favorable environment for real estate investment it is possible to depart from
normal times and set off a bubble.
Another factor that seems important in setting off real estate bubbles in the kind
of model outlined is the availability of credit. This is where global imbalances and
the large current account deficits of countries such as the U.S., Spain and Ireland
seem to have played an important role in the setting off and continuation of the
bubble.
The other important feature that needs to be incorporated in such a model is the
positive serial correlation of real estate returns found by Case and Shiller (1989),
Englund, Quigley and Redfearn (1998) and Glaeser and Gyourko (2007). This
empirical observation is important as it shows that if real estate prices are currently
rising, then it is likely this will continue. For example, Glaeser and Gyourko (2007)
find that a $1 increase in one year will on average be followed by a $0.71 increase
the following year. Thus once a real estate bubble has started it is likely that it will
persist for some time. This positive serial correlation of returns is currently not well
understood. One possibility is that the search nature of the market microstructure
means that idiosyncratic and aggregate shocks are difficult to disentangle and this
results in the correlation. Another possibility is that the data is inadequate. Much
more research needs to be done on this topic.
The kind of theory of real estate bubbles sketched above can provide a
justification for the type of policy outlined by Ingves (2007). By avoiding low
interest rates it may be possible to prevent the start of a bubble and by maintaining
interest rates at relatively high levels and restricting credit it may be possible to
cool them off and prevent real estate prices going to very high levels. This will
also reduce the severity of any subsequent collapse and possible crisis that will
follow. The other thing that this type of theory suggests is that discretionary
macroprudential policies that make it more expensive to trade real estate may have
an important role to play in preventing or dampening bubbles and subsequent
financial crises. We turn to a discussion of these two kinds of policy next.
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6. 	What should be the role of monetary policy in preventing
real estate bubbles?
How should a central bank with a policy of flexible inflation targeting give
consideration to house prices and credit growth? The current state of the literature
precludes any simple answer to this question.
Many major financial crises result from the bursting of real estate bubbles. These
financial crises can be very costly. As a result it is important that central banks try to
predict and prevent bubbles. However, separating out bubbles from rises in prices
due to changed fundamentals and determining when they are going to burst is
difficult.
In an important early paper, Borio and Lowe (2002) argue that while it is difficult
to predict asset price bubbles and in particular property bubbles, it is not impossible.
They provide evidence that rapid credit growth combined with large increases in
real estate prices can lead to financial instability. In low inflation environments they
suggest that inflationary pressures can first appear in asset prices rather than in the
prices of goods and services. They argue that in such cases it may be appropriate to
use monetary policy to prick asset bubbles and to preserve financial and monetary
stability.
Bubbles, in particular real estate bubbles, seem to be related to loose monetary
policy and excessive credit supply. As argued in the previous section one way to
prevent them is then through interest rate policy. In particular, very low interest
rates at a time when property prices are static or increasing should be avoided.
Once they have started increasing, an important question is whether interest
rates should be raised to prick them. It may be possible and desirable to do this in
economies with a high degree of homogeneity as in small countries like Sweden or
possibly medium sized countries like the U.K.
The problem is more complicated in heterogeneous economies like the U.S.,
the Eurozone, and China. Different regions within these economies differ in terms
of economic fundamentals and the rate of property price increases. Using interest
rates to prick bubbles will not be so desirable because this will adversely affect
the areas that do not have bubbles. The recent events in the Eurozone constitute
a clear example. The interest rate policy followed by the European Central Bank
was correct for countries like Germany where there was no bubble but it was
inappropriate for Spain and Ireland, where it arguably contributed to the creation of
the property bubbles. A tighter policy may have been effective for preventing the
bubble in these countries but at the cost of a recession or at least slower growth in
some of the other countries.
Even in small homogeneous countries, using interest rates to prick real estate
bubbles may be difficult for political reasons. In particular when such policies are
first introduced, it may be difficult to explain why it is worth causing a recession to
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burst a property bubble. The recent crisis and its effects on the real economy may
have made such arguments much easier to make, however.
Assenmacher-Wesche and Gerlach (2008, 2010) have argued that it is extremely
costly in terms of reductions in GDP to use monetary policy to deal with real estate
bubbles. They use a vector autoregression methodology to study the relationships
between inflation, economic activity, credit, monetary policy and property and
equity prices in 17 OECD countries using quarterly data from 1986-2006. Among
other things they find that to offset a 15 percent rise in residential property prices
the central bank might have to depress real GDP by 5 percent. This suggests that
monetary policy should not be used to prick real estate bubbles as it is simply too
costly.
They do not use a theory of bubbles in their analysis. An important issue is that
much of the time, as discussed above, real estate markets do not have bubbles. For
example, it seems that in the U.S. property prices were determined by fundamentals
from the 1930’s through to the 1990’s. There were no sudden run-ups and collapses
in prices. This suggests that there are important threshold effects. Much of the time
when prices are driven by fundamentals large rises in interest rates will be required
to reduce property prices even a few percent as their results suggest. However,
in bubble times this may not be the case. The rise in Japanese interest rates at the
beginning of 1990 that pricked the Japanese stock and real estate bubbles took
many years to have its full effect but this has been dramatic. Much careful empirical
work based on theories of bubbles is needed to understand how effective monetary
policy can be in controlling property bubbles.
In summary, while raising interest rates to dampen or prick real estate bubbles
may have a role to play in some small countries such as Sweden, in large countries
like the U.S. or monetary areas such as the Eurozone it is likely to be costly to do
this. In both cases, however, macroprudential policies are likely to be needed to try
to control property bubbles. We turn to these next.

7. 	Macroprudential policies to prevent real estate bubbles
The previous sections have highlighted systemic risk arising from bubbles in real
estate prices. This section discusses the macroprudential regulatory measures and
the policies that might be put in place to deal with this source of systemic risk. What
is most important is that the new macroprudential regulation deals with systemic
risk and no longer only with the risk of failure of single financial institutions. The
current crisis has clearly shown that the microprudential approach to financial
regulation is not sufficient to prevent systemic crises.
What exactly is meant by the term macroprudential regulation? Christensson,
Spong and Wilkinson (2010) provide a nice summary. They identify three policy
steps associated with macroprudential regulation and supervision:
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1. Countercyclical regulatory policy
2. Control of contagion risk
3. Discretionary policies
The first involves increasing financial institutions’ capital reserves when the
economy is growing and financial institutions are not under stress. The second
requires stronger supervision of systemically important firms, counterparty risk and
financial infrastructure. The final one involves timely interventions by regulators
and supervisors to deal with growing imbalances and risk exposures. In particular,
it is necessary to intervene to cool down real estate and other asset price bubbles.
It is this kind of macroprudential intervention that we will focus on in the discussion
below. Countercyclical capital ratios and control of contagion risk are key policies
but our interest here is in real estate bubbles and crises.
Before considering the details of discretionary macroprudential policy, an
important issue is how likely it is that such interventions will actually be deployed.
Christensson et al. (2010) provide some interesting insights into this question. They
point out that the Financial Stability Reports (FSRs) that are currently produced by
about 50 central banks involve an attempt to undertake many of the steps that will
be necessary in undertaking discretionary macroprudential regulation. In particular
the financial stability reports attempt to identify and track the key economic and
financial risks that are likely to lead to a financial crisis. Christensson et al. (2010)
consider the FSRs of the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, and the U.K. over
the period preceding and during the crisis. The authors find that these FSRs were
successful in identifying many of the risks and unsustainable trends that led to
the financial crisis. However, many were regarded as low probability events not
worthy of action and several factors that were not important in the crisis were also
identified. The authors’ conclusion is that it is unrealistic to expect macroprudential
regulation and supervision to reliably prevent a financial crisis. Nevertheless these
kinds of intervention may be able to contribute positively to the prevention and
ability to manage a crisis.
Whether or not interest rates can be used, it may often be desirable to use other
forms of discretionary macroprudential regulation to prevent bubbles. Some possible
macroprudential policies to prevent or dampen real estate bubbles include the
following.
i. Mandatory reductions in loan to value ratios.
ii. Increases in taxes on real estate transfers.
iii. Increases in annual real estate taxes.
iv. Elimination of tax deductibility of interest.
v. Direct restrictions on real estate lending.
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The first measure would involve limits on loan-to-value ratios that would be lowered
as property prices increase at a faster pace. This can be effective for residential
property but may be difficult to enforce for commercial property. The reason is that
firms may be able to use pyramids of companies that effectively increase leverage.
The second measure is to have property transfer taxes that are greater the higher is
the rate of property price increases. The third is a shift towards higher annual real
estate taxes as the bubble grows to make owning real estate less attractive. For
those countries that have tax deductibility of mortgage interest, eliminating it may
help reduce property prices. Finally, perhaps the most direct measure is to impose
restrictions on real estate lending in regions where property prices are booming.
There is some evidence that as a result of its stimulus policies China is
experiencing real estate bubbles in a number of major cities such as Beijing,
Shanghai and Shenzhen. The government has tried a number of these
macroprudential policies to cool these real estate markets. However, it seems that
their success has so far been limited.
As discussed in the previous section, one of the major causes of bubbles is
excessive credit. During the recent crisis it has been suggested that excessive credit
emerged because of large global imbalances. To prevent bubbles in the future, it is
important to solve this problem. While it is individually advantageous for countries
to self-insure by accumulating reserves, this is an inefficient mechanism from a
global perspective.
As argued above, the accumulation of reserves by the Asian countries was
at least partly a response to the policies that the IMF imposed on a number of
countries during the Asian crisis in the late 1990s. Part of the problem was the fact
that East Asian countries were not well represented in the senior staff of the IMF.
It is therefore important to reform the governance structure of the IMF and of the
other international organizations to ensure that the Asian countries receive equal
treatment when they need financial help. This would reduce the need of these
countries to accumulate reserves as a self insurance mechanism.
To reduce the large accumulation of reserves by China, other measures are
necessary, however. For example, senior Chinese officials have proposed having a
global currency to replace the dollar. This has the advantage that reserves can be
created initially without large transfers of resources and the attendant risk of a crisis.
All countries could be allocated enough reserves in the event of a crisis so that they
could survive shocks. The problem is that an international institution like the IMF
would need to implement the currency. There would then again be the issue of
whether all countries, and in particular the Asian ones, are properly represented in
the governance process of this institution.
A more likely medium term scenario is that the Chinese Rmb becomes
fully convertible and joins the U.S. dollar and the euro as the third major
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reserve currency. With three reserve currencies there would be more scope for
diversification of risks and China itself would have little need of reserves. This is
perhaps one of the most practical solutions to the global imbalances problem.
The Chinese have already taken some steps in this direction. They have started
to allow the settlement of trade in Rmb. They have also allowed the issue of Rmb
bonds by Western companies such as McDonalds in Hong Kong. Of course, the
most important aspect of being a reserve currency is full convertibility of the Rmb.
That is still some way off and this is the sense in which this solution to the global
imbalances problem is a medium term one.
Another important issue is whether countries should pursue policies to limit
capital inflows. As has been argued already, countries like Spain and Ireland have
run large current account deficits in the years preceding the crisis. These seem to
have contributed to the emergence of bubbles in those countries. Going forward, it
is important for countries to control their current account deficits if capital inflows
are being invested in real estate and driving up prices.

8. Concluding remarks
We have suggested that the empirical evidence in Reinhart and Rogoff (2009)
and elsewhere suggests there is a strong relationship between run ups in property
prices, which then collapse, and the occurrence of financial crises. Since such crises
have large effects on real output and inflation this suggests that real estate prices
should be taken account of when conducting monetary policy, particularly in small
homogeneous countries like Sweden. The traditional approach to inflation targeting,
where asset prices only play a limited role in the determination of monetary policy,
needs to be adapted. The models on which policies are based should incorporate a
financial sector where property price bubbles can arise and lead to a financial crisis.
Unfortunately, much research remains to be done to develop such models.
In the absence of such models, thorough discussion of the influences of
monetary policy on the housing sector of the type currently undertaken by the
Executive Board of the Riksbank seem a very sensible input to the setting of interest
rates. The problems involved in detecting real estate bubbles and the uncertain
effects of interest rates on them mean that monetary policy alone is unlikely to deal
with the problem. Macroprudential policies are likely to be needed to buttress the
effects of monetary policy. Controlling bubbles is a difficult task that needs as many
tools as possible.
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Figure 1. Housing prices in Ireland, Spain, Sweden and the U.S.
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Figure 2. Deviations from the Taylor Rule in Ireland, Spain, Sweden, and the U.S.
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TRt = CPIt + (average IR over the sample period) + 0.5*(CPIt – 2%) + 0.5*output gapt,

where TRt is the implied interest rate in period t, CPIt is the consumer price index and IR is
the central bank's official interest rate.
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Figure 3. A comparison of foreign exchange reserves in different regions
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Figure 4. Current account deficits as a % of GDP in Ireland, Spain, Sweden and
the U.S.
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Against the background of the subprime crisis, where housing was implicated in
the financial crisis in countries such as the US, as well as the ongoing discussions
regarding Basel III, we survey the literature on housing market dynamics with a
view to finding possible links to banking crises as well as potential macroprudential
tools for dampening disruptive tendencies. We then go on to estimate house price
equations and evaluate NiGEM macromodel simulations for Sweden with the
same aim. Light is cast on the appropriateness of macroprudential intervention in
housing, possible instruments to employ, and the interrelation of macroprudential
with monetary policies.
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1 	Introduction
The issue of housing bubbles, banking crises and monetary policy has returned
to the fore with the subprime crisis. It is clear that the collapse of house prices in
the US was a trigger for the crises, operating domestically via losses on banks’
balance sheets and globally via securitised housing loans. This episode has led to
a renewed debate on bank regulation, and notably on macroprudential policy. It
is widely agreed that capital levels of banks have to rise, and also that it would be
appropriate for some countercyclical element to be introduced into bank regulation,
in order to offset the natural procyclicality that has been seen in this and many
previous boom-bust cycles. However, the Basel proposals are for the most part
based on counter cyclical tools with an economy wide effect based on capital or
provisioning on the whole of banks’ balance sheets. There remains a tradition,
which has been continued in some Eastern European and Far Eastern countries, of
applying countercyclical tools to the housing or commercial property markets alone,
notably via controls on loan-to-value ratios. This raises the question of whether such
tools could be appropriate for advanced OECD counties such as Sweden, what their
incidence would be and how they would relate to monetary policy.
In order to address this overall issue, we provide an overview of work on the
housing market, particularly as it links to monetary policy and financial stability.
We also survey existing use of macroprudential policies in the housing market and
related empirical work, and undertake estimation of house price equations with
a view to seeing what evidence they provide on possible impacts of such policies.
Finally we undertake extensive simulations of the NiGEM model for Sweden in
order to assess the macroeconomic impact of such policies and their relationship to
monetary policies.
Accordingly, the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide a survey
covering the relationship of house prices to financial instability, macroprudential
surveillance and monetary policy. In Section 3 we look at macroprudential tools
applicable to the housing market, notably loan to value (LTV) ratios but also debt
service/income caps, capital weights on housing lending, dynamic provisioning and
sectoral exposure limits. We note that current Basel proposals (higher overall capital
and procyclical capital weights) do not bear specifically on the housing market.
Section 4 completes the survey sections by giving an overview of econometric work
on house prices which is essential to evaluating policy proposals.
Section 5 shows estimation of house price equations for Sweden and within a
panel of OECD countries, based on the approach of authors such as Muellbauer
and Murphy (1997 and later). Variables assessed include demographics, income,
the housing stock, interest rates, and lagged house price rises. We consider whether
credit enters these models and what other significant variables could be affected
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by macroprudential policies. Finally in Section 6 we consider the interaction of
macroprudential policies and monetary policy. Apart from surveying the few papers
which look explicitly at the impact of macroprudential policies on the economy as
a whole, this section is focused on NiGEM simulations comparing macroprudential
policies and monetary policy for Sweden with a newly estimated house price
equation from the current exercise.
Throughout, we seek to keep in mind the overall aims of the project, for
example to describe which macroprudential instruments - new, applied or proposed
internationally - may be better suited than the repo rate to counteract excessive risk
taking, increased indebtedness among households or extreme deviations of house
prices from a long-term trend; to examine which macroprudential tools could be
applied in Sweden and under what circumstances such tools should be used, and to
assess how monetary policy tools can be coordinated with the macroprudential tools.

2 	House prices, banking crises and monetary policy
2.1 	Introduction

The connection between asset prices and banking crises was established in the
seminal work of Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999), as well as Borio and Lowe (2002).
Since then, specific linkages between house price dynamics and banking crises have
been discussed inter alia by Reinhart and Rogoff (2008) and empirically quantified
by Barrell et al. (2010a). In the wake of the sub-prime crisis, policy makers such
as Turner (2009) have increasingly turned their attention to the role of housing
markets.
From an early stage in the development of macroprudential surveillance,
there have been recommendations to focus on housing (BIS, 2000). Such
recommendations include the monitoring of house prices down to a regional level
due to the high concentration of banks’ asset portfolios in this market (IMF, 2000)
and their exposure to boom and bust cycles.
There is an ongoing debate as to whether house price bubbles should be targeted
by monetary policy given, their connection with financial instability. Again this
reflects the increasing recognition that house price behaviour is ignored at the policy
maker’s peril, (although central banks often consider house prices as inappropriate
targets except to the extent that they influence consumer prices in the relatively
short run).
Meanwhile the subprime crisis has entailed a new focus on the possible use of
tools for macroprudential policy to directly affect housing markets. These include
loan-to-value ratios, loan to income limits and sectoral exposure limits for banks.
These have been applied in countries such as Hong Kong (CGFS 2010) posing the
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question whether they might be appropriate for advanced OECD countries as well.
In the light of these developments, a need to be able to explain house price
behaviour has become crucial for regulators so as to be able to mitigate the social
costs of crises. Moreover given the changing nature of financial intermediation
within increasingly competitive banking systems and structural shifts in
demographics, migration and building regulations, the modelling of house prices is
important in its own right. One important conclusion is that more resources must be
devoted to collecting and disseminating data on house prices and related variables
such as LTVs since accurate house price modelling and assessment of related risks
requires such information.
This section is structured as follows: in section 2.2 we explore the linkages
between house prices and financial instability which justifies the recommendations
of section 2.3 where the monitoring of house prices as part of macroprudential
surveillance is discussed. Section 2.4 summarises the debate on whether central
banks should pursue the twin objectives of price stability and financial stability
in which case they may be required to respond to house price bubbles. Section
2.5 reviews the linkages between house prices and consumption since these are
important channels by which regulatory changes to house prices could impact
on aggregate demand. Thereafter in Section 3 we look at experience in using
macroprudential policies in the housing market, and in Section 4 we focus on house
price estimation both in the long-term and short-term. In this context, the user
cost of housing which is central to house price estimation is discussed at length. A
selection of alternative estimators in the literature is also briefly reviewed.
2.2 	House Prices and Financial Instability

Much of the seminal work on banking crisis determination such as DemirgucKunt and Detragiache (1998, 2005) simply does not assess the link from banking
crises to housing markets owing to a lack of house price data for most emerging
market countries. Nevertheless, a connection between asset prices in a broad sense
and banking (and currency) crises was established empirically by Kaminsky and
Reinhart (1999) although they focused mainly on equity prices. Using a dataset
containing 76 currency crises and 26 banking crises between the 1970s and 1995,
they identified abnormal behaviour in stock market returns in the run up to banking
crises. Their results showed that equity returns prior to banking crises were driven
by possible asset price bubbles; returns 9 months prior to banking crises were 40%
higher than their “tranquil period” levels.1 The authors note that these results
1	In contrast, currency crises were preceded (by about 18 months) by returns that were 40% below
those observed during non-crisis periods; the authors attributed this to a downturn in the economic
cycle. The results suggested that asset returns had already fallen below their cyclical peaks when
currency crises materialised.
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accord with Gorton (1988) and Calomiris and Gorton (1991) who view the bursting
of an asset price bubble as a stylistic occurrence associated with banking crises:
depositors who observe increases in firm failures in periods preceding the crisis form
conditional expectations of impending recession and change their perceptions of the
riskiness of their bank deposits accordingly.
Borio and Lowe (2002) and subsequent work by the BIS has also linked banking
crises to asset prices, although their main focus has been on role of credit gaps (i.e.
gaps between the credit/GDP ratio and its long-run trend as shown by a HodrickPrescott filter). Their asset price variable, which they consider helpful in prediction
albeit poorer than the loan variable has tended to be a similar “gap” based on the
average of equity, housing and commercial property prices. Their methodology, like
that of Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999) has been the “signal extraction” approach.
More recently Reinhart and Reinhart (2008) have examined the link between
capital inflows and banking crises by focusing on the behaviour of asset prices in
emerging markets. They argue, along the lines Calvo et al. (2003), that to a large
extent, capital inflow surges that precede crises are driven by foreign demand for a
country’s equity and housing as investment vehicles. Like Kaminsky and Reinhart
(1999), the results of Reinhart and Reinhart (ibid) suggest that asset market
collapses precede crises.
Reinhart and Rogoff (2008) extend the Reinhart and Reinhart (2008) analysis
in the context of residential property prices. They examine 16 countries that
experienced a banking crisis according to the dating proposed by Reinhart and
Reinhart (ibid). Their data also reveals significant increases in property prices in the
run-up to the sub-prime episode, with this trend being particularly marked in the
US.
The above findings are corroborated by description in the Turner Review (2009)
which suggests that in the context of the sub-prime crisis, historically low interest
rates fuelled credit expansion and consequent property price booms in the US and
UK. In the UK the housing boom was exacerbated by rising demand for housing
coupled with inadequate physical supply and between 1997-2007 total mortgage
debt relative to GDP rose from 50% to 80%. Lending decisions were driven by
the perception that high LTVs were defendable because continued house price
appreciation would erode borrowers’ debt burdens. In the US, lending patterns
were similar but driven also by the need to direct credit to previously excluded social
classes.
Against the background of suggestions regarding the predictive power of
property prices for banking crisis occurrence as described above, Barrell et al.
(2010a), published in the Journal of Banking and Finance have recently tested the
usefulness of property prices as a leading indicator of banking crises in a multivariate context. Using the logit approach common in the Early Warning System
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literature (see Demirguc-Kunt and Detragiache, 1998, 2005) they tested the
predictive power of previously unused variables such as bank capital adequacy,
liquidity and residential property price growth against more commonly utilised
determinants in the literature. Based on a sample of 14 OECD economies covering
the years 1980-2007, which included 14 systemic and non-systemic banking crises,
they concluded that bank capital adequacy, broad liquidity and residential property
price growth are the most important determinants of crises in the OECD.
Moreover, Barrell et al. (ibid) were able to quantify the marginal impact of house
price fluctuations on the probability of banking crisis materialisation. For a given
level of bank balance sheet health, a one percentage point rise in real house price
growth was sufficient to raise the probability of a crisis by at least 0.07% (US) and
by as much as 0.74% (France).
They note that their results accord with those of Borio and Drehmann (2009)
and Borio et al. (2010) who utilised a signal extraction methodology to establish
that property prices are leading indicators of banking crises. Whereas the Borio
et al. (ibid) did not subject their model to extensive robustness tests, Barrell et al.
(ibid) used a series of robustness tests, including out-of-sample crisis prediction,
to show that house price dynamics have a major role in the generation of financial
instability. The social and public policy implication of this result, in the context of
the earlier literature, is that house prices should be subject to monitoring as part of
macroprudential surveillance, and possibly to control via macroprudential regulation.
Note however that predictive power over banking crises does not necessarily
entail causality, if for example it is commercial property losses, correlated with house
prices, that tend to bring down banking sectors. Rising commercial property prices
drive credit availability and fixed investment in the upturn (the financial accelerator)
and then when prices fall commercial property companies are most likely to
default. In contrast, in most OECD countries, housing lending is recourse based, in
other words there is a lien of the lender on household income to make up for any
shortfall in the case of repossession. This may limit the impact of “negative equity”
on defaults except in countries such as the US where lending is non-recourse and
handing in the keys to the house covers the borrower’s liability. On the other hand,
there may be important wealth effects on consumption (Davis 2010) which mean
falling house prices drive defaults across the economy more widely.
2.3 	Monitoring House Price Bubbles as Part of Macroprudential
Surveillance

Macroprudential surveillance (MPS) can be defined as policy that focuses on the
financial system as a whole, and also treats aggregate risk as endogenous with
regard to the collective behaviour of institutions. It aims to limit system-wide
distress so as to avoid output costs associated with financial instability (Borio 2009;
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Davis and Karim, 2009). To this end, variables that are systematically correlated
with crises are monitored on a rolling basis by policy makers with the idea that
aberrance in their behaviour can trigger policy intervention to mitigate potential
financial instability. In other words, there may be transmission of macroprudential
surveillance into macroprudential regulation, whereby outcomes of surveillance
are institutionalised as part of the regulator’s strategy for ensuring financial system
soundness.
The definition above allows for a wide variety of surveillance techniques to
become part of the arsenal against banking crises; both qualitative and quantitative
aspects of the financial system should be monitored so that tools such as early
warning systems form one component of the surveillance regime. Surveillance can
also be distinguished at a micro bank level or at a systemic level. Regarding the
former, Davis (1999) suggests monitoring of variables relating to bank balance sheet
health as well as measures of their income and expenditures. In contrast systemic
risk should be monitored by tracking aggregate variables such as non-financial and
financial sector debt, leverage and asset prices.
Given the discussion in the preceding section it is therefore surprising that the
monitoring of house price trends and bubbles has not formed an explicit component
of surveillance strategies to date in all countries. On the other hand, it could be
argued that regulation is backward looking in that MPS needs are updated in the
wake of crises as new information on the causes of crises emerges. This may explain
why there is an increasing recognition that house price monitoring should form part
of the MPS toolkit.
According to Whyte (2010), the emergence of property price bubbles before the
sub-prime crisis occurred in countries such as Spain and the US which had distinct
regulatory frameworks. This suggests property price evaluation may be a missing
component in the MPS frameworks of many OECD economies. IMF (2000) noted
that real estate prices should be monitored at a sectoral level because banks often
concentrate their portfolios with loans against properties the prices of which display
boom and bust cyclicality. A recent example of this in the UK was lending for
“buy-to-let”. In this context the authors also recommend monitoring of household
indebtedness since a large fraction of this is related to mortgage obligations.
However there is recognition that this enhanced monitoring system is subject to
data availability which is currently limited and that more resources are required to
collect and disseminate data such as residential property prices and loan to value
ratios.
One point to note regarding MPS and house prices is the difficulty associated
with measuring house price bubbles. As will be discussed in section 4, the
estimation of the determinants of house prices has broadly followed two paths: the
asset pricing approach and the cointegrating approach. The former methodology
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essentially uses a time series of house prices to determine whether prices are
over or undervalued but the lack of a structural model implies the degree of
price misalignments is a rough guide only. The cointegrating approach assumes
house prices are driven by fundamental factors but there is limited consistency
in the literature on the exact nature of these determinants; different authors use
different specifications based on their theoretical motivations and data availability
(see Section 4). This heterogeneity in estimation means the detection of house
price bubbles is operationally difficult. On the other hand if standard “bubble”
estimation tools are employed such as comparison with long term trends using
Hodrick-Prescott filters, the bubble estimate becomes subject to the same criticisms
as output gap measures or even measures of credit gaps. Hence although the
monitoring of house price bubbles may be an important principle of MPS, in
practice policymakers may need to form a consensus on acceptable bubble
estimators and use a high degree of judgement.
The lack of adequate historic data on house prices may explain to some extent
why new regulatory proposals (e.g. BIS 2010) advocate countercyclical provisioning
against credit in aggregate, since authors such as Borio and Drehmann (2009) and
Drehmann et al. (2010) contend that credit cycles may cause property price cycles,2
although they also maintain that credit is a better direct indicator of banking crises
than asset prices. The suggestion that credit has a primary role in the transmission
mechanism of banking crises may stem from the observation that rapid credit
growth precedes banking crises during a phase when collateral values are high and
credit risk is improperly processed. It also may relate to developments in both house
prices and commercial property prices.
Although empirically many studies appear to find credit growth to be a leading
banking crisis indicator (Demirguc-Kunt and Detragiache, 1998, 2005; Borio,
Furfine and Lowe, 2001), Barrell et al. (2010b) shows that there is no conclusive
empirical evidence that credit Granger causes property prices in OECD countries
since 1980. In this sense although credit growth is an important MPS variable in its
own right, it cannot be a substitute for property price monitoring.
Furthermore, Barrell et al. (2010b) show that a logit model using house prices,
capital adequacy, liquidity and the current account (i.e. slightly extending their
earlier work) could have predicted the subprime crisis in the UK, US, Belgium and
France using an estimate for up to 1997 only. They contend that the recursive
forecasts their model provides should be a key input to macroprudential surveillance
as well as giving important evidence for macroprudential regulation.

2	Evidence in Barrell et al (2011) suggests this is not the case in most OECD countries, rather, it is
property prices that drive credit. Davis and Zhu (2010) found a similar result for commercial property
prices.
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There remain some difficulties with using house prices for surveillance. With
respect to house price cycles, there is little consensus on definitive estimators that
can be used to identify trend levels and deviations from trend (this is discussed in
more detail below). However the same estimation problem applies to credit analysis
where the cyclical components are often computed with a degree of subjectivity.
Given that similar limitations apply to the estimation of credit and house price
cycles, there is little reason to exclude house price monitoring from the next
generation of MPS frameworks. Moreover if property prices are not subjected to
robust monitoring in future, it is possible that signs of financial instability will be
missed and that societies will re-incur the costs of banking crises. In recognition of
such costs, a debate has formed on the merits of including asset prices, including
house prices, in monetary policy rules. We turn to this issue next.
2.4 	Asset Price Bubbles and Monetary Policy

Given the empirical connection between house prices and banking crises and the
recognition that housing market developments should feed in to MPS, a natural
question arises as to whether house price developments should also be the target of
monetary policy, given that interest rates can influence house prices via a number of
channels (see discussion of Mishkin (2007) below and Section 4)
Disysatat (2010) highlights the two crucial alternatives available to policy
makers in this respect: one in which the central banks only responds to asset price
misalignments if they alter the path of central bank targets (inflation and the
output gap). The other alternative is that in recognition of the social costs of asset
price corrections, central banks should counteract the accumulation of asset price
imbalances irrespective of whether they are likely to impact on the short-term paths
of inflation and output. This second approach has been used to justify why central
banks should “lean against the wind” of asset price bubbles, whereas according the
first view, policy makers would deal with the aftermath of such bubbles in the wake
of asset price corrections (leaning versus cleaning).
The debate does not question the inflation targeting role of central banks but is
concerned with more subtle aspects of stability such as the timing of interventions
against asset prices and the relative weights given by policy makers to information
contained in asset prices versus their targets. Fawley and Juvenal (2010) summarise
the divergent views on this; Bernanke and Gertler (2001) suggest monetary policy
should restrict itself to targeting inflation whereas Cecchetti et al. (2002) believe
asset price bubbles should be mitigated by central banks. In other words, the latter
suggest central banks should be concerned with the “twin objectives” of monetary
and financial stability.
Bernanke and Gertler (ibid) cite an earlier contribution (Bernanke and Gertler,
1999) in which they establish that the medium term inflation target announced
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by the central bank should be the primary anchor for monetary policy. Inasmuch
as the inflation forecast already imbibes the forward looking expectations of asset
prices, including house prices, central banks should not respond to asset price
developments beyond this.
The empirical simulations of Bernanke and Gertler (1999) appear to validate this
stance; they used a Taylor rule in which the change in the interest rate is dictated
by a coefficient of 2 on the expected inflation rate. They found that this aggressive
reaction function was sufficient for the stabilisation of output and inflation in
situations where asset price bubbles emerged and then collapsed. On the premise
that such a Taylor rule is adopted, the authors could not establish any additional
benefits when central banks responded to asset price deviations. Moreover they
argue that if central banks attempt to stabilise asset prices there may be detrimental
effects on market expectations which are not always predictable and could modify
monetary policy transmission adversely.
In line with the above, Bohl et al. (2004) suggest unpredictability could arise
due to problems with estimating house price bubbles. They estimate Taylor rules
for Germany, France and Italy and find that the addition of asset prices to the
reaction function produces interest rate volatility along the lines of the results for
Bernanke and Gertler (1999). However their GMM results which rely on asset prices
as instruments generate Taylor rules which fit the actual data well, suggesting that
although the central banks in practice did not respond to asset prices directly they
did respond implicitly as asset market developments affected expectations of the
inflation and output gaps.
Fawley and Juvenal (2010) also note the problems with Taylor rules and house
price bubbles. The latter are by definition episodes when house prices respond to
irrational exuberance and thus it could be argued are unpredictable. In this case
forward-looking rules could not accommodate bubbles effectively and even if a
bubble is identified, the impact of an interest rate rise would not be predictable and
would most likely generate interest rate volatility. Furthermore if linkages between
interest rates and asset prices are weak, central banks would have a limited capacity
to deflate housing market bubbles.
On the other hand Mishkin (2007) recognises the economic impact of housing
market fluctuations can be severe and thus may warrant interventions by central
banks. In other words, a financial crisis is itself a major disinflationary shock, the
impact of which is appropriately allowed for. The recent experience of the US
housing market where post-2006 contractions in residential investment reduced
GDP growth by 1% over the preceding four quarters exemplifies the detrimental
impacts of substantial property price corrections. He lists 6 transmission
mechanisms whereby interest rate changes impact on house prices and consumption
which are discussed further in Section 4: (1) the user cost of capital (2) expectations
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of house price movements (3) housing supply (4) wealth effects (5) credit effects on
consumption and (6) credit effects on housing demand.
Whilst there is considerable uncertainty on the exact structure of these
transmission mechanisms, Mishkin (ibid) indicates the relationships cannot be
ignored by those setting monetary policy and that following rules based systems
that do not recognise these linkages is inappropriate: if central banks aim to manage
aggregate demand to stabilise inflation and unemployment, they cannot ignore
housing market developments.
According to the preceding view, a Taylor rule based system where interest rates
respond to house price appreciation only once it is realised, may not set the path
of interest rates optimally. This is because optimality would require the interest rate
to accommodate expected house price changes. Empirical simulations verify this:
the model which incorporates future price changes results in more aggressive and
rapid interest changes than the Taylor rule model. Moreover there is a considerable
lag before changes in house prices feed through to changes in households’
consumption which means central banks should have sufficient time to respond to
price fluctuations. On the other hand in his 2007 paper Mishkin does not advocate
“leaning” per se (although he has tended towards it in more recent work).
Cecchetti et al. (2002) strongly support the view that central banks should
explicitly respond to asset price misalignments. They do however make the
distinction between reaction and targeting: whilst they argue that central banks
could improve macroeconomic stability by responding to misalignments not
contained in the inflation forecast, they do not advocate asset prices as actual
targets. In line with the argument of Poole (1970) who suggested that by “leaning
against the wind” of money market changes central banks could stabilise the
macroeconomy, Cecchetti et al. (ibid) believe a similar approach should be used
against asset price misalignments, provided that the source of this aberrance can be
attributed to supply and demand for the asset itself.
In other words, they do not propose that central banks should respond to
all asset price misalignments but only after an analysis of asset price behaviour
suggests some corrective action would be prudent. In this sense, the authors’
arguments complement the arguments put forward in the preceding sections on
macroprudential surveillance and the empirically established connection between
financial instability and house prices. Wadhwani (2008) suggests that the Swedish
authorities “leaned into the wind” in the 2000s in the manner that Cecchetti et
al (2002) recommended, and this may account for lesser difficulties there than
elsewhere.
Disyatat (2010) adds to the debate by constructing a model using standard
transmission mechanisms with the focus on the operational aspects of central
banks’ remits. In other words, explicit Taylor rules are not derived since as the
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author points out, these reduced form rules prevent flexibility in the central bank’s
response. Instead, the author uses a non-restrictive approach whereby the central
bank is assumed to face an economy characterised by three equations describing
the evolution of inflation, output and asset prices. These then give rise to the
optimal policy response; the author shows that to the extent that asset prices impact
on inputs to the central banker’s loss function (output gap and inflation), asset price
misalignments require some intervention.
An important issue in this context is that the above choice whether or not to
respond to housing market developments is only feasible for countries whose
monetary policymakers are able to respond. This rules out those who have a
currency board, fixed exchange rate or monetary union. It is particularly in the latter
context that interest has arisen in specific macroprudential instruments to control
the housing market, as discussed in Section 3 below. First we briefly consider the
relation of house prices to consumption in the context of monetary and financial
stability.
2.5 	House Prices, Consumption and Policy Concerns

There are divergent views on the extent to which house price changes eventually
impact on consumption. These issues are important from the perspective of
regulators since depending on the exact transmission mechanisms, house price
changes and associated financial crises may have different impacts on aggregate
demand via consumption, while falling consumption may itself aggravate crises via
bankruptcies of firms involved in producing consumer goods and services, as well as
unemployment.
As noted above, Mishkin (2007) lists six transmission channels by which
monetary policy decision can impact on house prices: via (1) the user cost of capital
(2) expectations of house price movements (3) housing supply (4) wealth effects (5)
credit effects on consumption and (6) credit effects on housing demand. While the
first three channels reflect the direct impact of interest rate changes, the last three
channels are indirect.
The impact of interest rate changes on the user cost of housing is apparent from
the user cost functions described below which are also discussed in the context
of the role of expectations of house price appreciation and impacts on supply. In
Mishkin (ibid), wealth effects according to life-cycle theories of consumption, should
arise because households disregard the source of increased wealth (whether from
appreciation of financial or real assets) and increase consumption according to their
marginal propensity to consume.
However there is the alternative view that wealth changes from different sources
will have different impacts on consumption because of the demographic distribution
of these assets: financial assets (such as stocks) are more likely to be held by the
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rich and old whose marginal consumption propensities are lower and so stock
price appreciation will have a smaller impact on consumption than house price
appreciation. Also the relatively lower volatility of house prices compared with stock
prices could mean that house price appreciation is viewed as being more permanent
and therefore leads to larger changes in consumption behaviour.
On the other hand it is possible that house price increases could lead to lower
current consumption because the price appreciation is associated with a higher user
cost of housing in which case non-residential consumption suffers; those wishing
to purchase housing will now have to save more and consume less. Moreover a
rise in stock prices is a stronger signal of increased future productivity than house
price appreciation because the latter could arise from supply side constraints and
not because future economic prospects have improved. In this case, stock price
appreciation could lead to higher consumption especially since older generations,
according to life cycle theories, have higher propensities to consume and tend to
hold more stocks than younger households.
Muellbauer and Murphy (2008) argue there should be no wealth effect per se
from house price appreciation based on estimations in Muellbauer and Murphy
(1989) and Aron et al. (2007). Instead there is a collateral effect when house prices
rise whereby positive equity is translated into higher household borrowing. This,
they argue is important in explaining the empirical reality of higher consumption
following house price appreciation which is contrary to predictions based on the
life cycle hypothesis. In their view the latter suggests that when house prices rise,
consumption should fall due to higher downpayment requirements on house
purchases.
Thus the credit channel is an important reason as to why increased house prices
may lead to higher consumption. In poorly developed credit markets such as Italy,
Muellbauer and Murphy (ibid) argue that households cannot translate positive
equity into loans and consequently house price appreciation is associated with lower
consumption. Conversely in deep mortgage markets such as the UK and US, greater
competitiveness in the lending markets means borrowers benefit from higher loan to
value ratios and thus need to save less to finance new house purchases. Moreover,
existing homeowners can release equity easily due to the depth of credit markets.
In combination these effects lead to an increase in consumption when house prices
rise.
Buiter (2010) elaborates further on the wealth effect debate. He argues that
housing assets are no different from any other durable asset, whereby selfsufficiency means price effects have no impact. In other words, if the owner does
not plan to sell or buy a property and has the desired lifetime level of housing
services, then they are indifferent to price changes since wealth and the cost of the
stream of services change by the same amount. In reality agents are often not self
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sufficient and are affected by price changes in different ways; if prices fall, owners
are worse off to the extent that the fundamental value of the house is less than
the discounted value of the housing services they wish to consume in their lifetime;
those who are outside the market at present will in contrast be advantaged by
house price declines as they can buy housing services more cheaply.
Buiter (ibid) argues that representative agent models cannot distinguish between
the two ownership categories described above and therefore contends that there
is no net housing wealth effect. If however, a heterogeneous agent model is used
then the differential impacts of house price changes on non-owners, landlords
and owner-occupiers can be established; the aggregate consumption change then
arises from the redistributive effects between agents who have different marginal
propensities to consume (Woodford 2010). The implication of the heterogeneity in
housing consumption is important for regulatory purposes. If, in aggregate house
price changes do alter consumption, and thus aggregate demand, there may be a
case for policy makers to avoid large swings in house prices especially as these may
generate financial instability both directly (via mortgage defaults) and indirectly (via
the impact of lower consumption on producers’ solvency and unemployment).
Finally, Davis (2010) surveys empirical work on consumption and house prices
and concludes that the empirical evidence for tangible wealth effects as well as
financial wealth is well supported. This underlines the importance for all countries
to ensure that there is adequate, accurate and timely data on the complete balance
sheet of the household sector. He notes that arguments for different long-run
housing wealth effects across countries are arguably stronger than those for net
financial wealth, given the wide differences in housing finance systems. On the
other hand, there remains some evidence, notably at the micro level, that the
housing wealth effect is actually an income-expectations effect.
Note again that this effect on consumption is quite distinct from the possible
losses that mortgage lenders may make as a consequence of homeowners
defaulting on their loans. It may nevertheless be an indirect cause of financial
instability, since falls in consumption may give rise to general recession leading to
widespread job losses and business failures. Accordingly, it could justify monetary
policy concerns over house prices as well as macroprudential regulation which
addresses housing valuation concerns. It is to use of such macroprudential policies
that we now turn.
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3 	International experiences of macroprudential policies
related to housing
3.1 	Overview

Whereas macroprudential surveillance focused on house prices as a key indicator
is common across many countries, attempts to regulate house purchase lending
are less widespread. It is also contrary to the thrust of Basel discussions which is
focused on general macroprudential instruments, notably capital or provisions held
by institutions (either in time series or cross section) rather than sectors they lend
to. Under it, national regulators have scope to set an additional capital buffer of 2.5
percentage points for banks, which rises when times are good and falls when they
are bad. And the suggestion in Basel Committee (2010) is that such buffers should
be calibrated to credit “gaps”3. The Basel approach builds on the historically less
interventionist approach of regulators and central banks in OECD countries, who
have until recently taken the view that interest rates and individual bank capital
regulation are all that is needed for both monetary and financial stability to be
maintained.
That said, there has been quite extensive use of housing market related
macroprudential regulation by non-OECD countries and some lower income OECD
countries. As outlined in this section, methods that have been applied include limits
on loan to value (LTV) ratios, debt service/income caps, dynamic provisioning
related to housing lending and sectoral exposure limits. And in the light of the subprime crisis there is increased interest in what can be called specific macroprudential
instruments, see in particular CGFS (2010), also Harding (2010).
3.2 LTV limits

According to CGFS (2010), the most widely used specific instruments have been
those limiting credit supply to sectors such as housing or commercial property seen
as vulnerable to excessive credit growth. The most common approach is the control
of LTV ratios. This has been used in particular in Asian countries such as Hong
Kong, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore and India, China, Thailand, Bulgaria, Romania
and Croatia have also imposed such limits (Borio and Shim 2007). These limits tend
to start from a typical “normal” level in the economy from a microprudential point
of view such as 80%. Then they would impose a tightening beyond that of 10 or 20
percentage points.

3

Like the output gap, the credit gap measure is the distance between credit levels at time t and the
long-run trend as (usually) measured by a Hodrick-Prescott filter.
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Most recently the Swedish Financial Regulatory Authority capped the mortgage
LTV at 85%, while Hungary, Finland and Norway have also declared that LTV
policies will be introduced. Whilst the motivations for such caps are diverse (in the
case of Sweden consumer protection is a large consideration, elsewhere it is often
financial stability) it is likely these measures will be beneficial for systemic stability,
although it is too early to evaluate the exact effectiveness of these policies.
Such limits have historically tended to be chosen in economies that had a heavy
exposure to financial cycles both in terms of the macroeconomy and the financial
sector. They would also have housing markets that responded strongly to credit
availability, having incipient excess demand. Often fixed or managed exchange
rates limit the use of monetary policy for stabilisation purposes in these countries
(which makes it a paradox that they have not to date been considered in euro
area countries). LTVs might be complemented by other policies which seek to
ensure prudent lending such as limits on loan to income and loan concentration,
on the grounds that a single policy could not address all the elements of risk in a
transaction. The intended use of LTVs was to enhance financial sector resilience and
leaning against build-ups of risk both at micro and macro levels, although as noted
they can also be motivated by consumer protection. According to central banks
and regulators which use them, LTVs are seen to directly influence credit growth
and also provide a clear signal of concerns by the authorities to institutions and the
public.
The level of the cap needs to take into account expected volatility and
overvaluation of house prices as well as political economy considerations (that it
is difficult to impose very low caps) and the tolerable level of loss given default. A
risk with an LTV cap is to make the maximum level also a minimum and thus raise
the LTVs on new lending. Judgement is the main basis for adjustment in LTV caps,
although one country does calibrate it to quantitative indicators such as growth in
home sales, real estate investment and house prices. Further information needs are
for surveys which show the extremes of the distribution, and the riskier products
(e.g. subprime) and new distribution channels that may be missed by conventional
statistics.
On the other hand, there is a risk that LTV limits are circumvented by strategies
such as offshore borrowing, unsecured borrowing, financial engineering, falsification
of asset valuation or other borrowing from outside the regulated financial system.
Scope for cross border lending is a particular challenge in small open economies.
Such problems could however be avoided by simply making the portion of loans
above a regulatory limit non-enforceable in the case of default (Weale 2009) – a
policy that has not been tried to our knowledge at present. Institutions would then
have a strong incentive to hold to the LTV limit, and check consumers against credit
registers.
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In addition, it should be noted that LTV limits are not strictly countercylical since
the ratio depends on an endogenous variable (house prices). Some would argue
that limits on debt servicing ratios would more sensitively address the issue of
households’ burden of debt and hence likelihood of default.
Measuring the success of LTV policies could be done by assessing the growth
rate of credit, assuming the objective is mainly to lean against the financial cycle. It
is not however easy to distinguish from the effects of monetary policy, confidence
and income growth expectations in driving borrowing. There appears to be less
evidence that LTVs are effective in promoting lending in a downturn than restraining
it in the upturn. If the aim is to increase resilience, then total housing equity (and
especially of recent loans) as well as banking sector capital adequacy would be
relevant and LTVs may be helpful in providing buffers. CGFS (2010) seems to
suggest that the success in this latter aim has been greater than in restraining credit
expansion. There is also little evidence at present that LTV limits can restrict house
price growth per se.
Hong Kong has no scope for raising interest rates due to the fixed rate vis a vis
the US dollar. Accordingly, macroprudential instruments were seen as essential to
prevent banking crises following property bubbles when the US interest rate was
“too high” for domestic conditions in Hong Kong. There were successive decreases
in the maximum loan to value ratio in the 1990-1997 period, from 80-90% to
60%. Although the Asian crisis came after the last tightening, with a marked fall in
the price of housing, the banks remained solvent given the low LTVs on their loans.
This limit was complemented by a maximum limit of 40% of assets to be held in the
form of mortgage loans over 1994-1988.
Wong and Hui (2010) comment that although property prices dropped
remarkably by more than 40% right after the Asian financial crisis, the subsequent
delinquency ratio for mortgages in Hong Kong never exceeded 1.43%. They also
suggest that a policy of mortgage insurance may need to be instituted to prevent
excessive liquidity constraints on households and that that an effective operation of
loan-to-value policy may require some discretion to adjust the maximum loan-tovalue ratio.
Gerlach and Peng (2005) showed that the limits on LTVs had a detectable effect
on the impact of house prices on borrowing in Hong Kong, with a 10% rise in house
prices having only a 1.5% effect on lending compared to 4% before the measures.
In earlier work (Gerlach and Peng 2002) they showed that there is both shortterm and long-term causality running from property prices to lending but not the
opposite, suggesting that the LTV limits did not restrain property prices per se.
The potential benefit of LTV caps is visible in countries such as the US where by
some estimates 25% of loans currently suffer from negative equity, with a strong
incentive to default. Meanwhile the structural features of the financial markets
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may also limit lending via LTVs, for example in Germany via Pfandbriefe which can
only be used to securitise if they have LTVs of less than 80%. Fiscal policy may also
impact on the housing market via LTVs.
Wong and Hui (2010) also look more deeply into the effectiveness of LTV limits
in a panel of countries. They find that economies with LTV policy are estimated
to have a lower sensitivity of mortgage delinquency ratios to property prices
than those without LTV policy, taking into account other determinants of default
(property prices, GDP growth, mortgage debt/GDP and interest rates). On the
other hand, their model can be criticised from a robustness point of view, notably
because omitted variation in regulations could underlie the results.
3.3 	Other sector-specific macroprudential regulations

LTV limits are not the only form of regulation of the terms of credit that can be
applied to the housing market. Debt service/income caps have also been tried
in Hong Kong, Malaysia and Korea. For example in 2006 the Korean authorities
imposed a debt repayment to income limit of 40% in specific areas where the price
of luxury apartments had risen sharply. China imposed a wider limit in 2004 of
50% on loan interest/household income ratios, and Greece a 40% limit in 2005.
In Malaysia in 1995 the monthly repayment for credit cards was raised from 10%
to 15% of balances. In Thailand in 2005 credit card lines were limited to no more
than 5 times monthly income. Such limits require there to be sufficient information
exchange between banks and/or the existence of a central credit register.
Dynamic provisioning as applied in Spain since 2000 is applied to overall credit
expansion rather than that in the housing market, but would naturally bear on
housing credit when this is a large proportion of total credit, as has been the case in
Spain in recent years. Banks set aside provisions during times when credit expansion
is particularly rapid, which anticipates the losses to be realised when there is a
downturn. The provisions are higher on riskier forms of loan. So for example at the
end of 2007 the total accumulated provisions (close to 75 percent were general
provisions) covered 1.3 percent of the total consolidated assets of Spanish deposit
institutions, at a time that capital and reserves represented 5.8 percent of those
assets (Saurina 2009).
The experience to date of this policy is that it has been more successful in the
protection of the institutions than in limiting credit growth or the asset bubble,
although the difficulties of the Cajas or savings banks shows that even this
effectiveness is limited. We note that the parameters of dynamic provisioning could
be adjusted to penalise certain types of loan since they fall into 6 different risk
buckets, but the Spanish have not chosen to do this to date.
Some countries have explicitly varied capital weights to allow for concerns
regarding the housing market. This enables banks to choose whether or not to lend
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to the sector judged to be growing too rapidly in the light of the amended cost of
lending. They could react by absorbing the cost, raising more capital, and raising the
cost of lending to the sector. At a macroeconomic level, it could be seen as widening
the spread of mortgage loans over the deposit rate in the housing market, as the
deposit margin can also be adjusted when capital requirements are raised (see
Barrell et al 2009).
As noted by McCauley (2009) varying capital weights was an instrument used
by the Indian central bank in late 2004, raising Basel 1 weights on mortgages
and other household credit given rapid growth. The capital weight on mortgages
was raised from 50% to 75% and that on consumer loans from 100% to 125%
while commercial property lending had its weight raised from 100% to 150%. The
consequence was a considerable fall in the growth rate of these loans, absolutely
and relative to the total. Mortgage loan growth for example fell from around 70%
in the year to March 2004 to 50% up to March 2005 and just over 40% in the year
ending March 2006. Estonia imposed similar general increases in the risk weights on
housing loans to residents in 2006.
Such limits can be conditional on LTVs as cited by McCauley (2009), in that the
Reserve Bank of Australia permitted the 50% weight on mortgages to be applied
only to loans with an LTV of below 70%, while Borio and Shim (2007) cite a rise in
the Irish risk weight for the portion of mortgages over 80% LTV from 50% to 100%;
Norway and Portugal imposed similar limits in the 1990s, and Bulgaria in 2004.
Implicit taxation of credit growth was applied widely in the pre-liberalisation
policies in countries such as the UK and France, where rapid growth in lending
attracted higher reserve requirements on the funding side. In Finland in the late
1980s there was a threshold set on loan growth with lending above that level
attracting higher reserve requirements. This was considered successful in restraining
lending growth relative to that in Sweden (Berg 1993), although it did not prevent
the occurrence of a banking crisis in Finland. Bulgaria imposed similar limits in 2005.
Latvia raised general reserve requirements in 2004 to restrain lending growth. The
policy of penalising growth of banks balance sheets of over 20% set in Croatia in
2003-2006 was also applied to general credit growth. Such policies could also be
applied to the housing market. But banks with access to securities borrowing or
foreign bank credit could avoid such restrictions.
Sectoral exposure limits were applied in Ireland in the late 1990s, which meant
that only up to 200% of own-funds could be lent to a given industrial sector, while
only up to 250% could be lent to two sectors, which shared the economic risks
of an asymmetric shock, such as property and construction. But these evidently
did not prevent sufficiently large exposures to lead to the current economic and
financial difficulties that the country is facing. In Romania in 2005, foreign currency
lending was set to be no more than 300% of own-funds.
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Borio and Shim (2007) sought to evaluate the impact of macroprudential policies
such as those summarised in this section on credit and asset price growth. They
found that there was rapid growth in both these variables at the time the measures
were introduced. They found that there were reductions in both credit growth (of
4-6 percent) and house price growth (3-5 percent) after the measures, although
that is not always easy to divide the impact of such measures from that of monetary
policy or economic growth.
Barrell et al. (2010b) looked at how house prices should impact on macro
prudential regulation generally. Against the background of their logit model
predicting banking crises cited in Section 2, as well as arguments that credit growth
should guide countercyclical provisioning, they suggest that the appropriate
adjustment for procyclicality requires the country to calculate the trade-off between
house prices, current account balances and regulatory variables over time. Since
there is nonlinearity in a logit equation, there is not a simple rule that can be
derived. Undertaking a scenario with 5 pp higher house prices, they showed that
the regulatory adjustment is greater, as would be expected, with higher lagged
house price growth, but the relationship is not one-to-one – it depends also on the
other regulatory and non regulatory variables in the model. A given growth rate of
house prices is more threatening to financial stability when there is also low capital
and liquidity as well as a current account deficit.
Whatever the context, it is clear that the correct modelling of house prices is
crucial and is likely to receive increasing attention in the wake of the sub-prime
crisis and policy developments; it is this issue we turn to in the next section. The
determinants of house prices may either capture directly the impact of policy, or
identify key driving variables which would otherwise bias the results of estimation
– and which may in any case be indirectly affected by policy in a macroeconomic
context.

4 	Extant work on estimation of house price equations
House price estimation typically uses a first stage model which links house prices to
a set of “fundamental” determinants. These in turn represent the factors that drive
the supply of and demand for housing (Gattini and Hiebert (2010), Muellbauer and
Murphy (2006, 2008), Capozza et al. (2002)). The justification of this approach is
that house prices and fundamentals are cointegrated; this model then determines
the long-run price of housing. Such fundamentals may include long run settings of
policy variables.
The dynamics estimated in the second stage recognise that actual house
prices deviate from their fundamental values in the short-run and attempt to
accommodate these deviations through an error correction framework. This allows
the examination of a host of factors that drive house price dynamics: bubbles,
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spatial and temporal effects and behavioural and informational drivers of house
prices as well as short run variations in policy variables.
There has however been criticism of the cointegrating approach. Gallin (2006)
notes that while there may be theoretical justification for a cointegrating relationship
based on supply and demand, the same model explains why a cointegrating
relationship may be absent: there is no reason to assume supply and demand
elasticises are stable over time4. In other words, a test of cointegration implicitly
tests the stability of these elasticities; however given the research time that has
been devoted to their temporal and spatial variations, it may be that a cointegrating
framework has been accepted too readily in the literature. Nevertheless, this
methodology remains the dominant modelling technique5 in the housing market
literature and so we devote the rest of this section to discussing it in more detail.
4.1 The Supply and Demand Framework

According to Gallin (2006), house prices are cointegrated with their fundamental
determinants if a long-run relationship exists and if this relationship can be
characterised by supply and demand equations according to:
Qd = D (Y , N , W ,UC ,θ d )
where

(1)

Y = income
N = population
W = wealth
UC = user cost of housing

qd = other factors that shift demand
where both income and wealth are potentially influenced by monetary or fiscal
policies.
We will discuss the user cost of housing in more detail later, but briefly in this
context, the user cost of capital itself depends on the price of housing and other
variables according to:
UC = P (1 − Ty ) ( m + T p ) + δ − cg

(2)

4	E.g. due to regulatory changes in planning permission (affecting supply) or demographic changes
(affecting demand).
5	Other approaches include the VECM [Gattini and Hiebert (2010)] and spatio-temporal impulse
responses to gage the degree to which shocks diffuse over time and space [Holly, Pesaran and
Yamagata (2010)].
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where

P = house price
m = mortgage rate
Ty = income tax rate

Tp = property tax rate

δ = depreciation rate
cg = capital gains

where fiscal policy may affect taxes and also monetary policy may affect the
mortgage rate. We note that macroprudential policies may also affect the user cost
via mortgage rates, for example if there are higher capital charges on mortgage
lending. However, a low LTV limit may not affect the interest rate directly but rather
may affect the “shadow price of housing” as demand for housing falls at a given
mortgage rate owing to the need for more saving in order to pay a deposit.
The main influences on the supply of housing can be summarised as:
Qs = S ( P, C ,θ s )
where

(3)

P = house price
C = real cost of building

qs = other factors which shift supply
where monetary policy can affect the real cost of building via the interest cost
of financing construction, while regulations affecting land use may also have an
important influence on supply overall. Re-writing equation (2) as
UC = P•A

(4)

means house prices are determined by the following set of “fundamentals”:
P = f [Y , N , W , C , A,θ D ,θ S ]

(5)

In many studies, an explicit supply equation is not defined, rather, determinants
of supply enter indirectly through the demand framework, e.g. Muellbauer and
Murphy (2008) where the existing stock of housing impacts on house prices
through the income per household variable.
In Cameron et al. (2006), θs is partially defined by an explicit equation describing
the change in the stock of housing over time. This equation augments the supply
and demand equations.
In Hott and Monin (2008), housing supply is modelled in the manner of
McCarthy and Peach (2004) where housing supply (St) is a function of the
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depreciated existing housing stock (δ St-1) and any new builds that occurred over the
period (Bt-1) as in equation (6). Housing supply is deliberately not related to house
prices so that construction costs can be treated as an exogenous variable6 although
the authors recognise that alternative specifications are possible where construction
costs positively affect house prices and the level of construction is endogenously
determined.
t

St = δ St −1 + Bt −1 = δ t S0 + ∑δ i−1 Bt −1

(6)

i =1

In Muellbauer and Murphy (2008) and Cameron et al. (2006) the demand equation
is inverted to model house price as a function of its determinants. This is akin to
equation (5) and is formally derived from their demand curve specification as
follows:
ln
where

hs
y
= α ln
− β ln rh + ln d 		 (7)
pop
pop
hs = housing stock
pop = population
y = real income
rh = real rental cost of housing
d = demography

The final inverted demand curve is obtained by replacing the real rental cost (which
is unobserved) in equation (7) with the real user cost of housing since the two are
equal in equilibrium. The equation is then inverted to yield:
ln ( hp ) =

α
1
1
y
hs
ln
− ln
− ln (UCh ) + ln ( d ) 		 (8)
β
β
pop β
pop

where UCh7 is the real user cost of housing.
In practice, a restriction8 is imposed by the authors to obtain the final estimated
equation:
ln ( hp ) = β0 + θ ( ln ( y) − ln ( hs )) − β1 (UCh ) + β2 ln ( d ) + u 		 (9)
where θ =

α
and u is the error term.
β

6 This is so the authors can make use of data on construction costs.
7	Note the term UCh is explicitly defined in terms of constituent parameters by Cameron et al. (2006)
and Muellbauer and Murphy (2008) but because other authors present alternative definitions we
discuss the user cost variable later on.
8 a = 1.
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Moreover equation (9) is modified to accommodate dynamic effects during the
modelling process including lagged house price effects, lags of other explanatory
variables and an error correction term.
4.2 The Long-Run Relationship

Following a log-linear transformation of all the variables, a cointegrating relationship
would be identified with whichever fundamentals possess a unit root. The long run
relationship is expressed by Capozza et al. (2002) as:
Pt* = p ( Xt )

(10)

where P* is the log of real fundamental house price and Xt is the vector of
exogenous determinants.
The actual members of the exogenous vector vary according to studies. For
example, in Capozza et al. (2002) the set of long-run determinants includes
population levels, real median income levels9, the long-run (5 year) population
growth rate10, real construction costs and the user cost of housing. However in
Muellbauer and Murphy (2008) and Cameron et al. (2006) the vector of longrun drivers contains real disposable (non-property) income, the sum of mortgage
rates and stamp duty rates, the national credit conditions index and a term which
interacts the mortgage rate with the credit conditions index. The latter may
be a means of capturing the impact of credit rationing that may be induced by
macroprudential policies as well as providing a better understanding of the impact
of financial instability on housing markets.
4.3 Theoretical Basis for the Explanatory Variables

Here we briefly outline the theoretical justification for the inclusion of the
aforementioned variables in the long-run relationship. Those already aware of the
underlying issues could move on to Section 4.4.
Population levels:
Population enters house price models via the housing demand equation where a
rising number of households increases the price via excess demand (Meen, 2002;
Poterba; 1984). In Cameron et al. (2006) population enters indirectly through
the demographic effect in the dynamic equation. Specifically, the change in the
proportion of 20-39 year olds in the working age population is expected to be
9	Both the population level and the real median income levels are included together because this also
accounts for the size of the region (cross-section).
10 This acts as a proxy for the expected growth premium.
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positively correlated with house prices: as this proportion increases, the demand
from first time buyers will also increase and with the assumption that supply
constraints owing to land use regulation restrict new builds, house prices rise11.
Capozza et al. (2002), who include this variable, are motivated by the differences
in serial correlation and mean reversion that manifest between house price series
belonging to different regions (cross-sections). One explanation for such differences
arises from buyers’ inability to determine the “true” value of a property; products
are extremely heterogeneous and so agents typically rely on the informational
content of previous transactions in the market to impute their true price. However
if transaction volumes are low or if they are spatially and temporally distant, the
information embedded in these sales is weak and agents are unable to set their
reservation price easily (Quan and Quigley, 1991). In such cases, house price
deviations from their fundamental levels are likely to persist for longer (lower mean
reversion and higher serial correlation).
Thus Capozza et al. (2002) focus on the informational costs of house purchases
and argue that these costs fall on average as the volume of transactions increases.
Hence their rationale for the inclusion of population levels: by proxying the
number of transactions, the population level captures the demand for housing and
correspondingly the informational costs of house purchases.
We note that the impact of population or the size of the young cohort will be
dependent on the scope of credit rationing in the mortgage market. To the extent
that first time buyers are rationed, this may limit the effect of this variable, at least
in the short run. This comment also applies to a number of the other variables
discussed below.
Real personal disposable income levels
The relevance of income to house prices is apparent in Poterba (1984) where a simple
separation of US states is made on the basis of volatility in house prices (high versus
low). The house price to annual per capita income ratios are then computed for both
groups. This reveals the effect of income on house prices: the least volatile house
price regions have very stable price to income ratios as compared against the volatile
regions. In other words, per capita income is likely to explain a substantial amount of
long-term house prices but is less involved in generating short-run deviations.
The intuition behind the role of income and house prices is straightforward:
it is the income of a household that determines the affordability of a potential

11 This demographic justification is also used by authors relying on alternative estimators such as
Tsatsaronis and Zhu (2004), who use a VAR approach on a 17 industrialised country panel, suggest a
broader measure of demographic effects: relative size of younger to older generations. However this
ratio is excluded from their final model on the basis that its time series dynamics are captured by other
variables included in their parsimonious model.
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house purchase. This income effect is formalised in Hott and Monnin (2008) who
maximise a representative utility function subject to an income constraint both of
which underpin the demand equation for housing. In conjunction with supply, the
equilibrium (or fundamental house price) is then directly dependant on aggregate
income. However, via this framework it is also possible to justify the use of per
capita income as in the case of Case and Shiller (2003) or even real GDP as in the
case of Collyns and Senhadji (2002) who argue that this captures aggregate income
and population trends.
Miles and Pillonca (2008) examine house price behaviour in fourteen OECD
economies over 10 years (1996-2006) and attempt to quantify the main drivers of
house price changes. On average, approximately 45% of the change in house prices
are due to increases in real GDP per capita12 and for countries such as Ireland and
Greece, the income contribution is as high as 108 and 81 percent respectively. The
major stimulus from rising real incomes to property prices may also help explain the
generation of house price bubbles if, for example, future expected income rises are
capitalised early on into house prices.
Real construction costs
Real construction costs are important determinants of house prices in that they
underpin the supply function and thus help determine the price elasticity of supply.
This in turn is a major determinant of the long-run price level (OECD (2010)).
However, as discussed below, there is disagreement on the extent to which housing
construction responds to current house price. In addition, non-priced factors such
as regulation may explain why house prices deviate in the short-run from their longrun fundamental levels.
Real construction costs contribute to the marginal cost of housing production
alongside land costs and normal profits to the builder (OECD 2010). Poterba (1984)
assumes the housing construction industry is perfectly competitive and supply
responds to the real cost of housing. However, Poterba (ibid) notes, according
to Muth (1960) and Foley and Sidrauski (1971), there are divergent views on the
stability of supply elasticities: the former assumes that long-run supply is perfectly
elastic with respect to price in which case, in the long-run, the only determinant
of house prices is real construction costs; the existing level of housing stock does
not influence price. However in the Foley and Sidrauski (1971) model, the trade-off
between the production of houses and other goods is not constant and so if the
availability of individual inputs (such as skilled labour or timber) is restricted, the
opportunity cost of building new houses increases and therefore so does the price
of new builds.
12	Excludes Italy which has an anomalously low income effect.
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Muellbauer and Murphy (2008) also note the divergent views on house price
supply responsiveness and in particular discuss arguments by Mayer and Somerville
(2000) who believe that house builders do not respond to the current price level
but to the appreciation rate. They draw their conclusion for two reasons, firstly,
house prices are a composite of their marginal costs of inputs which are mostly
reproducible (e.g. bricks and cement). In this case, in the long-run, the price of
housing depends on these factors and not on demand (similar to the Muth (1960)
argument presented above). Moreover, since land (which is a factor input) is not
reproducible, land appreciation will constitute much of the capital gain on dwelling
(alongside limited appreciation of other reproducible inputs) so that residential
construction predominantly depends on the price acceleration of land. The second
reason is empirical: in reality the time series of housing construction is stationary
whereas house price levels are not. In this sense the authors argue that there can
be no long-run cointegrating relationship whereby new housing construction is
explained by existing house price levels.
4.4 The User Cost of Housing

This variable is fundamental to most house price models in the literature in that it
reflects the cost of home ownership. Meen (2002) defines the user cost as being
equivalent to the marginal rate of substitution between housing services and an
alternative composite bundle of goods. In this sense it can also be interpreted as
the downward sloping demand curve for housing (van den Noord, 2005). More
generally the OECD (2005) defines user cost as the expected cost of owning a
house.
Whatever the interpretation of user cost, it is important to highlight that it is
not directly observed; consumers do not explicitly encounter this variable when
making allocative decisions. Hence Capozza et al. (2002) note that the user
cost is a derived variable although we point out that the actual derivation of the
time series uses a set of determinants which varies in the literature due to data
availability or motivation of study. However according to Poterba (1984, 1992),
McCarthy and Peach (2004) and Himmelberg et al. (2005) there are seven factors
that should be included: (i) mortgage rates (ii) depreciation (iii) maintenance and
repairs (iv) property taxes (v) risk premia (vi) capital gains and (vii) tax deductibility
(on mortgage interest where applicable). We briefly describe the rationale for
the inclusion of each of these variables before presenting a selection of user cost
equations from the literature (which do not always include all seven factors):
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(i)	Mortgage rates:
These are included in user costs because they represent the opportunity cost of
funds for the buyer. This rationale also partly explains why some authors choose to
use the yield on government securities instead of the mortgage rate: in theory the
opportunity cost is the interest that could be earned on an alternative investment
which could be equally proxied by government yields or mortgage rates provided
the spread between them remains constant. In reality, factors such as credit market
conditions are associated with changing spreads and so the distinction between
mortgage rates and treasury yields may be important. For example, the OECD
(2010) points out that increased competition amongst lenders and a change in
their risk-assessment behaviour led to a recent decline in spreads in the OECD up to
2007. Moreover in some countries banks have actively cross-subsidised products in
order to offer better mortgage rates.
Poterba (1984) notes that as the cost of home financing diverges from the cost
of borrowing the opportunity cost of housing equity changes and the user cost
equation should be adjusted to include the loan to value ratio. This is because the
latter essentially captures the risk borne by the homebuyer who is paying for a
property that should be priced according to fundamentals, including the borrowing
rate, but paying for the finance at the mortgage rate. The higher the loan to value
ratio, the greater the user cost. On the other hand, as pointed out above, limits in
loan to value ratios may also impact on the overall cost of owning a house, at least
in the short run.
Poterba (ibid) makes a distinction between short term and long-term mortgage
rates. When long-term rates increase, the future expected user cost increases and
although there is no impact on user costs today, there will be an impact on current
house prices since buyers assimilate the signal of higher future borrowing costs
and reduce demand thereby reducing house prices. Hence Poterba (ibid) suggests
that studies such as Hendershott (1980) which use long-term mortgage rates may
have incorrectly measured the user cost. Gallin (2006) who constructs a composite
mortgage rate which consists of the 30 year fixed rate and the one year variable
rate on 30 year loans, both weighted by the proportion lent out in each category,
may mitigate the short-term versus long-term issue to an extent. There are of course
important cross country differences in mortgage markets that mean that either long
or short rates may predominate.
OECD (2010) also makes a distinction between real and nominal interest rate
effects. Whilst most studies use the real interest rate burden, there is a nominal
effect that they may be ignoring. This arises because changes to nominal rates
affect the repayment profile for the borrower; for most mortgage contracts, a rise
in the nominal mortgage rate will mean repayments become front loaded so that
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so that debt servicing burdens are greater towards the start of the mortgage term.
This means households are less able to borrow during the earlier years whereas
if mortgage rates fall in nominal terms, households’ budget constraints become
more relaxed due to the ability to borrow and so demand for housing increases
(Muellbauer and Murphy, 2008; Kearl, 1979). This may explain the divergences in
the choice of mortgage rates in the literature: for example, Hendershott (1996) uses
the T-Bill rate in real terms whereas Malpezzi (1999) uses the national mortgage
rate in nominal terms. The short versus long rate distinction is also important when
estimating house prices from the asset price perspective; this will be discussed later
in the section on asset models of house prices.
Another important issue regarding interest rates is their role as a monetary
instrument for the prevention of financial instability. Box 1 presents a selection of
five user cost equations from the literature. In some cases the mortgage rate is used
whilst in others the short term interest rate enters the user cost. From the financial
stability perspective, monetary policymakers aiming to mitigate housing bubbles
can effectively alter the short term rate with the view that this will be transmitted to
mortgage rates and affect the user cost of housing accordingly.
However, as described above there will be a divergence in the estimated user
costs based on short term rates versus mortgage rates if, for example, banks do
not pass on base rate cuts to customers. In such cases the interest rate loses its
potency and the user cost will not reflect the regulator’s goal as has been observed
recently where banks have not fully passed on interest rate cuts to customers. And
where long rates determine the cost of mortgages, there is also the term structure
relationship to bear in mind, whereby monetary policy changes may not affect the
risk free long term rate if future short rate expectations are offsetting.
We noted above that the user cost is also related to the loan to value ratio. It
can be argued that the LTV would be a better macroprudential instrument than the
mortgage rate or short term rate because it would enable the specific manipulation
of house prices without affecting the wider real economy unduly. During boom
periods in property markets, regulators could dampen excess demand for housing
by requiring mortgage lenders to impose lower loan to value ratios on marginal
loans and conversely banks could respond to lower housing demand by raising the
loan to value ratio.
(ii)	Depreciation and (iii) maintenance and repairs:
OECD (2004) defines this as the recurrent costs associated with owning a home,
arising from depreciation, maintenance and repairs. For their estimation on OECD
data the authors assume a constant parameter value of 4%.
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Although lack of data may necessitate the assumption of time invariant
depreciation, Poterba’s (1984) analysis shows this may be too much of a
generalisation since apart from any other reason, depreciation costs should increase
in line with population and real income per capita growth in order to ensure the
ratio of housing stock to income remains is maintained across the economy.
(iii)

Property related taxes

Van den Noord (2005) focuses on the Euro area to examine the impact of property
tax regimes on the cyclical volatility of house prices, since different tax regimes
across member states will lead to different house price dynamics. Tax breaks to
promote home ownership such as relief on interest payments cause the long-run
level of house prices to increase. However tax subsidies are also likely to generate
higher house price volatility through indirect means by amplifying housing market
shocks such as changes in income, demography and building regulations.
Since income tax acts as an automatic stabiliser, property tax regimes may
counteract this stabilisation effect. Van den Noord (ibid) notes that different tax
regimes in monetary union members could thus generate different degrees of house
price volatility and may explain why different union members display different
growth rates and inflation rates.
Poterba (1984) notes that an increase in inflation which generates rises in nominal
interest rates will both increase homeowners’ mortgage repayment burdens and
nominal capital gains. However in real terms, the user cost of homeownership
decreases due to tax regimes which allow mortgage interest payments to be tax
exempt. Under such frameworks home owners enjoy capital gains fully but only repay
a fraction of the higher mortgage repayments and thus gain overall. Such considerations
underpin the inclusion of property related taxes in the user cost equation.
This section on taxes is relevant since it shows that monetary or macroprudential
policies are not the only way to limit house price bubbles. On the other hand it
can be argued that given the long term nature of house purchase decisions, an
appropriate fiscal framework may be best set for the long term rather than varied
frequently, The role of changing property taxes in the US Savings and Loans crisis
and the Swedish banking crisis are relevant in this regard.
(iv)	Expected house price appreciation
In theory the expected user cost for potential investors should be influenced by
their views on expected house price appreciation which thus influences the demand
for housing. The OECD (2010) discusses two reasons as to why anticipated price
movements may influence prices today: (1) speculative pressures (2) affordability.
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Speculative buyers aim to benefit from expected house price appreciation when
expected risk adjusted returns on homeownership exceed returns on other assets.
However, agents that are not motivated by investment returns will also increase
their demand for housing if they believe that future house price appreciation could
price them out of the owner occupier market.
In the UK at least, affordability considerations are substantial for prospective
buyers. The BSA (2007) which examined respondents’ reasons for house
purchases found that 28% of existing first time buyers and 68% of consumers
considering purchasing first time viewed being priced out of the market as the main
consequence of expected house price appreciation.
On the other hand, Miles and Pillonca (2008) are amongst those who suggest
that house price expectations are backward looking; investors use the historic
long-term house price growth rate alongside recent movements in house prices to
form their expectations of future price movements. According to Shiller (2007) such
psychological factors explain why fundamentals such as rents or construction costs
alone are unable to explain house price movements. In reality, housing markets are
not efficient; prices show momentum between successive periods as a manifestation
of a behavioural feedback mechanism where repeated price appreciation serves to
reinforce investors’ beliefs that such trends will continue into the future.
Empirically, this momentum, which is likely to generate higher serial correlation
and slow mean reversion, is modelled by Capozza et al (2002). They cite Case and
Shiller (1988, 1989) and Shiller (1990) who suggest serial correlation in house prices
arises from backward looking expectations.
Case and Shiller (1988) surveyed buyers in a control market and a “boom”
market and found that boom market buyers believed expected house price
appreciation would be higher than in the control market where prices had not
risen by much in the past. Accordingly, behavioural reasons may explain why serial
correlation is stronger in buoyant markets than in situations where the housing
market is exposed to lower income growth.
Capozza et al. (ibid) accommodate such effects by augmenting the long-run
relationship with dynamic serial correlation and mean reversion terms which are
allowed to vary spatially and temporally. This allows differences in behavioural
responses to house prices across regions and through the economic cycle to be
captured. The mean reversion term accounts for the impact of psychological factors
on the long-run price level.
Whether anticipated house price movements are modelled explicitly or as part
of the user cost equation, most investigators rely on survey data for house price
expectations or proxy this with the current inflation rate. Although the latter
approach is common, Capozza et al. (ibid) note that it does not accommodate
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regional variation in expected house price appreciation which would impact on user
costs accordingly.
The role of serial correlation in house price movements and underlying
expectational shifts helps to explain why housing booms are hard to stop once
underway. The UK experience of raising interest rates in the late 1980s is relevant
in this regard. It is only when a major shock to confidence occurs that the bubble
ceases to exist, and at that point a major collapse is likely, threatening financial
stability. The underlying lesson may be that monetary or macroprudential polices
are best deployed early on in the housing cycle, before there are entrenched
speculative elements. Later on such policies risk to be ineffective, although arguably
an effective LTV policy may be more effective than interest rates in this regard.
(v)

Risk premium

Although Poterba (1984) does not incorporate investors’ risk preferences in the
derivation of user cost, he does recognise that a complete model of asset market
equilibrium would include the impact of risk tolerance on investors’ demand for
housing as an asset.
In Hott and Monin (2008) investors’ risk premia are assumed to be constant and
are thus combined with maintenance costs and property taxes as an aggregated
user cost input. However Sinai and Souleles (2005) suggest that risk premia can
vary and can take both positive and negative values. Risk arises from the decision
to own and occupy versus the renting of housing services; whereas capital gains or
losses arising from ownership only materialise at the point of sale, changes in rental
charges can occur in each period. The differential in risk declines as the time horizon
of agents is extended so that if occupation of a given property occurs for long
enough the risk premium can become negative.
Having discussed the components of user cost and their theoretical under
pinnings, in the box below we present a selection of user cost equations in the
literature which vary according to the motivation of the study.
We next turn to describing some short run specifications in brief. These recognise
that house prices deviate from their long-run fundamental values and attempt to
specify an empirical relationship to track these short-term dynamics.
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Box 1. User cost (UC) equations in the literature
Poterba (1984):
UC = [after tax depreciation + maintenance + (1 – property tax rate)(mortgage rate
+ opportunity cost of housing equity) – inflation rate]
Capozza et al. (2002):
UC = (mortgage rate + property tax rate)(1 – income tax rate) – inflation rate
Gallin (2006):
UC = price[(mortgage rate + property tax rate)(1 – income tax) + maintenance and
depreciation – expected capital gains]
Meen (2002):
UC = price[(market interest rate + depreciation rate – inflation rate – expected house
price appreciation)(1 – income tax rate)]
OECD (2005):
UC = (mortgage rate adjusted for tax relief + property tax rate + maintenance and
depreciation and risk premium – expected capital gains)
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4.5 	Short-Run Dynamics:

Cutler et al. (1991) provide a rationale for the inclusion of dynamic terms in house
price models. They examine a host of asset types, including real estate, and find that
asset price behaviour typically displays 3 characteristics:
1. positive serial correlation in the short-term
2. negative serial correlation in the long-term
3. the deviations of asset prices from their long-run fundamental values contain
predictive information
They suggest these characteristics arise due to speculative motives of market
participants and in combination they justify the inclusion of dynamic terms
alongside fundamental house price determinants; the informational content of such
dynamic terms will have predictive value. Cecchetti et al (2002) specifically delve
into the properties of serial correlation and mean reversion terms of house prices.
Whilst Cutler et al. (ibid) generalised the dynamic terms into descriptors of asset
prices in general, Cecchetti et al. (ibid) put forward specific theoretical reasons as
to why these terms should manifest in house price series. Informational reasons,
transaction costs and supply side factors can all be used to explain serial correlation
and mean reversion and since these factors are likely to differ across regions and
time, it is also likely that the serial correlation and mean reversion terms will differ
across cross sections.
To test the above proposition, Cecchetti et al. (ibid) augment the long-run
relationship (equation 10) with dynamic terms according to:
Pt = α Pt −1 + β ( Pt* − Pt −1 ) + γ Pt*

(11)

where

a is the serial correlation coefficient

b is the mean reversion coefficient and 0 < β < 1
g is the immediate partial adjustment to the fundamental value
In general as a increases, the amplitude and persistence of the cycle will increase
whilst as b increases the frequency and the amplitude of the cycle will increase.
The estimators in the literature do not always take the exact specification
highlighted above. For example, Terrones and Otrok (2004) take a dynamic panel
approach based on the GMM estimator which also contains the lagged dependant
variable. Like Cecchetti et al. (ibid) they point out that if the autocorrelation
coefficient (a) exceeds a value of one, house price growth will be explosive.
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While authors such as Gallin (2006) focus on the long-run behaviour of house
prices, others specify dynamics by using autoregressive distributed lag models in
error correction form (Meen, 2002). Several non-structural specifications have
also been used in the literature such as the VAR (Hott and Monin, 2008; Sutton,
2002) and the SVAR (Tsatsaronis and Zhu, 2004) since such studies focus on the
interdependencies of house prices and their determinants such as term spreads,
house price inflation, GDP growth and the growth rate of private sector credit.
4.6 The Asset Pricing Approach: No Arbitrage Equilibrium

In this section we briefly outline an alternative house price modelling approach
which has been used in the literature. Poterba (1984) proposed the no arbitrage
approach to house price valuation which requires that the one period return from
owning a house must equate to the return that could be obtained by holding an
alternative asset13.
In an extension to this approach housing service users can be thought of as
investors who face a choice between renting and owning a property. In this case
they will equate the marginal value of renting a house to the cost of owning a house
which is the user cost of housing. Van den Noord (2005) represents this equilibrium
as:
R ( H ) = UC • PH

(12)

where R(H) is the marginal value of rental services per period on an owned and
occupied property, UC is the user cost of housing14 and PH is the price of owner
occupied housing.
A similar approach has been used by OECD (2005) where equation 12 is reexpressed in terms of the price to rent ratio in order to determine the degree of
overvaluation of OECD house prices:
PH
1
=
R ( H ) UC

(13)

PH
Equation 13 translates house price valuation to asset market models where R ( H )
is analogous to the price-to-dividend ratio. If the price to rent ratio is high, investors
will gain by renting housing services and the subsequent drop in demand for owner
occupancy will restore the equilibrium relationship.
However there are problems associated with this interpretation of equation
13. Firstly the OECD (ibid) results suggest the price to rent ratio is non-stationary.
13 Poterba (1984) interprets this as the short-term interest rate. He also assumes risk does not feature in
the investor’s decision.
14	Van den Noord (2005) defines this explicitly.
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Secondly, the user cost of housing is itself not static and may be subject to shifts
in institutional factors such as mortgage market innovations which alter the cost
of mortgage finance. Moreover, expectations of future house price appreciation
are driven to an extent by behavioural factors and thus extremely hard to model
(Miles and Pillonca, 2010). As discussed in the sections above, backward looking
expectations which give rise to serial correlation in house prices will impact on the
user cost accordingly.
Despite the caveats mentioned above, the asset model approach can be used
to indicate general under or overvaluation of house prices. In theory, it can also
be used to assess housing market efficiency (Meen, 2002) since the no arbitrage
condition should ensure that equation 13 holds. However the existence of serial
correlation in house prices suggests the market is inefficient since persistent excess
returns become possible. One potential explanation for the inefficiency may be
the presence of search and transaction costs which restrict buyers to specific
geographical regions. This in turn means transaction volumes are lower than
they would be in a more efficient market and so buyers have restricted access to
information that could be used to compute fair house price valuations (Capozza
et al., 2002). Another problem may be the planning regulations which restrict
housing supply. Consequently, buyers have limited scope to exploit arbitrage
opportunities and in this sense the asset pricing approach may be flawed.
4.7 	Key factors omitted from most extant studies

Institutional factors relating to mortgage markets are typically not taken into
account in house price estimates. In fact, many mortgage market innovations that
have altered the terms and availability of credit have emerged in OECD financial
markets over the past 30 years (OECD, 2005). This financial deregulation has not
only increased competition, it has also led to the creation of new products such
as buy-to-let mortgages, interest only loans and offset mortgages which allow
borrowers to offset their savings against the mortgage balance.
As a result of such innovations, the availability of mortgage credit has risen
dramatically in Europe and the US. Miles and Pillonca (2008) note that although
the mortgage debt to GDP ratio varies across Europe (exceeding 70% in countries
like the UK and Denmark), the stock of mortgage debt has risen in all cases.
Consequently house buyers have seen a relaxation in their borrowing constraints
and this has fed back positively to house prices.
Nevertheless, as this section has shown, few house price models have taken
these fundamental changes into account. One possible way of doing so are to
restrict the sample so that it only contains post liberalisation observations. However,
this has the problem that there is likely to be a long period of adjustment of balance
sheets to liberalisation that may well distort estimates. Furthermore, the period may
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be too short to adequately capture long run relationships in the housing market.
An alternative is to include a pre liberalisation period in the sample and allow
coefficients to vary by use of leveraged dummies. We employ both approaches in
our estimation below.
Mortgage spreads (loan less deposit rates) are also typically not included in
house price equations, whereas these could be relevant to the impact of capital
requirements on interest rates, as in Barrell et al (2009) and have important
consequences for household incomes as well as for house price dynamics. We
include such a term in our quarterly equation for Sweden below. Equally, despite
recognition that housing is part of the asset portfolio of the household sector, most
studies do not take the logical step of including household gross financial wealth, as
a substitute asset, a rise in whose value would lead naturally to rising demand for
housing for portfolio balance reasons.
An additional question raised by financial liberalisation is whether the stock of
mortgages is appropriately included in house price equations. This was traditionally
the case in pre liberalisation estimates in countries such as the UK (e.g. Hendry
1984) but was judged by authors such as Muellbauer and Murphy (1997) to
be inappropriate in a post liberalisation sample, since the stock of lending is
endogenous to the determination of house prices (this is consistent with the Granger
causality results from Barrell et al (2011) cited above). On the other hand, if there
remains a degree of rationing for some participants in the housing market, then
the mortgage stock could have a role to play, and all the more if macroprudential
policies have an effect of reintroducing forms of credit rationing. And indeed along
these lines Miles and Pillonca (2008) do argue that the existing mortgage stock
should also be included. We test this also in our work below.
Muellbauer and Murphy (2008) note that deregulation of mortgage markets has
implications for monetary policy transmission and business cycles and that these
changes are exerted via the interaction of house prices, housing finance and the
real economy. Mortgage credit availability drives house prices and thus influences
consumption and the supply of new housing stock. Moreover, if the housing
wealth effect is negligible then the credit channel becomes crucial for explaining
why consumption rises in response to house price appreciation: deregulation of
mortgage markets means more homeowners can withdraw equity against a rise in
their property values.
In recognition of the above, Muellbauer and Murphy (ibid) include a credit
conditions index which they introduce both alone and as an interaction term with
the mortgage rate. The credit conditions index is constructed using 10 consumer
credit and mortgage market indicators as described in Fernandez-Corugedo and
Muellbauer (2006). It is included so as to capture shifts in the credit supply function
faced by households in the post-1980s era. The authors note that by omitting this
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variable, previous house price models in the literature (which typically utilise pre1980s data) suffer from omitted variable bias.
Unemployment may impact on house prices via demand and also if it entails
widespread defaults and consequent “fire sales” but is typically not included in
house price equations. Similar comments apply to banking crises per se, which give
rise to uncertainty and credit rationing that other variables may not adequately
capture. Certain supply aspects of housing are also typically omitted. Many
studies do not even include housing investment or the value of the housing stock
as an influence on house prices. But beyond this there is the influence of planning
regulations in restricting supply, nationally and/or in local areas subject to high
demand. And there is the potential influence of a regulated rental market for
housing.

5 	Estimation of house price equations for an OECD panel
and for Sweden
5.1 	Specification and data

In the light of the above literature survey and limited experience of macroprudential
tool as applied to housing markets, we sought first to estimate panel equations
for house prices in OECD countries, with a view to assessing how macroprudential
tools could usefully operate, as well as whether suitable international rules could
be devised. Given the extensive availability of cross-country data from the NiGEM
database,15 we have scope to investigate the common patterns of property price
movements, while at the same time controlling for heterogeneity across countries
or at different stages of real estate cycles. This in turn casts light on the relevance
of earlier work cited in Section 4. The panel specifications (with details below) are
the appropriate tool for this purpose. Moreover, from an econometric perspective, a
panel approach gives more informative data, more variability, less collinearity among
variables, more degrees of freedom and more efficiency (Baltagi, 2005, p. 5).
A first table shows the data sample we are able to use, which for most countries
is back to the 1970s. We hence include periods when there has been liberalisation
as well as structural regulation in the housing market. This can be justified by the
need for cointegration equations to have as long a data period as possible. But it will
also be of interest if we can capture the differences in behaviour between liberalised
and non-liberalised periods, since the introduction of macroprudential instruments
will lead to a reintroduction of some form of credit rationing as was typical of the
pre-liberalisation period. Note that we use annual data for the cross country panel
15	Note that the population data in NiGEM are interpolated annual data from the UN Demographic
database (in our case we use the original annual data).
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work, We contend that annual data ensures that dynamics can be simple and
comparable, while it facilitates a focus on the long-run properties of the data.
Table 2 shows the standard panel unit root tests for the main variables. They
use the Im-Pesaran-Shin approach to calculation. It can be seen that the bulk of
the variables, being trended, are I(1), at least at the 1% level thus justifying an
error correction model based approach to estimation. The dependent variable
hence must be changes in real residential property prices. Accordingly, changes
in real house prices were regressed on contemporaneous changes in explanatory
variables, and lagged dependent and explanatory variables (both in levels) as well.
This error-correction specification is able to deal with non-stationarity in the data
(as mentioned above), and at the same time offers further tests of the theory by
distinguishing short- and long-run influences on residential property prices. The
significance of the coefficients for lagged non-stationary variables (in levels) and
their magnitude reveal the long-term relationship among those variables.
Our modelling started from the work cited above with a basic equation where
we include real house prices, real personal disposable income and the long term
real interest rate (proxying the user cost). We use this as a foundation for applying
further tests of extra variables that could be added.
As a first step, we start with the pooled regression that treats all countries as
equally important, while the country fixed effects take account of heterogeneity.
This regression is able to give us a preliminary view of whether the theoretical
hypotheses set out above are validated by the data. Meantime, the result also
serves as a benchmark for the follow-up discussion on distincative characteristics of
real estate cycles for different markets of interest. We then proceed with a number
of sub-sample panel regressions, in which each panel only consists of a particular
group of countries (with similar market arrangements).
Hence, we first estimate for all 18 OECD countries but also for two divisions
of that group. The first is between the large and small countries, with the large
countries being the G-7 and the small countries the remainder. Then we have
the division between the Anglo Saxon and bank-dominated countries, where
the former are the UK, US, Ireland, Australia and Canada and the latter are
the remainder. These breakdown analyses offer deeper insights by allowing for
richer heterogeneity, e.g. distinctive economic determinants in each sub-sample
(compared to the pooled regression). The combination of the pooled regression
and the sub-sample panel regressions reveal elements of both commonality and
uniqueness in residential property cycles in those 17 countries.
To confirm the existence of the long-term relationship, we also implement the
panel cointegration test proposed by Kao (1999) among those variables with
significant lagged level terms in a simple levels equation (i.e. the first step of an
Engle and Granger (1987) two-step estimation).
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5.2 Results for the full panel sample

Table 3 shows the basic results for the full sample from 1970-2009, with real long
rates and real personal disposable income entering the equation. It can be seen
from the Kao tests that the long run of all the equations cointegrate except for
the G-7. This may link to the group being relatively small and non-homogeneous
given the inclusion of both bank and market dominated countries. As regards the
results, in the short run we find a strong income effect with an elasticity of 0.8 for
all countries, larger in the G-7 and Anglo Saxon countries and lower in the small and
bank dominated ones. The short run real rate effect is negative as expected, and
significant for all countries, small countries and the Anglo Saxon ones, with a similar
coefficient magnitude. A 1 percentage point rise in long real rates leads to a 0.5%
fall in house prices in the short run.
A very consistent effect is the short run serial correlation term, which is
highly significant, and around 0.5 in each case. In other words, a rise of 10% in
house prices one year gives rise to a 5% rise next year independent of the other
coefficients in the equation.
Turning to the long run results, we have a highly significant error correction
term in each case of around 0.08, which means a slow adjustment to the long
run fundamentals, around 12 years in fact. Their significance is supportive of
cointegration (see Pesaran and Shin, 1995) as is confirmed by the Kao tests for
most of the equations. Then the long run income elasticity is somewhat below the
theoretical level of one, around 0.7-0.8 in most cases. The long run interest rate
effect is significant except for the G-7, with a long run elasticity of around 4, i.e.
the long run impact of a one percentage point rise in long real rates is to reduce the
level of real house prices by 4%. These contrast to some degree with the results of
Terrones and Otrok (2004) with a similar panel, who found an income elasticity of
1.1 and an interest rate elasticity of –1.0. Country studies cited in OECD (2005) are
much closer to ours, however.
We undertook F-tests on the pooling assumptions in the groupings and found
that for both categories, the divisions were preferred to the “all” sample. This was
more the case for the G7/small breakdown than for the Anglo-Saxon/banking
split. (In the former pooling was rejected at 99% whereas for the latter it was only
rejected at 95%). Accordingly, we consider closely the G7 and small country results,
with particular focus on the latter as being relevant for Sweden.
Table 4 shows the variants on these basic results, which we consider highly
satisfactory in general terms. We first sought to include a cubes lag in house price
growth. This was suggested originally by Hendry (1984) as a proxy for “frenzy”
when a large rise in house prices gives rise to a further boost, suggestive of bubble
formation. The expected coefficient is positive. In fact we find only a significant
negative coefficient for all countries, the G7 and for the bank dominated ones. This
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implies rather a form of mean reversion in growth. It may be that using annual data
gives rise to periods too long for “frenzies” to be detectable, whereas a shorter
quarterly frequency might have captured it.
The second variant has the log stock of real mortgage debt included. We note
in this context that there is a theoretical argument, which has been borne out by
much empirical work, that mortgage debt should not be causal for house prices in a
liberalised financial system. This is because it accommodates to house prices, when
it is freely available. Such a surmise was partly confirmed, for example, by Granger
causality tests in Barrell et al (2010b) between personal debt and house prices,
which showed causality from credit to property prices only in Belgium, Canada
and Finland from a group of 14 OECD countries, although some causality was also
found for Sweden in the pre-1995 period. At least, we considered it essential to
instrument the difference of credit, so that results were not affected by simultaneity
with house prices. The instruments were the lagged difference of house prices,
income and interest rates.
The results were that there was indeed a significant impact of credit on house
prices in a number of subgroups, albeit generally only in the short term, with a
quite consistent elasticity of around 0.15. Comparison with Davis and Zhu (2010)’s
estimates for commercial property prices with similar panels showed a much higher
coefficient of around 0.8. In commercial property the incidence of rationing is likely
to be much greater. There is only a long run effect in the small countries, with a
long run elasticity of around 0.4.
An objection to such results is that the sample, typically from 1970-2009,
includes periods of both financial repression and financial liberalisation. We used
dates from OECD (2000) to fix the time of financial liberalisation, As in Barrell and
Davis (2007), we then defined dummies distributed from 1.0 prior to liberalisation
to 0.0 five years after, with the transition being in the form of an ogive imposed
to conserve degrees of freedom. The coefficients on the differences in debt
and lagged debt were then leveraged by these dummies to give scope for the
parameter to change gradually with liberalisation. Our result for the G7 we consider
unsatisfactory due to outliers and should be disregarded. However, the result for
the small countries is of interest, suggesting as it does that the short run elasticity
for debt changed from 0.44 before liberalisation to 0.09 thereafter. This is in line
with the hypothesis of a fall in the impact of mortgage lending with liberalisation,
while leaving an ongoing small positive effect. The small countries of course include
Sweden. The results for all countries, the Anglo Saxon and bank dominated are
unchanged by the dummy, however.
The implication of this result for the mortgage stock is that a macroprudential
policy that affects the mortgage stock will have an additional effect on house prices
over and above the interest rate/user cost change that may underlie it. Hence the
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effect of macroprudential policy will be greater than if the mortgage stock variable
had been absent.
The third variant was using a demographic variable, namely the proportion
of 20-39s in the population. In Cameron et al (2004), as cited on Section 4, this
is considered to be the prime age group for property purchase. However, it is
acknowledged that this may not hold in countries such as Germany where renting
is more common at this age, and house purchase may be delayed till later in the life
cycle. Possibly consistent with this, we only obtain a significant result for the “Anglo
Saxon” countries where owner occupation is high and also mortgages are freely
available for most of the sample. There is a short run elasticity of 1 between the
size of this age group and the house price, and in the long run the effect is around
1 also.
We then sought in two ways to allow for supply in the equation, firstly by
including a flow variable which is the ratio of housing investment to GDP, then by
adding a stock variable, the ratio of the estimated housing stock to GDP. The latter is
estimated on the basis of a perpetual inventory model with a deprecation rate based
on a life of 75 years, and the initial year’s investment/GDP ratio. Hence it may well
be inaccurate. That said, there is evidence of supply effects for the small countries,
and to some extent in the Anglo Saxon ones, but not elsewhere. The effect in the
small countries is as would be expected, with a rise in the supply leading to lower
house prices. On the other hand, the Anglo Saxon result is a positive one, suggesting
that housing investment tends to accompany booms in house prices.
We tried two dummy variables directly in the equations. First we assessed
whether financial liberalisation has had a direct effect on house price growth, with
systematically lower growth before liberalisation. Then, we tested whether banking
crises had a marked effect, over and above any effect from the changes in income
and interest rates. As can be seen in Table 4, the liberalisation dummy (as defined
above) had no significant impact, while banking crises (with periods defined as in
Caprio and Klingebiel (2003)) were highly significant and negative in all cases. We
can hypothesise that crises impact via uncertainty and credit rationing effects that
the existing variables are unable to capture. For the most part, the crisis variable
complements but does not supersede the other variables in the equation. Crisis
impacts are worse in small countries than the G-7, and in bank dominated countries
than in market based. In the latter, there are in most cases alternative sources
of finance to banks (e.g. securitisation – except in the latest episode) which may
mitigate the impact of bank failures on the housing market. There have tended to be
a greater proportion of systemic crises in the smaller than the larger countries also.
Does unemployment impact on house prices, via greater uncertainty and
incidence of default? Table 4 shows that this is the case in most of the country
groups for the difference of unemployment, but not the levels. A 1% rise in the rate
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of unemployment reduces house prices by around 1% in the first year. It is notable
that the largest effect is in the Anglo Saxon countries where unemployment is
typically more volatile and protections against default less.
Finally in this section we tested for an effect of gross financial wealth on house
prices. The idea is a portfolio balance one, whereby high financial wealth might
lead to shifts in allocation to real assets, thus boosting house prices. The empirical
results suggest that this is an effect worth considering, with significant results for
the difference in all countries, the small and bank dominated ones. A 1% rise in real
financial wealth boosts house prices by around 0.1-0.15%. There is also a significant
long run effect in the G7 countries only, where the elasticity is around 0.7. A
counter argument to including wealth is that the relevant information should be
captured by income and interest rates.
5.3 Results for the post liberalisation period

A feature of the above results is that we have included both periods of financial
liberalisation as well as non liberalisation. Accordingly, we may be vulnerable to
shifts in coefficients within the sample. On the other hand, we do benefit from a
long data period which includes several cycles and hence should well capture the
long run properties of the data. Accordingly, we retain the above as our main set
of results, but test in two ways for possible biases. First, we shortened the sample
for each country to begin with financial liberalisation. Second, we sought in the
manner of Barrell and Davis (2007) to do generalised leveraging of coefficients, to
see whether the partial results for debt cited above generalise to some of the other
terms. We comment on these results relatively briefly, to mainly highlight contrasts
with the main results in Tables 3 and 4.
For the liberalisation period, the methodology was to multiply the dependent
variable by a dummy which is 1 for all periods after liberalisation. This reduces the
sample from 618 to 413 in the all countries case, for example. The most noteworthy
feature is that we “lose” the long run income effect in this shorter period, and it
becomes insignificant. This may be due to the protracted adjustment period after
financial liberalisation, although a further experiment with an even shorter period 5
years after liberalisation also produces counter intuitive results (a negative income
effect for “all countries” for example). We consider this result to mean this is an
unsatisfactory result overall. Nevertheless, some differences with the full panel
remain noteworthy. As shown in Table 5, the short run income effect is lower and
the interest rate effect is consistently higher. There is more serial correlation in house
prices when the later period is considered alone. And the adjustment to the long
run equilibrium is generally slower. This suggests a more volatile period when house
prices can deviate further from equilibrium and fundamentals, albeit strongly driven
by real long term interest rates.
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As regards the variants (Table 6), we do not find a significant cubic term in
the later period. On the other hand, the debt effect remains in the short run in all
cases, with a comparable coefficient to the full period, and a negative long run
effect in the Anglo Saxon countries, perhaps caused by the recent falls in prices in
2007-2009. Demography continues to be significant for the Anglo Saxon countries
too. We find long run effects for the housing stock in the G7 and Anglo Saxon
countries which are negative in line with theory, but no investment effects. Crises
remain powerful determinants of house prices. Most of these of course occurred
after liberalisation in any case. We now find a long run as well as a short run effect
of unemployment in all countries and the bank dominated ones. And wealth is a
consistent determinant of house prices in the short run across the country groups.
5.4 	Applying leveraged coefficients for the pre liberalisation period

Although the above-cited results from Tables 5 and 6 add to knowledge, they
remain unsatisfactory due to the long run income effect being zero. We accordingly
go on to comment on the full sample regressions with the pre-liberalisation
dummies (i.e. set at unity for unliberalised phasing to zero five years after
liberalisation). So for example in Table 7, the variables labelled X*Lib show the
absolute difference in the coefficient before liberalisation compared with after it.
If all of these coefficients are insignificant, the equation is stable between the two
regimes. If on the other hand there are some significant coefficients, it is indicative
of structural change.
A first point to note from Table 7 is that the unleveraged coefficients are
comparable to the basic estimates in Table 3 over the same time period, which is a
favourable sign. As in Table 3, all of the coefficients are significant except for the
long run effect of the long rate for the G7. As regards the leveraged coefficients,
we can see that the short run is much more affected than the long run. We have
evidence of a much lesser response to income growth since liberalisation for
example (positive leveraged dummies are significant for all groups except the
small and bank dominated). The short run interest rate effect was absent before
liberalisation for the Anglo Saxon and G7 groups. And the serial correlation “bubble
building” effect is much greater in the G7, Anglo Saxon and All countries groups
since liberalisation (and also at 90% for the bank dominated countries). Equally,
the adjustment coefficient suggests that there was slower adjustment to the long
run before liberalisation, apparently in contrast to the differences between Tables
3 and 5. There are in contrast no significant coefficients for the long run, except
that prior to liberalisation the small countries have a smaller long run interest rate
coefficient. The income term is totally unchanged.
Looking at Table 8 where we leverage the variants, there are no significant
effects or differences for the cube term. Results for debt are comparable to those
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in Table 4, except that of course we are also permitting other terms to vary as
well. The key result is again that for the small countries, where the debt effect
in the short run was much greater before than after liberalisation. There is some
evidence for a demographic effect in the G7 as well as the Anglo Saxon countries
in the post liberalisation period, while supply effects only appear now in the G7.
There is a positive crisis effect in the Anglo Saxon countries, which we attribute
to a single observation – virtually all OECD crises were after liberalisation. As
regards unemployment, it appears to have impacted on house prices mainly before
liberalisation in the G7 and Anglo Saxon countries, whereas for the smaller countries
(and all countries) it is consistent across the sample. Finally, the financial wealth
effect is apparent across the whole sample in first difference form only. Noteworthy
patterns from Table 8 are again that there are virtually no changes to the long run
specifications, only some amendments to the short run results.
Reflecting on the impact of macroprudential instruments, it seems likely that LTV
limits could be incorporated as feeding through the discount factor, as they require
further saving to take on the mortgage (the interest rate term) also affecting the
volume of credit (the stock of mortgages would decelerate). Capital ratio increases
could similarly be an interest rate effect although perhaps a better index would be
the spread between deposit and loan rates – a form of risk premium.
5.5 	Quarterly estimates for Sweden

Against the background of the panel estimation, we estimated an equation for
Sweden using quarterly data from 1970-2009 as a basis for the model simulations.16
We include the key variables which are significant in the small countries panel, but
also can include the spread between the deposit and lending rate, unlike in the
cross country panel data where this variable is not available for most countries over
a sufficiently long sample period. As noted, this variable can capture the impact of
higher capital requirements for mortgage lending, affecting as it does the deposit
rate and also the lending rate.
Four versions are shown in Table 9. The first has long run income homogeneity
not imposed, the second has that restriction and the third includes estimates for the
additional variable bank spreads between household loan and household deposit
rates. The fourth imposes the same coefficient on spreads and long rates, as is
required in the NiGEM model as discussed below.
As can be seen in Table 9, the equations are all well behaved statistically,
with no autocorrelation or non-normality despite the differing regimes during
estimation. There is however some evidence of heteroskedasticity, which may
relate to the greater volatility of house prices in the more recent period. The only
16	Source: BIS; quarterly data before 1986 were annual data interpolated.
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difference between pre and post liberalisation coefficients that was significant was
the difference of income term, which is much larger prior to liberalisation. Other
significant short run terms are on wealth and liabilities, there is also a large serial
correlation term (lagged difference of house prices) of around 0.5. There is no short
run interest rate effect. The freely estimated long run income elasticity is around
1.6, while there is also a significant long run interest rate and spread effect. The
freely estimated spread effect is larger than the interest rate effect.
It is the final column equation that is incorporated in our NiGEM simulations.
It allows macroprudential policy to operate in three ways, via the long term real
interest rate, via the spread (which affects household incomes as well as the
cost of credit) and via the mortgage stock. On the other hand we note that this
specification is not very “dynamic” in the sense that although there is a major
serial correlation coefficient, the shocks feed through slowly given the low incomedifference term as well as the slow adjustment to the long run.

6 	Interactions of macroprudential policies with monetary
policy, and simulations with the NiGEM model
In a final section of our work, we first review overall comments and the limited
amount of technical work on macroprudential and monetary policies. We then
go on to carry out simulations on the Swedish component of the NiGEM model
using the final equation in Table 9, comparing the effect of housing market
related macroprudential policy with that of monetary policy and more general
macroprudential instruments. We consider the impacts on house prices, real activity
and also credit formation of the various shocks that can be imposed.
6.1 	Overall comments

Looking first at the interaction of macroprudential with monetary policy, Barrell et
al (2010a and b) cited above have shown that the overall country adjustment in
prudential policy to reduce crisis probabilities depends partly on macroeconomic
volatility. So one argument one can make is that if monetary policy can reduce
house price bubbles and imbalances in the current account, it impacts on
macroprudential adjustment.
On the other hand, extant comments suggest it is more doubtful that
macroprudential regulation will significantly affect the macro economy and hence
the demands on monetary policy. This is based not only on NIESR calculations but
also the Basel calculations that were made in FSB (2010). According to simulations
with macroeconomic models in various countries, 1% more capital and liquidity
seems to take around 0.1% off GDP which is not huge and only 0.03% if all
countries moved together. So in other words, the effect of regulatory tightening on
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the macro economy are small so long as the tightening is gradual, which is a point
relevant to monetary policy.
As the BIS point out in their recent Annual Report (2010), there are some
benefits to monetary policy of a more active macroprudential policy. Less financial
crises imply less economic fluctuation. If crisis risk can be reduced, interest rates
are less likely to become ineffective due to financial distress, and also there will be
less need to cut interest rates for financial stability in the downturn with possible
inflation risks. Conflict between monetary and macroprudential policy is possible
mainly well in advance of a crisis, since inflation may be subdued but there may be
pressures on asset markets. Then one might wish to pursue a tight macroprudential
policy and an easy monetary policy. Once inflationary pressures also emerge both
macroprudential and monetary policies should be tightened, but this may be too
late to prevent a crisis. After a crisis, both policies should be loosened, although as
noted there may be inflation risk from holding monetary policy too loose for too
long.
6.2 	Extant technical work

We note there are rather few papers that have sought to look at monetary and
macroprudential policy together. These are typically in stylised calibrated models
rather than estimated ones. And a comment from one such paper is relevant “within
a standard macroeconomic framework, it is very difficult to derive a satisfactory
way of modelling macroprudential objectives” (Angelini et al 2010).
For example in Kannan et al (2009) they use the standard New Keynesian model
as for example in Gali (2009) and add, first, a choice on the part of households how
much to invest in housing as well as how much to consume, second, a distinction
between borrowers and lenders, and third, the lending rate is modelled as a markup over the policy rate dependent on LTV ratios, the mark-up over funding rates,
and in some simulations a macroprudential instrument. So for example a rise in
house prices leads to a fall in LTVs and hence in mortgage rates even if the policy
rate does not change. Market competition can also affect the mark-up. Hence, there
can be endogenous house price and investment booms.
The general results are that strong monetary reactions to such financial
accelerator effects that drive credit and asset price growth can improve macro
economic stability compared with a simple Taylor rule, while a macroprudential
tool against credit cycles, applied in a discretionary manner, could also stabilise the
economy. Such rules would entail additional capital or provisioning when credit
grows in excess of a certain rate. They note however that because it is not always
straightforward to identify the cause of house price movements, a rigid rule could
increase macroeconomic instability. In particular, whereas a relaxation in lending
standards (financial shock) can be well catered for by rules, this is not the case for
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an increase in productivity (real shock). In the latter case resisting rises in credit
would be inappropriate and cause undershooting of inflation targets.
Angelini et al (2010), use a similar dynamic general equilibrium model of the
Euro Area to address the issue of appropriate macroprudential tools and rules
and their interaction with monetary policy. Their extensions of the DSGE model
are for a banking sector with capital, loans to households and firms and deposits
from households. Interest rates are sticky owing to banks’ market power. There
are risk sensitive capital requirements generating procyclicality and heterogeneous
creditworthiness of agents. The macroprudential policies are capital requirements
and loan to value ratios, where the latter gives rise to credit rationing for households
given the value of the housing stock. The former affects both firms and households,
by contrast.
They find that macroeconomic volatility can be reduced by active management
of macroprudential instruments in cooperation with monetary policy but the
benefits are not large. When there is a technology shock, macroprudential policy
should focus on output and not loans or equity prices, for the capital based rule,
but loans is preferred in the case of the LTV. When there is a credit crunch shock,
that destroys bank capital, both policies should focus on loan growth. Overall, the
capital policy is more effective at reducing volatility of output growth, and LTV at
reducing variance of the loan/GDP ratio, suggesting there is in their model a tradeoff of stabilising economic activity and financial stability.
As regards the coordination issue, both policies operate partly by affecting
the interest rate on loans. In a cooperative game between policymakers output
variability is reduced. But if there is a non-cooperative Nash equilibrium, then
substantial coordination problems emerge. In other words, there is a risk of
coordination failure if suitable coordinating mechanisms are not devised.
Finally Angeloni and Faia (2009), give a DSGE model with a competitive banking
sector and the possibility of bank runs, where the monetary policy is allowed
to react to asset prices and leverage as well as inflation and output, and capital
requirements can be pro or anti cyclical. There is a need for mildly counter cyclical
capital requirements and a monetary policy that reacts to asset prices or leverage as
well as inflation.
As noted by Angelini et al (2010) a difficulty of all these is that systemic risk
cannot readily be modelled, although stabilising the loans/GDP ratio and GDP
growth around their steady state values could be justified by definitions of
macroprudential aims such as those of the Bank of England “the stable provision of
financial intermediation services to the wider economy, avoiding the boom and bust
cycle in the provision of credit”. Of course, systemic risk will heighten economic
volatility, and the loans/GDP ratio may be one factor underlying systemic risk
(although we argue in Section 2 that it is not the most important one).
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6.3 	NiGEM simulations

We turn now to simulations using the NiGEM sub-model for Sweden. The NiGEM
model is presented in Appendix 1. In sum, it contains elements of demand,
including consumption, and a supply side with a production function that is driven
by technology and the user cost of capital which is the main determinant of the
development of the economy in the longer term. Financial markets are forward
looking, as are factor markets. i.e. incorporating rational expectations. All of these
may be affected by financial regulation. When banks increase the spread between
borrowing and lending rates for individuals it changes their incomes, and can also
change their decision making on the timing of consumption, with the possibility
of inducing sharp short term reductions. The volumes of deposits and lending
that result are demand determined. Changing the spread between borrowing and
lending rates for firms may change the user cost of capital and hence the equilibrium
level of output and capital in the economy in a sustained way.
We contend that NiGEM offers the advantage of being a description of the
economy and not a theoretical abstract as is true of DSGE models, which may not
well describe the economy. The latter is a weakness of models such as Meh and
Moran (2008) which seek to identify some potential influence of banks on the
economy. The rational expectations features of NiGEM increase realism further
and reduce the impact of the Lucas critique. As regards the modelling of banking
sectors’ influence in terms of spreads between borrowing and lending rates, in
a global macromodel this was pioneered by NIESR in its work on the impact of
capital adequacy regulation (Barrell et al 2009), where other influences on spreads
besides capital include measures of borrower risk. Goodhart (2010) has argued
that determining spreads is precisely the way that banks should be incorporated in
macro models, and not either ignored or set out in terms of the “money multiplier”,
see also Woodford (2010). Operating via spreads’ impact on investment, the stock
of capital and hence, via the production function, output, NiGEM offers a highly
realistic and plausible view of the economy and banks’ role therein.17
We undertook a number of modifications of the existing Swedish NIGEM model,
with first an inclusion of housing wealth in the consumption function. Second,
we allowed the increase in household liabilities to be driven by housing wealth
(previously it had been driven by income). And third, we included the house price
equation set out in column 4 of Table 9, which incorporates an income, wealth and
mortgage stock effect as well as an effect of long real rates and the household
sector lending spread (the previous equation had included only the interest rate
terms). Hence the effect of banks on the economy via lending spreads is broadened
17	We note that the Meh and Moran (2008) paper cited above, bank lending does not operate via
spreads explicitly but rather in a form of quantity rationing of credit, where it is only after the
investment that returns to banks are made explicit.
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from fixed investment, the stock of capital and consumption to also include house
prices. The new equations are shown in Appendix 2.
As regards the simulations, we describe seven differing ones. First there is a
0.5 percentage point rise in technical progress, which boosts long term growth.
There is a fiscal tightening, which is equivalent to 1% of GDP off government
consumption, with the target for the government deficit raised by 1% so tax
adjustment is mitigated. There is a fiscal easing which is 1% of GDP on government
consumption There is a 3 percentage point rise in the intervention rate for 2 years,
showing the impact of tighter monetary policy. We then have three macroprudential
simulations. One is for a 3 percentage point rise in the bank spread for mortgages
only (LENDW) (showing the effect of higher countercyclical capital requirements
on mortgages), for 2 years. We then do this for all bank lending so it also affects
the spread for the corporate sector (IPREM). And finally we seek to proxy a fall in
regulated LTVs by simply shocking the implicit user cost of housing by 3 percentage
points for 2 years. The main difference between LENDW and user cost is simply the
effects of LENDW on personal income which is absent for the user cost shock. Then
we present the results in a series of tables. Our main focus is on the monetary and
macroprudential simulations, the others are there mainly for comparison purposes
and to validate the properties of the model.
Table 10 shows the impact of the simulations on GDP. It can be seen that all
sectors capital adequacy has a similar effect to monetary policy. This is largely due
to the impact of the IPREM variable on investment, because the corresponding
fall in GDP where only the spread for the housing market is widened is much less,
around 0.2% off GDP after 2 years compared to 1.1% for monetary policy and
1.4% for economy wide capital adequacy. Even more subdued is the response of
output to the LTV proxy, which by construction does not affect personal income
and hence consumption directly, but only affects consumption via the value of
housing wealth. Note that we do not build in a possible response of saving to a
lower LTV, as people save more to buy a house.
As regards inflation, (Table 11) monetary policy is more effective than
macroprudential policies, although there is some effect of the latter also on
inflation from the all sectors capital adequacy simulation. We show house prices as
a deviation in terms of levels from base in Table 12 . The macroprudential policies
are more effective at reducing house prices than monetary policy of the same
magnitude (3 pcp for two years). This no doubt relates partly to the term structure
effect of the short intervention rate being less than one to one on the long real rate
that enters house price determination. The greatest effect is from the all sectors
capital adequacy simulation which affects house prices via personal disposable
income as well as directly. The other macroprudential policies are quite comparable
however.
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Table 13 looks at changes in the stock of personal debt. This is driven largely by
housing wealth, as shown in Appendix 2 so falls in line with house prices. Again the
impact is much greater for macroprudential than monetary policies, calibrated in the
manner we have chosen. Table 14 shows housing wealth moving in line with house
prices. This variable enters the determination of consumption as does personal
disposable income (Table 15) which falls considerably more in the monetary policy
than in the macroprudential simulations, although “other personal income” declines
in the case of widening spreads in the lending market from LENDW. Note that there
is by construction virtually no change to PDI for the case of LTV limits, and we
consider this to be realistic.
We finally construct two key macroprudential indicators, namely debt/housing
and debt/personal disposable income and consider how many percentage points
the ratios change. In the case of housing market gearing (Table 16) monetary
policy raises gearing in each case since it affects housing wealth proportionately
more than it does debt. In contrast, the macroprudential policies start to reduce
the ratio, in the case of an LTV policy in the third year and for the two capital
adequacy policies slightly later on. The debt/income ratio (Table 17) is also raised
by monetary policy for the first three years, before declining thereafter. The LTV
policy, which reduces debt while leaving income unchanged, unambiguously
reduces the ratio. For the capital adequacy simulations the effect is again delayed
till after the policy is taken off, although there are marked reductions in years 3 to
5 in each case.
Summarising briefly, we need to caution the reader that model simulations can
only be imperfectly calibrated. It would be hard to devise a policy that makes an
exact change in the spread via capital adequacy equivalent to 3 percentage points,
for example. Nevertheless, we contend that the results are of interest in showing
that monetary policy is superior in addressing inflation and for the most part output.
That said, a rise in capital requirements which gives rise to 3 pcp wider spreads
for households and corporations has a major effect on GDP, indeed greater than
a 3 pcp rise in intervention rates for the same period. It appears to generate more
volatility in GDP for a given macroprudential effect than do the housing market
related tools.
In terms of housing market variables, the macroprudential policies seem to
be more effective, although monetary tightening also has a major effect on
house prices and correspondingly on housing wealth. The restraint of debt by the
macroprudential policies is much more effective, operating as it does largely via
house prices and housing wealth. We see that an LTV policy can restrain house
prices while not impacting on personal income in the same way as capital adequacy
based policies. It is correspondingly better at reducing debt/wealth and debt/
income ratios, at least in the first two years of the simulation. We should note that
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the model excludes confidence effects that could differ between these policies, as
well as any adjustment to the saving/consumption balance due to LTV restrictions.
Against the background of these results, as well as the theoretical work
summarised in Section 6.2, we suggest that the housing market linked
macroprudential tools could be a useful complement for monetary policy even in
a country like Sweden where there is no constraint on use of monetary policy for
domestic stabilisation – and all the more for countries such as those in the Euro zone
with a fixed exchange rate.

Conclusion
Against the background of the subprime crisis, where housing was implicated in
the financial crisis in countries such as the US, as well as the ongoing discussions
regarding Basel III, there has been renewed interest in both macroprudential
regulation in general and countercyclical and macroprudential regulation focused on
the housing sector in particular. However, although a number of “building blocks”
exist, the literature on macroprudential policy in respect of housing is quite thin.
There are some descriptions of national experience and some tentative econometrics
on the success of such policies, as well as theoretical papers but little beyond that.
We have sought to contribute to reflection in this area by taking a wide point
of view and surveying the literature on housing market dynamics with a view to
finding possible links to financial instability as well as potential macroprudential
tools for dampening disruptive tendencies. We then went on to estimate house price
equations and evaluate NiGEM model simulations for Sweden with the same aim.
Summarising our work, we note a number of empirical papers which suggest a
link from house prices to banking crises. Notably, we highlight Barrell et al (2010a
and b) which show that house prices are a key indicator of banking crises. On the
other hand, we also note that housing losses have not tended historically to lead to
bank collapses, except in the US where housing loans are non-recourse. It is rather
commercial property which is the biggest risk to banks, and the predictive power
of house prices might be seen as partly linked to the close relation of the various
real estate prices. However, house prices may also influence banking crises via the
wealth effect of housing on consumption, falls in which may drive defaults for
producers of consumer goods and services, and for the unemployed.
Such results underpin the growing consensus that housing markets in general
and house prices in particular need to be monitored in macroprudential surveillance.
Monetary policy can influence house prices via a number of channels, including the
user cost of capital, expectations of house price movements, housing supply, wealth
effects (although the size of the housing wealth effect is disputed), credit effects
on consumption and credit effects on housing demand. Hence, there is an ongoing
debate as to whether monetary policy should respond to house prices directly,
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particularly if there is evidence of deviations from their fundamental determinants.
The debate can be summarised by two points of view, whether policy should “lean”
against house prices generating potential risk independently of forecasts of inflation
and the output gap, or whether it should concentrate on the latter and “clean up” if
there is a crisis following a house price collapse.
Notably in countries where monetary policy is taken up with other objectives
(e.g. with a fixed exchange rate) there has been ongoing development of policies
to influence housing markets via banking regulations, notably limits of allowable
loan to value ratios, and variable capital requirements on bank lending for house
purchase. These complement the Basel rules which focus on capital regulations
across the whole of banks’ balance sheets. However, the effectiveness of housing
market specific macroprudential regulations is not fully empirically proven beyond
their impact on lending, perhaps partly due to the short periods over which they
have been introduced in most countries. There are nevertheless some tentative
results suggesting that default rates and house prices are affected by such policies.
Policy can only operate effectively on housing in a context where the
determinants of house prices are well understood. In the literature, house prices
are typically estimated in a cointegrating framework where long and short run
influence arise from personal income and a user cost variable (where the latter
may incorporate not only interest rates but also taxes and expected house price
appreciation). Population and construction costs may also enter. Serial correlation in
the short run is a feature of many house price equations. On the other hand, most
empirical studies omit some influences that might be expected to impact on house
prices. These include financial liberalisation, banking crises, the mortgage stock
(especially before liberalisation), unemployment, regulations on housing supply, the
housing stock or the flow of investment , financial wealth as a portfolio balance
effect, and interest rate spreads on mortgage lending.
In our empirical work, we capture not only the conventional effects but also
a number of those typically omitted from existing work, such as banking crises,
unemployment, gross financial wealth and the mortgage stock. We find that
there are regime shift changes between pre and post liberalisation periods, with
a lesser impact of the mortgage stock and a smaller short term income effect
after liberalisation. However, long run determinants of house prices are consistent
between the two periods, for the most part. Some variables that could be helpful in
estimation of the effect of macroprudential policies are absent for most countries,
notably a marginal LTV ratio and data on spreads between lending and borrowing
rates. The latter was helpfully available for Sweden however. Indeed, estimation of
an equation for Sweden includes a significant mortgage spread.
In our estimation we have shown that a number of potential macroprudential
effects can be captured in freely estimated house price equations. Notably, we can
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have effects arising via the user cost, which can proxy LTV limits, spreads, which
can proxy for changing capital ratios, as well as a mortgage stock effect.
As noted the mortgage stock effects were stronger in the period before financial
liberalisation, which raises the issue of what “regime” tough macroprudential policy
will bring the housing market to. Will it lead to renewed rationing and a return
to the past, or will it rather be consistent with a free market in house prices and
housing finance? In our view the types of policy under consideration are unlikely to
be so draconian as to return the housing market to a 1970s style rationing.
Finally, there is evidence from our NiGEM simulations that macroprudential
policies can have a distinctive impact on the economy, focused on the housing
market, which could helpfully complement monetary policy at most points in the
cycle. These results are in turn broadly consistent with the small volume of work
assessing theoretically how macroprudential policies may affect the economy. A
generalised rise in capital adequacy is shown to have a quite marked impact in GDP,
mainly via investment rather than consumption, however. A more focused capital
adequacy rise for mortgage lending only or an LTV policy appear to have scope to
reduce house prices with less effect on the rest of the economy than other options,
although it may of course be more subject than capital adequacy based policies to
disintermediation. Capital adequacy for mortgage lending affects GDP more than
the LTV policy since it impacts more on personal income and hence consumption.
Monetary policy does of course also affect housing market variables but also has
a greater effect on the wider economy, as do generalised rises in capital ratios
affecting all lending.
Overall, we suggest that the housing market specific macroprudential tools could
be a useful complement for monetary policy even in a country like Sweden where
there is no constraint on use of monetary policy for domestic stabilisation – and
they could be particularly helpful for countries such as those in the Euro zone with a
fixed exchange rate.
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1961-2009

1970-2009
1961-2009

Unemployment rate (U)

Housing investment (IH)

1961-2008

1961-2008

1961-2009
1961-2009

1977-2009
1970-2009

Personal debt (LIABS)

Personal net financial wealth (NW)

1962-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1970-2009

CN

1962-2009

1970-2009

1961-2009
1961-2009

1968-2009
1961-2009

Intervention rate (INT)

1970-2009

BG

1970-2009

AU

Consumers expenditure deflator (CED)

House prices (PH)

Table 1. Data sample
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NL

1962-2009
1961-2008

1967-2009
1971-2009

1965-2009
1962-2009

Real personal disposable income (RPDI)

1965-2009

1961-2010

20-39 age group (2039)

1961-2010

1961-2009

1965-2009

1965-2009

1961-2010

1961-2009

1961-2009

1970-2009

1961-2009

1965-2009

1961-2009

1970-2009

OE

1961-2010

1961-2009

1970-2009

1970-2009

1970-2009

1961-2009

1970-2009

1970-2009

1971-2009

1970-2009

1970-2009

1961-2009

1970-2009

PT

1961-2010

1961-2009

n/a

1961-2009

n/a

1961-2009

1980-2008

1961-2008

1971-2009

1970-2009

1970-2009

1972-2009

1988-2009

SD

1961-2010

1961-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1975-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1962-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1963-2009

1970-2009

SP

1961-2010

1961-2009

1961-2009

1964-2009

1961-2009

1965-2009

1970-2009

1961-2009

1980-2009

1964-2009

1961-2009

1977-2009

1971-2009

UK

1961-2010

1971-2009

1986-2009

1961-2009

1986-2009

1971-2009

1963-2009

1963-2009

1962-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1964-2009

US

1961-2010

1961-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1962-2009

1961-2009

1961-2009

1971-2009

1970-2009

Note. Country codes are Australia AU, Belgium BG, Canada CN, Denmark DK, Finland FN, France FR, Germany GE, Greece GR, Ireland IR, Italy IT, Japan JP, Netherlands NL, Austria OE, Portugal PT, Sweden SD,
Spain SP, the United Kingdom UK and the United States US.

1981-2009
1961-2009

Housing stock estimate (RHS)

Total population (POP)

1981-2009
1970-2009

Housing investment (IH)

Gross domestic product (GDP)

1961-2009

1978-2009

Unemployment rate (U)

1971-2008

1972-2009
1972-2009

Personal debt (LIABS)

Personal net financial wealth (NW)

1970-2009

1962-2009
1961-2009

Real long term interest rate (LRR)

1965-2009

1961-2009
1961-2009

1970-2009

Intervention rate (INT)

1961-2009

JP

1961-2009

IT

1970-2006

Consumers expenditure deflator (CED)

House prices (PH)

Table 1. Data sample continued
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Table 2. Panel unit root tests

Log real house prices
Log RPDI
Real long rate
Log real liabilities
Log real gross financial wealth
Unemployment rate
Log housing investment/GDP
Log real housing stock
Log 20-39 as a share of population

Level

Difference

-2.1 (0.02)
-1.6 (0.06)
-2.2 (0.01)
6.6 (1.0)
0.5 (0.67)
-2.3 (0.01)
-0.8 (0.21)
-1.7 (0.04)
-5.8 (0.00)

-10.3 (0.00)
-13.6 (0.00)
-16.9 (0.00)
-11.7 (0.00)
-15.0 (0.00)
-10.7 (0.00)
-15.7 (0.00)
-3.1 (0.00)
-6.4 (0.00)

Table 3. Panel results – all observations – basic equation
All

G7

Small
countries

Anglo
Saxon

Bank
dominated

C

-0.423
(4.8)

-0.42
(3.5)

-0.67
(4.4)

-0.414
(3.2)

-0.559
(4.1)

DLRPDI

0.81
(8.5)

1.0
(6.1)

0.644
(5.2)

1.16
(6.8)

0.683
(5.2)

DLRR

-0.0047
(2.3)

-0.0035
(1.4)

-0.0058
(1.9)

-0.0046
(2.2)

-0.0044
(1.4)

DLRPH (-1)

0.534
(13.5)

0.511
(7.4)

0.547
(11.5)

0.432
(6.6)

0.577
(12.0)

LRPH (-1)

-0.07
(7.1)

-0.07
(4.3)

-0.088
(6.4)

-0.074
(4.0)

-0.075
(6.8)

LRPDI (-1)

0.048
(4.8)

0.048
(3.5)

0.079
(4.4)

0.04
(3.0)

0.068
(4.1)

LRR (-1)

-0.0025
(3.5)

-0.0016
(1.5)

-0.0036
(3.5)

-0.0026
(2.5)

-0.0027
(2.8)

Countries
Obs
Adjusted R2
SE of regression
Durbin Watson
Kao

18
618
0.53
0.05
1.79
-4.6
(0.00)***

7
268
0.53
0.048
1.71
0.17
(0.43)

11
350
0.528
0.051
1.84
-4.3
(0.00)***

5
185
0.555
0.043
1.82
-1.3
(0.09)*

13
433
0.523
0.053
1.82
-3.94
(0.00)***

Note. Countries included in “All” are Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Sweden, Spain, the UK and US; “G7” are the UK, US, Germany, Japan,
Canada, Italy and France; “Small countries” are Australia, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland, Netherlands,
Austria, Portugal, Sweden, Spain; “Anglo Saxon” are the UK, US, Ireland, Australia and Canada; Bank-dominated are
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Sweden, Spain. In table
3-9, figures in bold are statistically significant.
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Table 4. Panel results – all observations – variants
All

G7

Small
countries

Anglo
Saxon

Bank
dominated

Cubic (-1)

-4.9
(2.9)

-9.88
(4.4)

-1.05
(0.6)

-6.44
(1.3)

-4.9
(3.9)

Debt (diff)

0.122
(6.0)
-0.001
(0.1)

0.15
(0.9)
0.025
(1.3)

0.15
(4.0)
-0.047
(3.5)

0.14
(3.8)
-0.025
(1,1)

0.13
(5.2)
-0.0028
(0.2)

0.152
(5.1)
-0.066
(1.3)
-0.0043
(0.3)
0.0005
(0.6)

3.9
(3.1)
-3.8
(2.9)
0.02
(0.6)
0.0009
(0.6)

0.086
(2.5)
0.35
(4.4)
-0,047
(3.5)
0.0002
(0.2)

0.16
(2.8)
-0.08
(0.8)
-0.023
(0.9)
-0.0022
(1.1)

0.144
(4.6)
-0.034
(4.6)
-0.004
(0.3)
0.0017
(1.5)

0.064
(0.3)
0.028
(0.9)

0.16
(0.5)
0.012
(0.2)

-0.07
(0.2)
0.011
(0.3)

1.0
(2.6)
0.127
(2.4)

-0.317
(1.0)
0.011
(0.3)

Investment/GDP (-1)

-0.019
(1.7)

-0.014
(0.9)

-0.029
(2.0)

0.049
(2.0)

-0.017
(1.2)

Housing stock (-1)

0.0009
(0.1)

0.008
(0.2)

-0.065
(1.9)

-0.024
(0.8)

-0.0018
(0.1)

Finlib

-0.005
(0.1)

0.0016
(0.2)

0.007
(0.6)

-0.004
(0.3)

0.007
(0.9)

Crises

-0.027
(4.5)

-0.021
(3.1)

-0.033
(2.8)

-0.019
(2.4)

-0.4
(5.1)

Unempl (diff)

-0.0093
(3.8)
0.00085
(0.9)

-0.0096
(2.6)
0.001
(0.6)

-0.0097
(2.8)
0.0005
(0.4)

-0.015
(4.3)
-0.0024
(1.3)

-0.0057
(1.6)
0.0008
(0.6)

0.11
(2.9)
0.015
(1.3)

0.079
(1.6)
0.043
(2.1)

0.138
(3.6)
-0.0011
(0.1)

0.064
(1.4)
0.031
(1.2)

0.153
(4.1)
0.004
(0.3)

Debt (-1)

Debt (diff)
Debt (diff*unlib)
Debt (-1)
Debt (-1) *unlib

Demog (diff)
Demog (-1)

Unempl (-1)

Finwealth (diff)
Finwealth (-1)

Note. (1) Debt growth is instrumented by a constant and lagged growth in RPDI. House prices and real long rates.
(2) For country groupings see footnote to Table 3.
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Table 5. Panel results – liberalised – basic equation
All

G7

Small
countries

Anglo
Saxon

Bank
dominated

C

0.029
(0.15)

0.025
(0.1)

-0.135
(0.4)

-0.088
(0.3)

0.097
(0.3)

DLRPDI

0.567
(5.0)

0.799
(4.3)

0.408
(2.8)

0.883
(4.8)

0.386
(2.7)

DLRR

-0.009
(4.1)

-0.008
(2.2)

-0.012
(3.5)

-0.0089
(3.3)

-0.0088
(2.4)

DLRPH (-1)

0.617
(13.4)

0.646
(9.9)

0.593
(8.9)

0.537
(7.6)

0.642
(10.7)

LRPH (-1)

-0.06
(5.7)

-0.059
(3.4)

-0.069
(4.3)

-0.067
(3.0)

-0.059
(4.7)

LRPDI (-1)

-0.002
(0.1)

-0.002
(0.1)

0.018
(0.5)

0.0086
(0.3)

-0.01
(0.2)

LRR (-1)

-0.006
(4.0)

-0.0058
(2.2)

-0.007
(3.4)

-0.0056
(2.0)

-0.0069
(3.3)

Countries

18

7

11

5

13

Obs

413

188

225

133

280

Adjusted R2

0.599

0.625

0.554

0.571

0.605

SE of regression

0.043

0.038

0.047

0.041

0.0448

Durbin Watson

1.76

1.63

1.89

1,83

1.72

Kao

-4.03
(0.00)

-1.97
(0.02)

-2.83
(0.00)

-2.72
(0.00)

-.2.55
(0.00)

Note. For country groupings see footnote to Table 3.
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Table 6. Panel results – liberalised – variants
All

G7

Small
countries

Anglo
Saxon

Bank
dominated

Cubic (-1)

-3.27
(1.4)

-4.4
(1.5)

-0.85
(0.3)

-7.1
(1.4)

-3.43
(1.2)

Debt (diff)

0.19
(7.9)

0.22
(5.0)

0.18
(4.6)

0.19
(4.3)

0.19
(6.0)

Debt (-1)

-0.023
(1.7)

-0.053
(1.8)

-0.003
(0.2)

-0.075
(2.4)

-0.017
(1.0)

Demog (diff)

0.07
(0.2)

0.45
(1.1)

-0.506
(1.0)

1.0
(1.8)

0.117
(0.3)

Demog (-1)

0.005
(0.1)

0.044
(0.7)

0.001
(0.1)

0.21
(2.4)

-0.056
(1.0)

Investment/GDP (-1)

0.0007
(0.1)

0.019
(1.0)

-0.014
(0.8)

0.023
(0.8)

0.002
(0.1)

Housing stock (-1)

-0.047
(1.5)

-0.16
(3.4)

0.033
(0.6)

-0.107
(2.3)

-0.005
(0.1)

Crises

-0.024
(3.8)

-0.019
(2.7)

-0.032
(2.6)

-0.017
(2.2)

-0.036
(3.9)

Unempl (diff)

-0.012
(4.3)

-0.0099
(2.2)

-0.015
(3.7)

-0.014
(3.2)

-0.01
(2.9)

Unempl (-1)

-0.003
(2.0)

-0.002
(0.9)

-0.003
(1.6)

-0.0025
(0.9)

-0.003
(2.0)

Finwealth (diff)

0.114
(2.9)

0.166
(2.3)

0.165
(2.8)

0.122
(1.8)

0.094
(1.9)

Finwealth (-1)

-0.019
(0.9)

-0.034
(1.0)

0.062
(1.7)

0.007
(0.2)

-0.057
(1.8)

Note. For country groupings see footnote to Table 3.
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Table 7. Panel results – all observations – with liberalisation dummies
All

G7

Small
countries

Anglo
Saxon

Bank
dominated

C

-0.529
(4.1)

-0.559
(2.6)

-0.868
(4.3)

-0.541
(2.4)

-0.692
(3.4)

DLRPDI

0.572
(4.6)

0.646
(3.3)

0.457
(2.5)

0.659
(3.6)

0.464
(2.7)

DLRR

-0.0089
(3.7)

-0.008
(2.5)

-0.012
(3.0)

-0.0089
(3.3)

-0.0095
(2.4)

DLRPH(-1)

0.67
(12.1)

0.758
(9.6)

0.54
(6.2)

0.63
(8.2)

0.695
(8.3)

LRPH(-1)

-0.105
(8.8)

-0.106
(5.2)

-0.132
(7.8)

-0.119
(5.1)

-0.101
(7.6)

LRPDI(-1)

0.061
(4.2)

0.062
(2.6)

0.104
(4.4)

0.055
(2.4)

0.085
(3.5)

LRR(-1)

-0.0044
(3.2)

-0.002
(0.8)

-0.009
(4.6)

-0.0037
(2.0)

-0.0058
(2.7)

DLRPDI*LIB

0.483
(2.2)

0.738
(2.0)

0.422
(1.5)

1.0
(3.3)

0.444
(1.6)

DLRR*LIB

0.006
(1.6)

0.009
(1.9)

0.007
(1.3)

0.011
(2.3)

0.0063
(1.1)

DLRPH(-1) *LIB(-1)

-0.238
(2.9)

-0.462
(3.4)

-0.026
(0.2)

-0.395
(3.0)

-0.2
(1.8)

LRPH(-1) *LIB(-1)

0.043
(3.9)

0.026
(1.6)

0.059
(3.5)

0.036
(2.2)

0.034
(2.1)

LRPDI(-1) *LIB(-1)

0.00006
(0.1)

-0.0004
(0.3)

-0.0002
(0.2)

-0.0025
(1.4)

0.0006
(0.6)

LRR(-1) *LIB(-1)

0.002
(1.5)

0.00037
(0.1)

0.006
(3.0)

-0.0012
(0.5)

0.0032
(1.5)

Countries

18

7

11

5

13

Obs

618

268

350

185

433

Adjusted R2

0.55

0.57

0.543

0.612

0.536

SE of regression

0.05

0.046

0.05

0.041

0.053

Durbin Watson

1.79

1.69

1.83

1.88

1.82

Kao
Note. For country groupings see footnote to Table 3.
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Table 8. Panel results – all observations – variants with liberalisation dummies

Cubic (-1)
Cubic(-1)*LIB

Debt (diff)
Debt (-1)
Debt (diff)*LIB
Debt (-1)*LIB

Demog (diff)
Demog (-1))
Demog (diff)*LIB
Demog (-1))*LIB

Investment/GDP (-1)
Investment/GDP
(-1)*LIB
Housing stock (-1)
Housing stock (-1)*LIB

Crises
Crises*LIB

Unempl (diff)
Unempl(-1)
Unempl (diff)*LIB
Unempl(-1)*LIB

Finwealth (diff)
Finwealth (-1)
Finwealth (diff)*LIB
Finwealth (-1)*LIB

All

G7

Small
countries

Anglo
Saxon

Bank
dominated

-6.87
(1.8)
3.48
(0.8)

-4.76
(1.0)
-3.78
(0.7)

-6.8
(1.4)
6.4
(1.2)

-9.6
(1.7)
8.2
(1.0)

-8.13
(1.6)
4.2
(0.7)

0.19
(5.9)
0.001
(0.1)
-0.111
(2.3)
0.0045
(1.2)

3.68
(3.2)
0.02
(0.7)
-3.61
(3.1)
0.007
(1.2)

0.107
(2.9)
-0.034
(1.8)
0.327
(3.4)
0.001
(0.1)

0.197
(3.1)
-0.034
(1.3)
-0.137
(1.5)
-0.003
(0.6)

0.171
(5.1)
0.005
(0.3)
-0.072
(1.3)
0.005
(0.9)

0.41
(1.4)
0.023
(0.7)
-1.11
(1.8)
-0.0083
(1.6)

0.91
(2.0)
0.033
(0.5)
-1.69
(2.0)
-0.014
(1.6)

0.17
(0.3)
0.0037
(0.1)
-0.54
(0.5)
-0.007
(0.9)

0.987
(2.1)
0.156
(2.1)
0.856
(0.9)
-0.006
(0.6)

0.61
(1.6)
-0.004
(0.1)
-1.95
(2.6)
-0.008
(1.3)

-0.013
(1.0)
0.0037
(0.6)

-0.049
(2.2)
0.01
(0.9)

-0.017
(0.9)
0.007
(0.8)

0.038
(1.4)
-0.0058
(0.5)

-0.013
(1.0)
0.0037
(0.6)

0.02
(1.1)
-0.037
(2.4)

0.088
(1.8)
-0.04
(1.7)

-0.008
(0.2)
-0.024
(1.2)

-0.059
(1.2)
0.077
(1.2)

0.024
(1.1)
-0.037
(2.4)

-0.021
(3.1)
-0.006
(0.4)

-0.0128
(1.6)
0.0016
(0.1)

-0.025
(1.5)
-0.007
(0.2)

-0.018
(2.0)
0.203
(2.2)

-0.034
(3.8)
-0.001
(0.1)

-0.0076
(2.5)
0.001
(0.9)
-0.0063
(1.1)
-0.0009
(0.7)

-0.003
(0.7)
0.0026
(1.5)
-0.021
(2.5)
0.0001
(0.1)

-0.015
(3.5)
-0.0003
(0.2)
0.0076
(1.0)
-0.0004
(0.2)

-0.0088
(1.7)
0.0002
(0.1)
-0.0148
(2.2)
-0.006
(2.2)

-0.0062
(1.5)
0.001
(0.8)
0.0019
(0.2)
0.0007
(0.4)

0.164
(3.8)
0.008
(0.6)
-0.092
(1.6)
0.004
(0.7)

0.135
(2.0)
0.032
(1.6)
-0.068
(0.9)
0.013
(1.4)

0.193
(3.6)
0.02
(0.7)
-0.069
(0.9)
-0.0059
(0.5)

0.141
(1.9)
0.004
(0.2)
-0.138
(1.6)
-0.009
(1.1)

0.157
(3.0)
-0.007
(0.4)
-0.0132
(0.2)
0.015
(1.4)

Note. For country groupings see footnote to Table 3.
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Table 9. Results for Sweden quarterly data 1970Q3-2009Q4
No RPDI
homogeneity

RPDI homogeneity

RPDI homogeneity
and LENDW

RPDI and LENDW
homogeneity

C

-0.404
(3.3)

-0.233
(2.6)

0.084
(0.9)

-0.31
(2.3)

DLRPDI

0.695
(5.0)

0.653
(4.7)

0.657
(4.8)

0.609
(4.3)

DLRPH(-1)

0.489
(8.3)

0.521
(9.1)

0.489
(8.5)

0.56
(10.2)

LRPH(-1)

-0.024
(2.5)

-0.026
(2.7)

-0.024
(2.6)

-0.0224
(2.3)

LRPDI(-1)

0.039
(3.4)

0.026
(fixed)

0.024
(fixed)

-0.0224
(fixed)

LRR(-1)

-0.098
(1.8)

-0.101
(1,8)

-0.11
(2.1)

-0.00635
(1.9)

DLRPDI*LIB

-0.667
(4.2)

-0.618
(3.9)

-0.629
(4.0)

-0.572
(3.5)

DLRGW

0.061
(1.9)

0.059
(1.8)

0.061
(1.9)

0.062
(2.0)

CRISES

-0.011
(2.2)

-0.0098
(2.0)

DLRLIABS

0.063
(2.1)

0.072
(2.4)

0.07
(2.4)

0.0828
(2.8)

-0.268
(3.1)

-0.00635
(Fixed)

0.62

0.594

DLRR

SPREAD (-1)
R2

0.61

0.61

SE

0.014

0.014

0.014

0.014

DW

1.96

1,99

1.97

2.0

LM (4)

4.1

4.6

4.2

3.3

NORM (2)

3.0

1.0

4.6

2.5

HET (1)

4.4*

6.9*

5.2*

5.9*

Note. In last column the real rate and spread are defined as log (real rate/100 + spread/100).
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Table 10. Change in GDP
Simulation

Productivity shock
Government consumption
Government consumption
Monetary policy tightening
Housing sector LTV proxy
Housing sector capital adequacy
All sectors capital adequacy

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

0.34
-0.22
0.24
-0.9
-0.01
-0.05
-0.72

0.66
-0.15
0.17
-1.14
-0.04
-0.16
-1.35

0.93
-0.12
0.13
-0.79
-0.05
-0.15
-1.13

1.15
-0.11
0.10
-0.53
-0.04
-0.12
-0.90

1.34
-0.11
0.07
-0.33
-0.02
-0.10
-0.75

Note. Tables 10-17 depict differences from simulation base in percentage points.

Table 11. Change in inflation
Simulation

Productivity shock
Government consumption
Government consumption
Monetary policy tightening
Housing sector LTV proxy
Housing sector capital adequacy
All sectors capital adequacy

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

0.28
0.15
-0.10
-0.71
-0.02
0.06
0.06

0.14
-0.05
0.12
-0.06
0.00
-0.01
-0.06

0.20
0.02
0.07
-0.22
-0.01
-0.06
-0.14

0.18
0.04
0.04
-0.11
-0.01
-0.05
-0.07

0.13
0.03
0.03
-0.01
-0.01
-0.04
-0.13

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

0.41
0.36
-0.31
-1.30
-0.83
-0.89
-0.86

0.63
0.39
-0.42
-1.79
-2.36
-2.75
-2.74

0.95
0.43
-0.63
-2.36
-3.03
-3.76
-3.94

1.32
0.50
-0.92
-2.81
-2.73
-3.66
-4.11

1.71
0.59
-1.23
-3.01
-2.18
-3.13
-3.91

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

0.22
0.39
-0.25
-0.43
-0.24
0.17
0.19

0.37
0.51
-0.16
-0.55
-1.54
-0.94
-0.76

0.56
0.51
-0.15
-1.11
-3.05
-3.01
-2.76

0.83
0.52
-0.33
-1.91
-3.56
-4.13
-4.05

1.15
0.56
-0.63
-2.58
-3.29
-4.21
-4.49

Table 12. Change in house prices
Simulation

Productivity shock
Government consumption
Government consumption
Monetary policy tightening
Housing sector LTV proxy
Housing sector capital adequacy
All sectors capital adequacy

Table 13. Change in stock of personal debt
Simulation

Productivity shock
Government consumption
Government consumption
Monetary policy tightening
Housing sector LTV proxy
Housing sector capital adequacy
All sectors capital adequacy
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Table 14. Change in housing wealth
Simulation

Productivity shock
Government consumption
Government consumption
Monetary policy tightening
Housing sector LTV proxy
Housing sector capital adequacy
All sectors capital adequacy

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

0.41
0.36
-0.31
-1.30
-0.83
-0.89
-0.86

0.63
0.39
-0.42
-1.78
-2.36
-2.75
-2.74

0.95
0.44
-0.63
-2.35
-3.03
-3.76
-3.93

1.31
0.50
-0.92
-2.80
-2.73
-3.66
-4.10

1.69
0.59
-1.23
-3.0
-2.18
-3.13
-3.89

Table 15. Change in nominal personal disposable income
Simulation

Productivity shock
Government consumption
Government consumption
Monetary policy tightening
Housing sector LTV proxy
Housing sector capital adequacy
All sectors capital adequacy

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

0.31
-0.18
0.31
-2.49
0.04
-1.74
-1.96

0.18
0.00
0.18
-3.32
0.07
-2.05
-2.81

0.18
0.02
0.18
-2.13
0.12
-0.20
-1.34

0.20
0.05
0.20
-1.86
0.17
0.15
-1.02

0.24
0.11
0.24
-1.58
0.18
0.26
-0.79

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

-0.19
0.03
0.05
0.87
0.59
1.06
1.04

-0.26
0.12
0.25
1.23
0.82
1.81
1.97

-0.39
0.07
0.48
1.24
-0.02
0.75
1.17

-0.49
0.02
0.59
0.89
-0.83
-0.47
0.05

-0.54
-0.02
0.59
0.42
-1.12
-1.09
-0.60

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

-0.09
0.57
-0.57
2.06
-0.27
1.91
2.15

0.19
0.51
-0.34
2.77
-1.60
1.11
2.04

0.37
0.49
-0.34
1.02
-3.17
-2.81
-1.42

0.62
0.47
-0.53
-0.05
-3.73
-4.28
-3.03

0.91
0.45
-0.88
-1.00
-3.48
-4.47
-3.70

Table 16. Change in debt/housing wealth ratio
Simulation

Productivity shock
Government consumption
Government consumption
Monetary policy tightening
Housing sector LTV proxy
Housing sector capital adequacy
All sectors capital adequacy

Table 17. Change in debt/income ratio
Simulation

Productivity shock
Government consumption
Government consumption
Monetary policy tightening
Housing sector LTV proxy
Housing sector capital adequacy
All sectors capital adequacy
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Appendix 1. The structure and use of the NiGEM model
For a macroeconometric model to be useful for policy analyses, particular attention
must be paid to its long-term equilibrium properties. At the same time, we need
to ensure that short-term dynamic properties and underlying estimated properties
are consistent with data and well-determined. As far as possible, the same long run
theoretical structure of NiGEM has been adopted for each of the major industrial
countries, except where clear institutional or other factors prevent this. As a result,
variations in the properties of each country model reflect genuine differences in
data ratios and estimated parameters, rather than different theoretical approaches.
The model has been in use at the National Institute since 1987, but it has developed
and changed over that time. Some of its development was initially financed by the
ESRC, but since 1995 it has been funded by its user community of public sector
policy institutions. These currently include the Bank of England, the ECB, the
IMF, the Bank of France, the Bank of Italy and the Bundesbank as well as most
other central banks in Europe along with research institutes and finance ministries
throughout Europe and elsewhere.
Each quarter since 1987 the model group has produced a forecast baseline that
has been published in the Institute Review and used by the subscribers as a starting
point for their own forecasts. The forecast is currently constructed and used out to
beyond 2031 each quarter, although the projection beyond 2015 is a stylized use
of the long run properties of the model. Since 1998, the model has also been used
by the EFN Euroframe group to produce forecasts for the European Commission.
Forecasts are produced based on assumptions and they do not always use forward
looking behaviour. In policy analyses the model can be switched between forward
looking, rational expectations mode and adaptive learning for consumers, firms,
labour and financial markets. Policy environments are very flexible, allowing a
number of monetary and fiscal policy responses. The model has been extensively
used in projects for the European Commission, UK government departments and
government bodies throughout the world. It has also contributed to a number of
Institute ESRC projects.
Production and price setting
The major country models rely on an underlying constant-returns-to-scale CES
production function with labour-augmenting technical progress.
Q = γ s ( K ) + (1 − s )( Leλt )− ρ
−ρ

−1/ ρ

(A1)

where is Q is real output, K is the total capital stock, L is total hours worked and t
is an index of labour-augmenting technical progress. This constitutes the theoretical
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background for the specifications of the factor demand equations, forms the basis
for unit total costs and provides a measure of capacity utilization, which then feed
into the price system. Barrell and Pain (1997) show that the elasticity of substitution
is estimated from the labour demand equation, and in general it is around 0.5.
Demand for labour and capital are determined by profit maximisation of firms,
implying that the long-run labour-output ratio depends on real wage costs and
technical progress, while the long-run capital output ratio depends on the real user
cost of capital
Ln( L ) = σ ln {β (1 − s )} − (1 − σ )ln(γ ) + ln(Q ) − (1 − σ )λt − σ ln(w / p )

(A2)

Ln( K ) = [σ ln(β s ) − (1 − σ )ln(γ )] + ln(Q ) − σ ln(c / p )

(A3)

where w / p is the real wage and c / p is the real user cost of capital. The user cost of
capital is influenced by corporate taxes and depreciation and is a weighted average
of the cost of equity finance and the margin adjusted long real rate, with weights
that vary with the size of equity markets as compared to the private sector capital
stock. Business investment is determined by the error correction based relationship
between actual and equilibrium capital stocks. Government investment depends
upon trend output and the real interest rate in the long run. Prices are determined
as a constant mark-up over marginal costs in the long term.
Labour market
NiGEM assumes that employers have a right to manage, and hence the bargain
in the labour market is over the real wage. Real wages, therefore, depend on the
level of trend labour productivity as well as the rate of unemployment. Labour
markets embody rational expectations and wage bargainers use model consistent
expectations. The dynamics of the wage market depend upon the error correction
term in the equation and on the split between lagged inflation and forward inflation
as well as on the impact of unemployment on the wage bargain (Anderton and
Barrell 1995). There is no explicit equation for sustainable employment in the
model, but as the wage and price system is complete, the model delivers equilibrium
levels of employment and unemployment. An estimate of the NAIRU can be
obtained by substituting the mark-up adjusted unit total cost equation into the
wage equation and solving for the unemployment rate. Labour supply is determined
by demographics, migration and the participation rate.
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Consumption, personal income and wealth
Consumption decisions are presumed to depend on real disposable income and real
wealth in the long run, and follow the pattern discussed in Barrell and Davis (2007).
Total wealth is composed of both financial wealth and tangible (housing) wealth
where the latter data is available.
ln(C ) = α + β ln( RPDI ) + (1 − β )ln( RFN + RTW )

(A4)

where C is real consumption, RPDI is real personal disposable income, RFN is real
net financial wealth and RTW is real tangible wealth. The dynamics of adjustment to
the long run are largely data based, and differ between countries to take account of
differences in the relative importance of types of wealth and of liquidity constraints.
As Barrell and Davis (2007) show, changes in financial (dlnNW) and especially
housing wealth (dlnHW) will affect consumption, with the impact of changes in
housing wealth having five times the impact of changes in financial wealth in the
short run. They also show that adjustment to the long run equilibrium shows some
inertia as well.
dlnCt = λ(lnCt-1 – lnPIt-1) +b1dlnRPDIt+b2dlnNWt+b3dlnHWt

(A5)

Al Eyd and Barrell (2005) discuss borrowing constraints, and investigate the role
of changes in the number of borrowing constrained households. It is common to
associate the severity of borrowing constraints with the coefficient on changes in
current income (dlnRPDI) in the equilibrium correction equation for consumption,
where d is the change operator and ln is natural log,
Financial markets
We generally assume that exchange rates are forward looking, and ‘jump’ when
there is news. The size of the jump depends on the expected future path of interest
rates and risk premia, solving an uncovered interest parity condition, and these, in
turn, are determined by policy rules adopted by monetary authorities as discussed in
Barrell, Hall and Hurst (2006):
RX (t ) = RX (t + 1)[(1 + rh ) / (1 + ra )](1 + rprx )

(A6)

where RX is the exchange rate, rh is the home interest rate set in line with a policy
rule, ra is the interest rate abroad and rprx is the risk premium. Nominal short
term interest rates are set in relation to a standard forward looking feedback rule.
Forward looking long rates are related to expected future short term rates
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(1+LRt) = PTj=1, (1+SRt+j)1/T

(A7)

We assume that bond and equity markets are also forward looking, and long-term
interest rates are a forward convolution of expected short-term interest rates.
Forward looking equity prices are determined by the discounted present value of
expected profits
Public sector
We model corporate (CTAX) and personal (TAX) direct taxes and indirect taxes
(ITAX) on spending, along with government spending on investment and on
current consumption, and separately identify transfers and government interest
payments. Each source of taxes has an equation applying a tax rate (TAXR) to a tax
base (profits, personal incomes or consumption). As a default we have government
spending on investment (GI) and consumption (GC) rising in line with trend output
in the long run, with delayed adjustment to changes in the trend. They are revalued in line with the consumers’ expenditure deflator (CED). Government interest
payments (GIP) are driven by a perpetual inventory of accumulated debts. Transfers
(TRAN) to individual are composed of three elements, with those for the inactive of
working age and the retired depending upon observed replacement rates. Spending
minus receipts give us the budget deficit (BUD), and this flows onto the debt stock.
BUD =CED*(GC+GI)+TRAN+GIP-TAX-CTAX-MTAX

(A8)

We have to consider how the government deficit (BUD) is financed. We allow
either money (M) or bond finance (debt).
BUD = DM + DDEBT

(A9)

rearranging gives:
DEBT= DEBTt-1 - BUD - DM

(A10)

In all policy analyses we use a tax rule to ensure that Governments remain solvent
in the long run (Barrell and Sefton 1997),. This ensures that the deficit and debt
stock return to sustainable levels after any shock. A debt stock target can also be
implemented. The tax rate equation is of the form:
TAXR = f(target deficit ratio - actual deficit ratio)
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If the Government budget deficit is greater than the target, (e.g. -3% of GDP and
target is -1% of GDP) then the income tax rate is increased.
External trade
International linkages come from patterns of trade, the influence of trade prices
on domestic price, the impacts of exchange rates and patterns of asset holding
and associated income flows. The volumes of exports and imports of goods and
services are determined by foreign or domestic demand, respectively, and by
competitiveness as measured by relative prices or relative costs. The estimated
relationships also include measures to capture globalization and European
integration and sector-specific developments. It is assumed that exporters compete
against others who export to the same market as well as domestic producers via
relative prices; and demand is given by a share of imports in the markets to which
the country has previously exported. Imports depend upon import prices relative
to domestic prices and on domestic total final expenditure. As exports depend on
imports, they will rise together in the model. The overall current balance depends
upon the trade balance and net property income form abroad which comprised
flows of income on gross foreign assets and outgoings on gross foreign liabilities.
Gross National Product (GNP) is gross Domestic Product (GDP) plus net factor
income from foreigners.
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Appendix 2. New equations for Swedish NiGEM
Addition to credit rate (SDCR)
This allows an extra wedge to be incorporated in the interest rate relevant for
house prices to proxy an LTV cap.
# sdcr = sdcr(-1)
House prices (SDPH)
As described in the text, real house prices are in an error correction relationship
with real personal disposable income, and the long real rate, adjusted for the credit
rate as above (sdcr) and the bank spread (sdlendw). There is also a link in the short
run to real gross financial wealth and to real household debt.
log(sdph)= log(sdced) + log(sdph(-1)/sdced(-1)) -0.3104
+ 0.03*(log(sdrpdi)-log(sdrpdi(-1)))+ 0.5598*(log(sdph(-1)/sdced(-1))
- log(sdph(-2)/sdced(-2))) - 0.0224*(log(sdph(-1)/sdced(-1))-log(sdrpdi(-1)))
- 0.0063*log((sdlrr(-1)/100)+(sdlendw(-1)/100)+sdcr(-1)) +
0.0663*(log((sdnw+sdliabs)/sdced)
- log((sdnw(-1)+sdliabs(-1))/sdced(-1))) + 0.0828*(log(sdliabs/sdced)
- log(sdliabs(-1)/sdced(-1)))
Value of personal sector housing stock (SDHW)
This is a technical equation that ensures that housing wealth is adjusted in line with
housing investment and house prices.
sdhw = sdhw(-1)*(sdph/sdph(-1))*(1.-.01*0.25)
+ .01*sdph*0.6*(sdih-0.0059*sdy)
Private consumption, Mn SEK, 2000 prices (SDC)
The Swedish consumption function in NiGEM is an error correction relationship
including real personal disposable income, total wealth (financial plus housing) and
the retired share pf the adult population.
dsdcrr = dwdcrr*((1.- 0.22145)*(1.-0.037433)*0.00125*sdrr(-1)
-(1.- 0.22145)*0.00125*sdrr)
log(sdc) = log(sdc(-1)) + 0.0402 + dsdcrr - 0.074257*( log(sdc(-1))
+0.5*sdpopr/(sdpopr+sdpopwa)
- 0.92266* log(sdrpdi(-1))
- (1.-0.92266)* log((sdnw(-1)+sdhw(-1))/sdced(-1)))
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+0.03866*log((sdnw/sdced)/(sdnw(-1)/sdced(-1)))
+ 0.10885*log(((sdhw/(0.01*sdced))*100.)/((sdhw(-1)/(0.01*sdced(-1))) *100.))
+sdcliq*log(sdrpdi/sdrpdi(-1))
Gross liabilities personal sector, Mn SEK (SDLIABS)
Personal gross liabilities rise in line with personal disposable income and housing
wealth.
log(sdliabs) = log(sdliabs(-1))
+ 0.1232 - 0.2576*((log(sdliabs(-1))-log((sdpi(-1)-sdtax(-1))))
- 0.1691*(sdhw(-1)/(sdpi(-1)-sdtax(-1))))
Other variable definitions
SDRPDI		

Real personal disposable income

SDPI		

Personal disposable income

SDTAX		Income tax rate
SDNW		

Personal net financial wealth

SDCED		

Consumers expenditure deflator

SDY		

Real GDP

SDIH		

Real housing investment

SDLRR		

Real long term interest rate

SDLENDW	Spread between household borrowing and deposit rate
SDPOPR		

Retired population

SDPOPWA	Working age population
SDCLIQ		

Proportion of population facing liquidity constraints

SDSCRR		

Technical variable permitting the effect of indirect taxes on

			

inflation to be removed
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 Tools and institutions for
influencing house prices and
household debt
Tom Andersson, Carl Andreas Claussen, Björn Lagerwall
and Pär Torstensson*

This chapter discusses alternative tools to the monetary policy rate to prevent
developments in house prices and household debt from being a source of
macroeconomic shocks. The chapter starts by discussing a number of general
considerations relating to the design of the tools. In the light of this a number
of tools are then evaluated. For each of them an assessment is made as to how
they can counteract shocks and how effective they may be in this respect. We
also assess the consequences the tools may have in other relevant respects and
the questions that may arise on implementation and application of the tools.
Further, we consider how these tools can be coordinated with the monetary policy
instruments and their effect on monetary policy and the transmission mechanism.
In conclusion, issues concerning the institutional arrangements associated with the
tools are discussed.

*

Tom Andersson and Pär Torstensson work in the Riksbank’s Financial Stability Department. Carl
Andreas Claussen and Björn Lagerwall work in the Riksbank’s Monetary Policy Department.
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Introduction
The ability of households to borrow money for house purchases or for other
purposes is a basic prerequisite for a well-functioning economy. At the same time
credit provision can entail risks to the economy if it breeds a dynamic in which
house prices and debt mutually drive each other up to levels that are unsustainable
in the long term. In a situation where the economy is slowing down, house prices
can quickly take a downward turn. Falling prices combined with a high level of
household debt may in such a situation reinforce the contraction of the economy.
One reason for this could be that households are unwilling or unable to sustain
the same level of consumption, with a consequent fall in demand in the economy.
Another reason is that stability in the financial system may be threatened if the
development leads to large losses or funding difficulties for banks and other
financial institutions. In both these cases there is a risk that problems will be bigger
the more inflated credit volumes and house prices become.
To prevent imbalances in the housing market from resulting in this type of shock
there may be reason for authorities to intervene using various types of tools, i.e.
regulations, supervision or other policy measures. The monetary policy rate is one
such a tool, but as discussed in Chapters III.1 and III.2, its use may be problematic in
several respects.
Consequently, this chapter discusses what other tools, apart from the monetary
policy rate, can be used to prevent the housing market from being a source of
macroeconomic shocks. We also consider how these tools can be coordinated
with the monetary policy instruments and their effect on monetary policy and
the transmission mechanism. In conclusion, issues concerning the institutional
arrangements associated with the tools are discussed.

1. 	General considerations concerning the design of alternative
tools
As a point of departure for the evaluation of individual alternative tools that
follows in the next section we first discuss a number of general considerations
concerning the design of the tools and the advantages and disadvantages of these
considerations. The aim is to produce alternatives to the interest rate weapon that
are better suited to the purpose of preventing the housing market from becoming a
source of macroeconomic shocks.
1.1 Two possible strategies for counteracting shocks

There are two strategies that authorities can use to prevent imbalances in the
housing market from giving rise to macroeconomic shocks. One is preventive work
using tools directed at preventing or moderating excessive hikes in house prices
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and debt, i.e. trying to prevent imbalances from arising at all. Another strategy is
working with tools that are directed at minimising the shocks that may arise as a
consequence of unsustainable price and debt movements, i.e. trying to ensure that
the macroeconomic consequences do not become very serious if the economy slows
down and imbalances are corrected.1
The first case concerns tools to ensure long-term sustainability of credit and price
cycles. This can be done either by trying on isolated occasions to dampen excessive
rises in prices or credit volumes, or by continuously trying to keep the price and
credit cycle stable.
The advantage of this strategy is that imbalances never need to arise or need not
be very serious. One condition for the authorities’ success is, however, that the tools
are really able to counteract imbalances and that this is done without too great a
cost to the economy in other respects.
In the second case, the task of the tools is instead to manage the consequences
of an unsustainable price and credit cycle. One way may be to ensure ex ante
that the financial system has sufficient resilience in the form of economic buffers
to be able to absorb the losses that may arise as a consequence of mortgage
lending. In that way no shocks need ever arise in the economy as a consequence
of deterioration in the functioning of the financial system. Correspondingly, the
tools can be directed towards strengthening households’ resilience, so that they
can retain a certain level of consumption even if their income or wealth decrease.
Another way can be to use stimulus measures ex post, which restore house prices
and credit volumes to the trend that is sustainable in the long-term or to take fiscal
and monetary policy measures to stimulate general demand in the economy.
The main advantage of this strategy is that it does not require to the same extent
that the authorities are able to identify if and when imbalances are being built
up. The disadvantage is, however, that it is not directed at dealing with the actual
source of the problem, but only its consequences. Remaining passive towards the
build-up of an imbalance may be problematical, partly because it can be costly
for the Government to take measures afterwards, partly because it is not certain
that these measures will have the desired effect. For example, it is conceivable that
measures to stimulate household borrowing or consumption will be ineffective in a
situation where households, as a reaction to housing market developments, decide
to consolidate their own finances by saving and paying off loans.2
Making a clear-cut distinction between tools that counteract imbalances and
tools that manage their consequences is not, however, very easy. The tools may
have both these qualities. A good example of this is the capital requirements
1	See CGFS (2010) for a discussion on the application of these strategies in the framework of financial
regulation and supervision.
2	See for example Nyberg (2010) for a discussion that monetary policy in these situations may have
considerably less effect than it normally does.
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imposed on credit institutions, which partly strengthen banks’ resilience to shocks
and partly influence household borrowing costs and hence also the development of
price and credit cycles. But even if a tool can contribute to fulfilling both strategies,
its effectiveness in doing so may vary. An actual example that illustrates this is the
dynamic provisioning rules applied in Spain, which functions in a similar way to
capital requirements. These rules contributed to strengthening the Spanish banks’
resilience in the global financial crisis. On the other hand, the rules do not seem to
have had any perceptible dampening effect on the substantial credit expansion that
preceded the crisis.3 This example shows that the risk of excessive increases in price
and credit cycles is not automatically eliminated just because it has been ensured
that the participants in the financial system have sufficient economic buffers.
1.2 	How targeted should the tool be?

The repo rate is a monetary policy tool that affects the entire economy, even if it
were to be used to manage development on the housing market. The generality
of this tool is one of its greatest drawbacks, so alternative tools should be more
targeted towards the market to be corrected in order to prevent or manage
imbalances. An open question is, however, the tool’s degree of precision.
It may seem obvious that tools should be as precise as possible if the problems
are isolated to individual markets, but a tool that is too precisely targeted may have
disadvantages. For example, targeted tools can sometimes be circumvented or give
rise to the build-up of imbalances in other markets. Such a case would be if the
tool limits banks’ lending to households and this leads to the banks increasing their
lending to other more risky sectors instead. Another risk is that the banks will find
alternative ways of lending to households, which in the worst case makes the tool
ineffective.4 However, given that these problems can be avoided, targeted tools are
preferable to general tools.
Another consideration is whether the tool should be restricted to trying to
influence the market for buying and selling homes or if it should also target those
who already own their homes. The repo rate is a tool that reaches everyone who has
a mortgage, new as well as existing borrowers. But it is not certain that alternative
tools are suitable or even possible to apply to the entire mortgage stock.
1.3 	Should the tool be static or dynamic?

We noted above that one strategy for the authorities to counteract shocks is to
try to ensure that credit and price cycles develop in a sustainable way. To be able
to actively manage these cycles the authorities must use tools that are dynamic,
3 CGFS (2010).
4	See for example Borio (2010) for a more detailed discussion.
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i.e. tools that can be varied over time. This is done either to tighten or to stimulate
the market, for example by making it more expensive in an expansionary phase for
households to borrow money for housing and vice versa in a contractionary phase.
The Riksbank’s steering of the interest rate is a tool that works dynamically, but its
purpose is broader than just influencing conditions in an individual market.
The main advantage of dynamic tools is that they are sensitive to how markets
and other factors develop over time and in that way make it possible to actively
offset a development that is seen as harmful to the economy. The effectiveness of
the tools is, however, dependent on their being based on the “right” indicators,
i.e. those that give rise to imbalances, and on it being possible to apply them at the
right time.
Static tools, i.e. those that do not change over time, can also to some extent
contribute to stabilising price and credit cycles. For example, fixed restrictions on
household borrowing may have a price-stabilising effect on the housing market.
In the same way stricter capital adequacy rules for banks can help to reduce
variations in credit growth. But since the tool is static it cannot actively contribute to
eliminating a certain cycle, but only prevent further cyclical effects that would have
arisen if it had not been used. The dampening effect also always remains in place,
which entails a cost to the economy.
Regarding the second possible strategy the tools can fulfil – minimising the
consequences if a price correction in the housing market actually occurs – both
dynamic and static tools can be effective. For example, rules that set limits for credit
institutions’ or households’ borrowing contribute to strengthening the resilience
of those agents to substantial price corrections. In that way the risk of a price fall
leading to financial instability or substantial changes in household consumption also
decreases. However, here dynamic tools also have the advantage that they can be
changed in response to how the markets and the economy develop, for example by
raising requirements for buffers in the banks in good times and reducing them in
bad times.
1.4 	Should the use of a dynamic tool be automatic or discretionary?

Tools that are applied dynamically can either be discretionary or automatic.
Tools are discretionary if it is up to a responsible authority to make continuous
assessments and on the basis of these assessments decide if measures need to be
taken to steer a certain development in a desired direction. The Riksbank’s inflation
steering using the repo rate is an example of a tool that is based on discretionary
assessments. Automatic tools are instead based on measures being taken in
accordance with one or more pre-determined parameters that do not leave any
scope for discretionary decisions by the authorities. A conceivable example of an
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automatic tool is a rule that determines how the level of banks’ capital requirements
is to be adjusted in relation to credit growth in the economy.
Accordingly, automatic tools have the advantage of being predictable. Another
advantage is that the automatic functioning removes some of the burden of proof
and anguish over the need to make uncomfortable decisions. A disadvantage is,
however, that automatic tools reduce precision and can be more indiscriminate
than “discretionary” interventions based on assessments of the prevailing situation.
Nor is it certain that automatic tools “hit the target”, since all types of risks or
imbalances are not necessarily seen in the indicators on which the tool is based.
Discretionary tools entail a higher degree of flexibility, since they leave room for
authorities to make situation-adapted assessments. A potential problem is, however,
that an unsustainable development will not be corrected in time. There is a risk
that authorities decide to refrain from acting if the necessity for action is difficult
to prove. The fact that discretionary tools are less predictable than automatic tools
can also create increased uncertainty on the part of market participants. Such
uncertainty can, on the one hand, lead to the tools being unnecessarily restrictive,
which may be the case if credit institutions (or households) choose to handle
uncertainty about the future regulatory environment by being excessively prudent.
On the other hand, uncertainty can reduce the effectiveness of a tool if the market
participants have the “wrong” expectations of how the authorities will apply the
tool.
One way of dealing with the problems of a fully discretionary application is to
make the tool ”semi-automatic”. The tool can be linked to some type of decision
rule, such as the quantified inflation target that currently exists for monetary policy.
Also, a formalised decision-making process can be introduced, in which authorities
are forced to regularly take a stand on whether measures are necessary and report
the reasons for their decision in official publications. In that way the predictability
can increase at the same time as the risk of authorities refraining from making
uncomfortable decisions is reduced.5
1.5 	Should the tool be quantitative (absolute) or price-adjusting
(incentive-based)?

Further, tools can be quantitative or price-adjusting. Quantitative tools set absolute
limits for households or banks and force them to act in a certain way. For example,
it may be a matter of introducing rules that set an absolute limit on the percentage
of the value of a house that may be mortgaged. Price-adjusting or incentive-based
tools instead encourage the agents to restrict their risk taking or otherwise act

5	See for example Bank of England (2009) for a more detailed discussion of considerations of the pros
and cons of automatic or discretionary tools (”rules versus discretion”).
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in a desired way. Instead of setting an absolute limit on households’ borrowing,
it is conceivable that the authorities would decide to introduce a tax or fee on
mortgages.
The repo rate is in this respect price-adjusting, since it raises or lowers
households’ interest expense. In the academic literature price-adjusting tools are
generally preferred to quantitative tools. The main reason is that these tools give
the market participants a choice, which also means that the objectives for which
the tool is created can be achieved in a more cost-effective way. One problem with
price-adjusting tools, however, is that authorities can only influence the outcome
but not fully control it. Another problem with price-adjusting tools is that the
households that react to price signals are not always the same as those that run the
greatest risk of taking on too much debt. A quantitative tool reaches everyone, for
better or worse.

2. 	Alternative tools
Building on these general considerations, in this part we discuss a number of specific
tools that could potentially be used to discourage developments in the housing
market from being a source of macroeconomic shocks. As has been mentioned
earlier, such shocks can be reflected in stability problems in the financial system
or through a decline in household demand. For each of the tools we also make
an overall assessment of the consequences the tools may have in other relevant
respects and issues that may arise when implementing and applying the tools.
There are, of course, several other conceivable tools than those discussed here.
The selection is based on the most commonly existing tools internationally and
those we have assessed to be most relevant from a Swedish perspective. We have
decided to divide these tools into the following categories; tools targeting household
debt, tools targeting lending institutions and fiscal tools.
To be able to clearly illustrate the effects of the various tools each section
contains a calculation for how the tool affects a stylised household. A comparison is
made using the following basic example, which is intended to give a representative
picture of a borrowing situation for a normal Swedish household buying a home
today. (However, the basic example disregards the maximum loan-to-value ratio
that was introduced on 1 October 2010).
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Basic example
A household meeting the following conditions intends to buy a house for SEK 2 million:
• Total disposable annual income of SEK 350 000
• SEK 100 000 available for down-payment
• No existing loans
The household may take out a mortgage of 95 per cent of the house value, 85 per cent of which is a first
mortgage loan and 10 per cent a second mortgage loan. The total loan amount is SEK 1 900 000, broken
down into a first mortgage of SEK 1 700 000 and a second mortgage of SEK 200 000. They borrow at
a variable (3-month) interest rate and for the first year have the following interest and repayment costs
(straight amortisation term of 90 and 10 years respectively):
Financing

First mortgage
Second mortgage
Down payment

Amount
(SEK)

Share of
total (%)

Interest
rate (%)

Interest cost
(SEK/month)

Amortisation
(SEK/month)

1 700 000
200 000
100 000

85
10
5

2.6
4.6

3 683
767

1 574
1 667

The initial monthly expense is about SEK 6 356 per month, after tax relief, of which about SEK 3 115 is
interest costs and about SEK 3 241 is amortisations.

2.1 Tools targeting household debt

2.1.1 Loan restrictions based on the house value
Internationally the most common method for regulating household debt is to set
a limit on the percentage of the house value that may be mortgaged. Such limits
exist for example in Canada6 and Hong-Kong7. In Sweden the Financial Supervisory
Authority (Finansinspektionen) recently issued a general guideline stating that
credit institutions providing credit against residential property as collateral should
restrict the loan so that the loan-to-value ratio does not exceed 85 per cent of the
market value of the property at the time of granting credit.8 Lending beyond this
limit is not prohibited, but must be granted without using the residential property
as collateral. In Norway and Finland the supervisory authorities have recently issued
similar guidelines for the banks’ lending. In both cases it is stipulated that the loanto-value ratios may not normally exceed 90 per cent of the market value.

6	Under Canadian law all federally regulated credit institutions must buy loss insurance for mortgages
where the loan-to-value ratio exceeds 80 per cent. The borrower may mortgage a maximum of 95
per cent of the property value, i.e. at the time of purchase the borrower must make a down-payment
of 5 per cent. You can read more about how the housing market functions in Canada in the Canadian
housing observer 2010, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
(http://www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/en/index.cfm).
7	In Hong Kong the limit is between 50 and 60 per cent of the property value. 50 per cent applies to
residential property with a value of HK$ 12 million and residential property where the owner does
not live in the property personally. You can read more about how the housing market in Hong-Kong
functions on the website of The Hong Kong Mortgage Corporation Limited,
(http://www.hkmc.com.hk/eng/index.html).
8 Finansinspektionen, FFFS 2010:2.
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Example: Loan restriction based on the value of the residential property
A rule is introduced that limits the household’s loan-to-value ratio to 85 per cent. In other respects the
same conditions apply as in the basic example.
A binding limit, i.e. where no borrowing beyond the limit is allowed, means that the household cannot
buy a home for SEK 2 million. Instead, they can buy a home for a maximum of SEK 667 000. (The rule
requires a 15 per cent down payment, which with the household’s SEK 100 000 of own funding enables
the purchase of a home worth SEK 667 000. SEK 567 000, or 85 per cent of SEK 667 000, is the maximum
loan amount).
A non-binding limit , i.e. where borrowing above the limit is allowed if it does not use the residential
property as collateral, makes it possible to buy the desired home. The household’s costs will then be as
follows:
Financing

First mortgage
Unsecured loan
Down payment

Amount
(SEK)

Share of
total (%)

Interest
rate (%)

Interest cost
(SEK/month)

Amortisation
(SEK/month)

1 700 000
200 000
100 000

85
10
5

2.6
6.5

3 683
1 083

1 574
1 667

Consequences: A binding limit of 85 per cent has a drastic effect on the ability of the household to
buy a home. In this example there is a shortfall of just over SEK 1.3 million in financing for the purchase
of the desired home. With a non-binding limit the household can buy a home for SEK 2 million. The initial
monthly expense, after tax relief, is SEK 6 577. This is an increase of just over SEK 200, compared with the
basic example. To the extent the lender requires a faster rate of amortisation of the unsecured loan than
10 years, the differences compared with the basic example will be greater.

Achievement of objectives
A loan-to-value limit may help to reduce the risk of households’ over-indebtedness
and thereby also to reduce their vulnerability to price falls in the property
market. This consumer protection motive underlies the limit recently decided
by Finansinspektionen. In other countries the introduction of similar rules was
motivated by more macroeconomically related objectives. The limit has been
regarded either as a way to promote stability in the financial system or as a
complementary tool to monetary policy.
Regardless of the reason for which a limit is applied, it can contribute both to
strengthening financial stability and to stabilising the macro economy as a whole.
Firstly, from the financial stability perspective, credit risk in the banks’
credit portfolios can decrease if the limits helps to reduce households’ financial
vulnerability. In that the risks in the financial system decrease, the risk of future
macroeconomic shocks arising from stability problems is also reduced.
Secondly, limits on household debt can contribute to more stable price formation
in the housing market. Since the rules restrict the capital gearing of households and
thereby also the amount of money they can use to purchase homes, price variations
on housing may decrease. The lower the loan-to-value limit is set, the greater the
price stabilising effect of the limit can be assumed to be. If in addition the limit is
applied dynamically, i.e. the limit varies over time, price variations in the housing
market can be assumed to stabilise further.
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Through the price-stabilising effect of the limit, the risk decreases of house
prices becoming a breeding ground for unsustainable credit expansion in which
households use the rising values of their homes to take out further mortgages,
either for consumption or to buy more or costlier property. If a limit can counteract
both excessive price variations in the housing market and an unsustainable build-up
of household debt, it will also in this respect contribute to reducing the risk of credit
losses in the banking system. With its potentially price-stabilising effect it also helps
to stabilise household balance sheets, which from a macroeconomic perspective
can be regarded as favourable, since the risk of drastic variations in household
consumption can thereby be restricted.
The possibility of dampening excessive credit expansion or hefty swings in house
prices using regulation that relates the size of the loan to the underlying asset value
should not, however, be exaggerated. Since the limit is set in relation to the value of
the property, price developments in the housing market will influence the amounts
that households may borrow. If house prices rise, households’ credit limits will rise,
and vice-versa. The binding restriction will in this case be the value of the asset
being mortgaged and not the household payment capacity. Consequently, the credit
limit set by the rule will also be affected as prices in the housing market change. For
example, a household that is mortgaged up to the limit at the time of purchase can
increase its mortgage if the property has subsequently increased in value. (If the
limit is 90% then an increase in value of the property of SEK 100 000 will increase
the credit limit by SEK 90 000. Alternatively, the same household can sell its home
and use the profit as a down-payment when buying a new home. Further capital
of SEK 100 000 would make it possible to buy a house that is SEK 1 million more
expensive than the household could buy before.) This may fan the flames of a credit
expansion and push house prices up further.
Compared with a situation where there are no explicit rules to limit household
debt, a loan-to-value limit – as pointed out earlier – could of course help to dampen
this type of cyclical variation in credit growth and house prices. The effectiveness of
the limit in this respect depends on the level of the limits and if they are allowed to
vary over time. Besides this, the method of determining the value of the property
is significant. A limit based on the full market value of the house is probably less
effective in offsetting cyclical patterns in house prices and credit growth than a
limit that is for example based on model-based valuations (on the basis of what is
regarded as a long-term sustainable level of house prices.)
But regardless of how the limit is designed as regards levels, valuation etc.,
it is probable that a static limit is not the most effective instrument to prevent
imbalances or drastic price variations in the housing market. This is quite simply
because the limit is based on house prices, which in itself may constitute a driving
force in building up a debt and price spiral. If the aim of the limit is to manage
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price and credit cycles it is important that it can be applied dynamically or is
supplemented by other types of tool, such as restrictions on how much households
may borrow in relation to their income (see next section).
It can be added here, however, that if the limit is applied dynamically it can in
itself give rise to certain inflationary price and credit effects. This could be the case
for example if households expect the authorities to tighten limits. Major demand
for credit could then temporarily arise when people try to avoid being affected by
the expected squeeze. The lending institutions on their part can whip up such a
situation by playing on expected credit restraint in their marketing.
Other consequences
A loan-to-value limit puts households that have little capital of their own, such as
first-time buyers, at a disadvantage. It should be noted here, however, that this
effect can be mitigated if the regulation itself entails a cooling off of housing market
prices so that the capital input required is not as great (in kronor) to meet the limit
for getting a mortgage.
Implementation issues
If the limit is not binding, in the sense that it entails an absolute ban on borrowing
over a given limit, there is a risk that the regulation will not have the effect intended.
This is because the effect of the regulation on household debt, house prices and
credit growth can be assumed to be small if a large proportion of households decide
to take out mortgages in excess of the limit. If such additional borrowing is also at
a higher borrowing cost (for example through unsecured loans) a limit may even be
counterproductive, because if the credit cost for a given level of debt increases, it
also entails greater vulnerability of households to shocks. However, here it must be
added that the increased costs entailed by borrowing over the limit give households
an incentive not to take on too much debt. It cannot, however, be taken for granted
that households will act in accordance with these incentives – either because the
price signal is not sufficiently strong or because households simply do not react
to the incentives. For these reasons it cannot be assumed that a non-binding limit
will have the same effect as a binding limit. Seen in that light, a binding limit may
therefore be preferable. Against this it can be said, however, that a binding limit
implies a quantitative regulation, which in general is a more costly method of
achieving the desired objective. In addition it is doubtful if it is possible to introduce
a binding limit that is not easily circumvented. This would in principle require that all
lending without collateral is prohibited so as to prevent households from taking out
unsecured loans to cover any financing needs beyond the limit.
Even a non-binding limit may be ineffective if households or banks find ways
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of circumventing it. For example, a conceivable risk is that household lending
moves abroad, either because the borrowers choose to borrow from foreign credit
institutions or because the credit institutions themselves start to offer loans from
foreign subsidiaries.
Reasonably, a loan-to-value limit can only be applied to new lending. An obvious
reason for this is that from a legal point of view it is doubtful, or even impossible,
to introduce provisions that retroactively change the terms and conditions of loans
already agreed. But even disregarding the legal aspects, it would for several reasons
seem to be inappropriate to allow the rule to include existing loans. For example,
it would mean that new agreements between the bank and the borrower would
have to be signed in cases where the loan-to-value ratio is higher than allowed. In
best case this would mean slightly higher borrowing costs for the borrower, since
parts of first or second mortgages would have to be replaced by unsecured loans.
But it could also mean that a few people would not be allowed to borrow the same
amount. If the borrowers have insufficient funds to make up the funding shortfall
they would quite simply be forced to sell their homes.
2.1.2 Loan restrictions based on income
A related method for regulating household debt is to set a limit on the debt
or borrowing expenses in relation to income. Such limits are applied in several
countries, including South Korea, the Netherlands and Hong Kong. In all these cases
the limit is formulated so that the household’s borrowing expenses (interest and
amortisations) do not exceed a certain percentage of the (disposable) income. It is,
however, conceivable to design the rules in other ways, for example by stipulating
that households’ total loan amounts may not exceed a certain percentage of the
household’s annual (disposable) income.
In Sweden there are no explicit limits to the amount a household may borrow in
relation to its income. However, the Swedish regulations stipulate that the lender
must carry out a review to establish whether the borrower has the capacity to fulfil
his or her obligations under the credit agreement. This includes the lender ensuring
that private individuals do not take on too much debt in relation to their income and
other economic conditions (payment capacity).
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Example: Loan restriction based on the value of the residential property
A rule is introduced that limits households’ total loans to a maximum of 500 per cent of the household’s
total annual disposable income. The example assumes that the household has no income from capital or
that this may not be included in disposable income. In other respects the same conditions apply as in the
basic example.
A binding limit, i.e. in which all loans are included, means that the household can buy a home for a
maximum of SEK 1 850 000 (as they have SEK 100 000 in capital and may borrow a maximum of 500 per
cent of the disposable income of SEK 350 000, which is SEK 1 750 000).
A non-binding limit, in which only borrowing with the house as collateral is counted in the loan amount,
would mean that the household can buy a home for SEK 2 million by taking out an unsecured loan for the
borrowing needs in excess of 85 per cent of the house value.

Financing

First mortgage
Unsecured loan
Down payment

Amount
(SEK)

Share of
total (%)

Interest
rate (%)

Interest cost
(SEK/month)

Amortisation
(SEK/month)

1 700 000
200 000
100 000

85
10
5

2.6
6.5

3 683
1 083

1 574
1 667

Consequences: With a binding limit the household cannot buy the desired home costing
SEK 2 000 000. The limit implies that the household can buy a home for a maximum of SEK 1 850 000. A
non-binding limit would give an initial monthly expense after tax relief of SEK 6 577 instead, i.e. just over
SEK 200 more expensive than in the basic example.

Achievement of objectives
A limit based on income has by and large the same qualities as a corresponding
limit based on the property value. The limit can help to reduce households’ financial
vulnerability and thereby also reduce the risks in banks’ lending. Potentially it can
also help to influence price and credit development, both by having a cooling effect
in an expansionary phase and by stabilising development over time.
In the latter respect an income-related limit is probably a more effective
instrument than a loan-to-value limit. This is because the parameter that governs
household borrowing – income – is more stable over time and varies less than the
parameter – price of the property – on which a loan-to-value limit is based. And if
the debts are not linked to house prices the problem of price-rises and indebtedness
mutually driving each other up in a rising spiral is avoided. In this way the need to
apply the limit dynamically is also reduced.
It should, however, be noted that the limit gives different effects depending on
whether it is designed as a limit on the loan amount or borrowing expenses (interest
and amortisation). In the former case it is only income that affects the maximum
amount a household can borrow. In the latter case interest rate movements and
households’ amortisation preferences/banks’ amortisation requirements are also of
significance for the size of the loan.
If the limit is to be used to steer price and credit development it would seem
most appropriate to design a limit that is neutral in relation to the interest level in
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the economy. Hence, in this respect an amount-based limit is preferable. Such a
regulation would mean that changes in the interest rate would not have a direct
effect on households’ credit limits, which would be the case with a expense-based
limit. Another circumstance that favours an amount-based limit is that the loan
amount would also be independent of the size of the amortisations. In that way
no incentive is created for households to refrain from making amortisations, which
must be seen as positive from the financial stability perspective.
Other consequences
An advantage of an income-based limit is that it does not discriminate against
households with little capital, such as first-time buyers. On the other hand, the limit
may mean that households with low incomes who were previously able to obtain
loans no longer can. However, it is difficult to see how this would be a problem,
since a basic condition for being able to borrow money at all is that the borrower
has sufficient capacity to service the loans. It could possibly be seen as a problem
that the limit does not take into account that households with low incomes may
have considerable wealth which secures their ability to bear a greater debt than their
income justifies. For those households the rule implies that they are forced to invest
their wealth in their home against their will.
Implementation issues
An important question that must be decided when introducing an income-based
rule is the level at which the limit should be set. There are few examples of countries
that apply or have applied a limit that relates the size of households’ loans to their
disposable incomes. In Sweden this ratio is currently about 170 per cent 9. Looking
only at new lending, however, the ratio is considerably higher. There, over half
the households have a debt ratio of over 500 per cent and the ten per cent of
households most in debt have a debt ratio of more than 1 000 per cent10. A limit of
the order of 500 per cent would thus mean a relatively severe constraint on lending
and in that way could also help reduce the pressure on house prices.
Another central issue is how the income measurement on which the limit is
based should be designed. Households have three types of income – earned
income (wages, salaries and other remuneration), transfers (child allowance etc.)
and income from capital. Income from capital consists partly of direct return on
financial assets, i.e. interest and dividends, and partly of capital gains (realised
value changes). A reasonable point of departure is that the limit should be based
on the income sources that are stable and provide a reliable flow of income over
9	Sveriges Riksbank, Financial Stability Report 2010:2.
10 Finansinspektionen, “The Swedish Mortgage Market and Bank Lending”, February 2010.
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time. With the exception of capital gains this can be assumed to apply to all the
income types mentioned above. It therefore appears reasonable to formulate an
income measurement which includes all types of income except capital gains. Doing
this also avoids the problem of borrowers deciding to realise their capital gains to
achieve a temporary income effect making it possible to borrow more.
As with a limit based on the value of the property, there is a risk that the desired
effects will not materialise if the limit is not binding, i.e. if it allows borrowing above
the limit, or if it can be circumvented by households or institutions. A binding rule
would in this case mean that no loans over a certain percentage of income would be
allowed. Compared with a limit based on the value of the property, a binding rule
would be less harmful, since it would not require the same far-reaching restrictions
on the type of loan households could obtain. As long as the loans are below the
limit, borrowers and banks can themselves decide how the loan terms and conditions
should be formulated and the collateral against which the loans can be granted.
For the same reasons as the case of a limit based on the property value, an
income-based rule could only reasonably be introduced for new lending.
2.1.3 Amortisation requirements
An alternative to (direct) regulation of the size of household mortgages is to impose
amortisation requirements. An amortisation requirement means that households will
be forced to pay off all or part of their mortgages within a certain pre-determined
period of time.
An amortisation requirement can be formulated in slightly different ways. In
its very simplest form it can mean that a maximum period is established for how
long the entire loan may run and that amortisations during this period must be
made periodically (for example monthly) and of the same amount. Such a straight
amortisation requirement over 30 years would mean monthly repayments of just
under SEK 2 800 on a loan of SEK 1 million. Provided that the households do not
raise further loans the debt stock will decrease successively during the life of the
loan.
A conceivable alternative is for the requirements to only cover a certain part of
the loan. It may, for example, be a matter of making the amortisations for as long
as the borrower’s loan-to-value ratio exceeds a certain level. Another alternative
is to only establish that the loan must be repaid within a certain period, without
stipulating the periodicity of the amortisations. Such a requirement could, however,
be circumvented by repaying the entire loan in a lump sum on the end-date of the
loan.
There are amortisation requirements in several countries, including Canada
and Hong Kong. In Canada all federally regulated credit institutions must take out
credit insurance with the Government for mortgages with a higher loan-to-value
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ratio than 80 per cent. A requirement for granting such mortgages is that they
must be amortised within a maximum of 35 years. This requirement also applies to
mortgages that credit institutions voluntarily insure (i.e. loans with a loan-to-value
ratio of less than 80 per cent). In Hong Kong the maximum amortisation period is
30 years. Linked to this requirement is also a ban on interest-only periods during the
life of the mortgage.
Example: Amortisations requirements
An amortisation requirement is introduced stipulating that the first mortgage must be repaid over 30 years
(straight repayment). In other respects the same conditions apply as in the basic example.
The household’s costs will be:

Financing

First mortgage
Second mortgage
Down payment

Amount
(SEK)

Share of
total (%)

Interest
rate (%)

Interest cost
(SEK/month)

Amortisation
(SEK/month)

1 700 000
200 000
100 000

85
10
5

2.6
4.6

3 683
767h

4 722
1 667

Consequence: The initial monthly expense, after tax relief, is SEK 9 504, which is mainly because the
repayment expense increases by just over SEK 3 100 per month compared with the basic example. The
substantial increase in the rate of repayment (from 90 years to 30 years) means, however, that the interest
costs decrease faster. After the first year the interest cost after tax (given the same interest rate) is down
to SEK 2 976 per month (compared with SEK 3 115 initially).

Achievement of objectives
An amortisation requirement gives households reason to restrict their borrowing.
The requirement means that the households’ immediate mortgage expense will
rise, which leaves less room for other expenditure. The limit for how much a
household can and may borrow against collateral in the form of residential property
is also adjusted downwards, since the households’ ‘left to live on’ estimates are
affected negatively by the amortisation expense. In that way an amortisation
requirement may be seen as an indirect loan restriction in relation to income (see
previous section). An effect of households borrowing less as well as paying off their
mortgages is that they reduce their debt and loan-to-value ratios. As the mortgage
is paid off, household sensitivity to interest rates also decreases. Taken together,
these effects mean that the lending institutions’ credit risk decreases, which also
reduces vulnerability in the financial system.
In that the requirements affect both borrowing expense and credit limits for
households this is also a useful tool to counteract imbalances in price and credit
developments, which also benefits financial stability, but potentially also to avoid
drastic variations in household consumption. As in the case of the loan restriction
based on income, the need for dynamic application of repayment requirements is
not as great as with a restriction based on the value of the property. Nevertheless,
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there may be reason to adjust the requirements at times of strong fluctuations in the
credit cycle, so as to try to prevent shocks in the economy from arising.
Other consequences
Like a loan restriction based on income, an advantage of an amortisation
requirement is that it does not affect households with little capital as severely as
a restriction related to the value of the home. This is because income, rather than
wealth, becomes the crucial factor for the amount that can be borrowed. The group
that would “suffer” most from the regulation would be households with relatively
low incomes and little capital for a down-payment.
A amortisation requirement means that households can set aside less money
for saving in other assets than their home. This means that households’ ability to
build up an asset portfolio with a balanced composition of different types of real
and financial assets is impaired. If all available income after deduction for living and
interest costs goes to repay the mortgage the household’s assets will consist entirely
of the home. This makes them more vulnerable to a fall in house prices than they
would have been if they could have saved the funds used for repayment in other
types of asset.
Implementation issues11
A amortisation requirement that is designed without regard for the borrower’s
financial position, or the value of the collateral pledged for the loan, risks being
unnecessarily restrictive. For example, it is difficult to see any reason for forcing
households with low loan-to-value ratios to amortise. Therefore it seems more
practical to design a amortisation requirement that targets households with high
loan-to-value ratios or high borrowing costs relative to their income. A conceivable
alternative is, for example, to prescribe amortisation requirements for loans with a
loan-to-value ratio of more than 80 per cent.
While the requirements should not be unnecessarily restrictive, they must be
formulated so that they cannot be easily circumvented. If households can, for
example, raise new loans to compensate for the amortisations they are forced
to make then the requirement is at risk of being ineffective. In the same way the
requirement will not fulfil its purpose if it only regulates a final date for when the
loan must be repaid. If that were to be the case the requirement could be simply
avoided by paying back the entire loan on the maturity date, which can easily
be replaced by a new loan. To avoid both these problems the requirements must

11 Finansinspektionen raises the difficulties of implementing a amortisation requirement in its
memorandum ”Allmänna råd om begränsning av lån mot säkerhet i bostad” (General Guidelines on
restricting loans with residential property as collateral).
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be designed to require amortisations over the entire life of the loan and that in
addition cover all household credit. In practice such a regulation would need to
be designed so that no new credit can be granted during the amortisation period,
with or without the residential property as collateral. And to introduce a rule that
forbids the household to raise any loans at all during the period of repayment seems
to be rather a drastic measure. Apart from the fact that curtailment of households’
ability to adapt their credit needs over time would probably lead to negative welfare
effects, the risk is also great that a black lending market would arise outside the
regulated banking sector. In addition, it would also be very difficult, and not least
extremely resource-intensive, to monitor compliance with the rule.
Another problem of amortisation requirements is that they can be
counterproductive in an economic downturn or crisis. In a situation where
households’ payment capacity has deteriorated, the amortisation requirement
in itself could become a reason for borrowers defaulting on their loans and the
loan losses thereby being higher than they would have been if no requirement
had existed. In these situations there may be reason to allow exceptions from
the amortisation requirement. Regulating when such exceptions may be made
is, however, not easy and would also be resource-intensive for the supervisory
authority to monitor.
Like previous tools, an amortisation requirement can reasonably only be
introduced for new lending. It may, however, be worth pointing out that the
economic consequences of an amortisation requirement introduced on existing
loans would probably be more severely felt than in the two previous cases. Since
a amortisation requirement would entail a relatively large increase in the monthly
borrowing expenses it would probably imply a substantial restriction on household
consumption. Particularly as this is a cost that households could not have anticipated
when they took out their mortgage. If the amortisation requirement is applied
dynamically there may, however, be reason to allow any relief on the requirement
to also include the existing borrowers on whom the requirement was imposed when
they took out a mortgage. This is because in a situation where household finances
are strained in an economic downturn, reduced amortisation requirements can
contribute to reducing the risk of default among households. By reducing household
borrowing expenses, relaxation of the requirements can also provide some stimulus
to household consumption.
2.1.4 Risk insurance
One way of handling some of the risks existing in the housing market is to introduce
risk-reducing insurance. In several countries there are different insurance solutions
that protect the borrower, the lender, or both against price falls or payment
difficulties on the part of the borrower. This is often a matter of some form of
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arrangement that is over and above the risk management achieved through other
solutions, such as for example a loan restriction based on property value.
Various underlying objectives can be differentiated for these insurance schemes:12
• Insurance for social purposes. These insurance schemes are often arranged
by a government agency and generally target certain types of household. For
example, these government insurance schemes can target households wishing
to buy a home but which for one reason or another find it difficult to obtain
a normal mortgage. This may be due to low income, new employment, low
equity or a poor credit history. Variants of such insurance schemes can be
found for example in Finland, Greece and Hungary, as well as Sweden.13
• Insurance for stability purposes. These insurance schemes are arranged
by both government and private actors internationally and often as a
complement to other existing regulation, such as a loan-to-value limit. Most
of these insurance schemes aim to transfer part of the credit risk taken on
by the lender. In that way these insurance schemes can function as a type of
safety valve to enable households that do not fully meet the requirements of
the general regulations or the bank’s lending practice to obtain mortgages.
In Canada such insurance is compulsory if the loan-to-value ratio exceeds a
certain limit. In the United Kingdom a lender may require for high loan-tovalue ratios that borrowers take out insurance to protect the lender against
any losses in connection with forced sales/foreclosure.
• Insurance for security purposes. These insurance schemes are often arranged
by private actors and aim to allow households the possibility of managing
their risks in connection with home ownership. It is often an insurance against
price falls, which can for example be a way of eliminating a potential loss if the
buyer knows he or she will only be active in the housing market for a certain
period.
Loan insurance schemes for stability purposes are of greatest interest as
an alternative tool to prevent the housing market from being a source of
macroeconomic shocks. Even if these insurance schemes can be designed in
different ways, we will only study price-fall insurance in the following.
12	An examination of different international trends in risk insurance has been made by Scanlon and
Whitehead (2004).
13 The National Housing Credit Guarantee Board can grant a home purchase guarantee, which is
a government guarantee covering interest payments for first-time buyers’ home purchases. This
guarantee can be seen as insurance for the borrower, who by signing a guarantee with the National
Housing Credit Guarantee Board is insured against the risk of losing interest income for a mortgage.
This is often also the case internationally. The insurance is mainly for the purpose of protecting the
lender against default or suspension of payments by the borrower. In some cases the government
guarantees protect the borrower, for example in Belgium (against loss of income) and the Netherlands
(against fall in price).
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Example: Loan insurance against price falls
A rule is introduced stipulating that all loans with a loan-to-value ratios over 80 per cent must be insured
against price falls. We look at two cases. In other respects the same conditions apply as in the basic
example (the maximum loan-to-value ratio allowed is 95%).
Case 1. The insurance premium is paid as a lump sum and is 2 per cent of the insured amount (= the entire
mortgage).14 The premium affects how much the household has left for a down-payment. At the same
time the insurance means that the entire mortgage amount can be granted as a first mortgage, so the
second mortgage loan of the basic example disappears.

Financing

First mortgage
Down-payment

Amount
(SEK)

Share of
total (%)

Interest
rate (%)

Interest cost
(SEK/month)

Amortisation
(SEK/month)

1 357 142
71 428

95
5

2.6

2 940

1 257

The insurance cost is SEK 28 571 for 5 years, which is paid as a lump sum directly from the SEK 100 000
the household has for the down-payment.
Case 2. The insurance premium is paid monthly and covers only SEK 300 000, i.e. down to a loan-tovalue ratio of 80 per cent. The cost is assumed to be 2 per cent of the insurance amount. Also in this case
the insurance makes it possible to lend the entire loan amount as a first mortgage.

Financing

First mortgage
Down-payment

Amount
(SEK)

Share of
total (%)

Interest
rate (%)

Interest cost
(SEK/month)

Amortisation
(SEK/month)

1 900 000
100 000

95
5

2.6

4 117

1 759

The insurance cost is about SEK 500/month.
Consequences: The consequences are relatively great in Case 1, while they are relatively small in
Case 2. In Case 1 the household can only buy a home for SEK 1 428 571, since part of their savings must
also cover the insurance cost. This means that they only have just over SEK 70 000 left to use as a downpayment (given that they cannot take out a loan for the premium).15 In Case 2 the household can buy the
same property as in the basic example. The initial monthly expense will be about SEK 5 141 per month
after tax relief, given that no stricter amortisation requirements are imposed by the insurance company.
Amortising the loan with the insured amount (SEK 300 000) over the insurance period (5 years) would
cost SEK 5 000 per month, but a more reasonable assumption is something between this amount and
SEK 1 759, i.e. SEK 3 380 per month. The initial monthly expense will then be SEK 6 262 per month, which
is about the same expense as in the basic example.

Achievement of objectives
A price-fall insurance requirement for higher loan-to-value ratios contributes to
reducing the vulnerability of households and credit institutions to price falls in the
property market. If households had such insurance most households forced to sell
their homes would be able to pay back their mortgages even if the price fell short of
the mortgage amount. This in turn reduces the credit institutions’ credit risk.
An insurance requirement may also have an indirect stability-enhancing effect.
Insurance companies selling loan insurance will function as a controlling third
party to maintain the quality of loan reviews. The issuers of the insurance have
14	We assume in somewhat simplified terms, that the insurance company takes the same premium as the
risk premium on the second mortgage compared with the first mortgage, i.e. 2 per cent.
15	If the household can borrow to pay the premium (unsecured loan) the monthly cost will be a couple of
hundred kronor more expensive than in Case 2, i.e. almost exactly the same as the basic example.
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an incentive to ensure that the loan review is adequate, since they must pay any
residual debt if the property is sold at a loss. To insure a borrower the insurer may
also impose further requirements that go beyond ordinary regulations and lending
practice, for example as regards amortisation or the ability of the borrower to cope
with high interest rates. These further requirements in turn strengthen the resilience
of both households and credit institutions. If, on the other hand, the insurer does
not carry out this controlling function the insurance may have the directly opposite
effect. If borrowers do not risk having a residual debt after selling property to the
same extent they may take on more risk when borrowing. If the credit institutions
do not risk credit losses to the same extent they may be less prudent in their credit
reviews.16
The strength of the stability enhancing effect also depends on which actors will
offer this insurance. A lesson from the crisis is that it is important that the risk that
is insured against is really also removed from the credit institutions’ balance sheets
and is not either too concentrated on one or a few actors that are intimately linked
with the credit institutions. If the credit institutions for example have exposures
to the actor or actors who insure mortgages not much has been achieved from a
stability perspective. It is, therefore, important to have an adequate framework
for monitoring systemic risks when there is an insurance solution, not least if the
insurers are private actors. One way of reducing such network risks is for the
Government to create one such actor, which is common internationally. In that case,
however, it is important that the Government is charging premiums that reflect the
risk it takes, so that mortgage lending is not subsidised.
If mortgage insurance requirements would have an effect on household debt,
and more generally on the price and credit cycle in the housing market, is more
difficult to assess. The outcome depends to a great extent on how these insurance
schemes are designed and priced, as well as on what further demands the insurance
company may impose to insure borrowers.17 Purely theoretically, however, the
effect on price and credit developments should be relatively small as long as the
insurance is priced on commercial terms. It is true that the cost of the mortgage
itself (the interest), all else being equal, will be lower for an insured borrower
than an uninsured borrower. This is because all or part of the lender’s credit risk
disappears with a price-fall insurance policy. At the same time the risk is transferred
to the insurer, who will demand a premium corresponding to what the lender would
have taken if the loan had been uninsured. This insurance premium will ultimately
16 For example the insurance schemes can reduce the incentive of credit institutions to obtain and use
more qualitative information about the borrower when carrying out a credit review, such as structural
use of overdraft facilities and a high percentage of late payments, if the borrower is an existing or
former customer.
17	In principle the insurance company could apply its own terms for how much a household may borrow
in relation to its income in order to insure the loan.
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be paid for by the borrower. Provided that the insurance policy is priced on market
terms and paid regularly during the life of the policy the monthly costs of borrowing
with or without insurance should be equally great. Thus the effect on credit demand
and household debt will also be small. On the other hand, if the insurance cost is
taken as a lump sum directly at the time of the mortgage, the household will have
a relatively large initial cost, which affects how much the household can spend on a
down-payment. If the down-payment amount decreases, the maximum mortgage
amount also decreases.18 There will be an even greater effect if the insurer also
imposes stricter amortisation requirements and ‘left-to-live-on’ estimates to insure
the mortgage than the lender would have done.
Other consequences
Regardless of how mortgage insurance schemes will affect the price and credit
cycle in the housing market, one consequence of them will be improved consumer
protection. But only to the extent that insurance can help households that for one
or other reason must sell their home for a lower price than the mortgage amount,
for example after a divorce or during a recession. How price-fall insurance will
affect households that become insolvent more generally is, on the other hand,
an open question. In normal cases credit institutions try to help their customers
if they have temporary payment problems, for example by granting a period of
grace for amortisation of the mortgage. At present it is in both the borrower’s and
the credit institutions’ interest to have this possibility. But with loan insurance the
credit institutions’ incentive to use this possibility may potentially decrease when
loan losses on forced sales have been substantially reduced. To a certain extent
the insurer can require that such solutions must be tried first before a claim on the
policy is made, but it is not clear exactly how this would work.
Implementation issues
Introduction of mandatory price-fall insurance is a fairly extensive change in relation
to how credit is granted today. Among other things it includes another party in
the credit review and the insurance policies may also affect credit institutions’
funding. Besides, the supply of these insurance policies is limited in Sweden, at least
at present. It will be a political question whether the Government should create
such an actor, or if it should rely on private actors being created when regulation is
introduced.
A price-fall insurance requirement is also easier to justify if the regulation is
introduced together with a loan restriction bases on property value or other similar
18	Given that the loan-to-value ratio of 100 per cent is not allowed (see example). This also assumes that
the household cannot borrow to cover the premium.
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requirement. This is since it is difficult to justify why households with very low
loan-to-value ratios would need to take out insurance. One consequence of only
requiring insurance for loan-to-value ratios over a certain level is that it in practice
would be equal to having an actual loan-to-value restriction, but where higher loanto-value ratios are allowed if you take out insurance. In other words, to some extent
a loan restriction based on property value will follow automatically if price-fall
insurance is required for high loan-to-value ratios.
2.1.5 Fixed rate requirement
The last tool targeting households that we will discuss is a fixed rate requirement. A
fixed-rate requirement means that the borrower must borrow at a fixed interest rate
for all or part of the mortgage for a predetermined period.
In some countries, such as Denmark and the USA, mortgages are characterised
by interest rates being fixed for very long periods. For example, 95 per cent of
American borrowers choose to fix their interest rates for 30 years or more. In
Sweden, on the other hand, a very large proportion of households have mortgages
at variable interest rates or very short fixed interest periods. This is a change that
has taken place in a little more than 10 years, from having made up about half of
all new mortgages, those with fixed-interest rates of 5 years or more are now just
a few per cent. Those who had variable interest rates during this period were able
to benefit from the falling trend in interest rates and there is much to indicate that
households today attach greater importance to the difference between variable and
fixed rates than to other variables, such as income, future interest rates or inflation.19
There are two potential problems with this; firstly that households take on an
increasing interest rate risk and become more sensitive to interest rate changes,
secondly that households tend to borrow heavily when the interest rate is low (see
Figure 1).

19	National Housing Credit Guarantee Board (2010).
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Figure 1. Credit growth at different interest rates
Credit growth, annual percentage change
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Source: The Riksbank.

A fixed rate requirement could be designed in various ways as regards the duration
of the period rates must be fixed and the share of the loan that must be at a fixed
rate. The requirement could be formulated, for example, so that households that
mortgage their property over a certain limit (for example 75 per cent) must have
fixed rate of the entire mortgage for a period of 10 years.
Example: Fixed rate requirement
A fixed rate requirement is introduced stipulating that first mortgages must be at a fixed rate for 10 years.
The household’s costs will then be:

Financing

First mortgage
Second mortgage
Down payment

Amount
(SEK)

Share of
total (%)

Interest
rate (%)

Interest cost
(SEK/month)

Amortisation
(SEK/month)

1 700 000
200 000
100 000

85
15
5

4.5
4.6

6 375
767

1 574
1 667

Consequences: The initial monthly expense, after tax relief, is about SEK 8 240. The household will
thus have a higher interest rate cost of about SEK 1 884 per month compared with the basic example. The
difference is because a 10-year loan is assumed to have a higher interest rate than a variable interest loan
(3 month fixed interest period). If the variable interest rate rises (falls) during the fixed interest period the
differences decrease (increase) compared with the basic example.

Achievement of objectives
With fixed interest mortgages households have full control of their borrowing costs
and are less sensitive to interest rate changes. A fixed rate requirement would,
thus, entail a lower collective interest rate risk for the household sector. It would
strengthen households’ resilience at interest rate peaks, and mean that fewer would
fail to meet their borrowing costs when interest rates are increasing. In that the
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short-term interest rate is more volatile than the long-term rates, credit demand can
to some extent be levelled out over time.
A fixed rate requirement could also have a certain dampening effect on price
and credit development, particularly in periods with historically low interest rate
levels and a favourable housing market with a strong price trend. If interest costs are
higher, the borrower is given an incentive to avoid high borrowing levels and thus
avoid getting into a vulnerable position if something unexpected should happen.
A fixed rate requirement could in that way capture some of the borrowers who do
not react to housing cost estimates with assumptions of higher interest rates in the
future.
Since a fixed rate requirement does not restrict how much households may
borrow, nor does it entail the same perceptible effects on household borrowing
costs as an amortisation requirement, it is, however, doubtful if the requirement can
have any great impact on house prices and credit growth. A fixed rate requirement
is therefore primarily to be regarded as a tool to reduce households’ vulnerability
to interest rate shocks. And as such it is difficult to see any need to apply the
requirement dynamically.
Other consequences
For households with large economic margins (high income/large wealth) a fixed rate
requirement is not such a good measure, as they will be forced to insure themselves
against a risk that they most probably can afford to bear. Another category of
borrower who may be negatively affected is people who will borrow or rearrange
loans at a relatively high interest rate level. The problem of high interest rates when
rearranging a loan could, however, be dealt with by requiring that the interest must
be fixed at the same rate for the entire life of the loan. Such a solution assumes,
however, that the loan has a fixed amortisation period. For borrowers affected by
the requirement, this entails in effect an indirect amortisation requirement.
Another consequence for households is that their borrowing costs will be
insensitive to inflation. In periods when inflation and – as a consequence – variable
interest rates have risen more than expected, households who fixed their loans
earlier will benefit. If, on the other hand, inflation and the variable interest rates are
lower than expected, it will instead be a disadvantage to have a fixed rate. In that
way households’ real borrowing costs may vary much more with fixed rates than
with variable rates.
For the banks, a fixed rate requirement would mean a changed interest rate risk.
When fixed interest periods on the assets (mortgages) increase, funding must be
adapted to retain the same risk level. This can be achieved through longer-term
funding or by swapping short-term interest rates to long-term. In both cases the
requirement entails a cost to the banks.
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Implementation issues
A fixed rate requirement should reasonably be restricted to households that are
vulnerable to interest rate shocks. It may therefore be appropriate to link the
requirement to the borrower’s indebtedness, either in relation to the value of the
property or in relation to income.
2.2 Tools targeting credit institutions’ operations

An alternative to tools targeting household borrowing is to use tools that instead
target the credit institutions’ operations. By regulating the economic conditions in
these institutions, it is possible to both steer the risk of disruptions in the financial
system and to influence the price and supply of credit in the economy and hence
also development in the housing market.
2.2.1 Capital requirements
The capital requirements imposed on the credit institutions form a central part of
the regulation of the financial system. In Sweden and many other countries these
rules are based on internationally agreed standards that stipulate the composition
and the minimum level of capital. The amount of capital required is related to the
risk in the assets held by the institution, including mortgages. The capital functions
as a buffer against losses and by means of the requirements the authorities can
regulate the risk of disruptions arising in the financial system. The higher the
requirements, the lower the risk of disruptions. In that the capital requirements
also affect the institutions’ funding costs, adjustments of the requirements can also
potentially be used to steer the price and supply of credit in the economy, which in
turn has an impact on developments in the housing market. Even if this is not their
explicit purpose, the capital requirements can thereby also contribute to steering the
price and credit cycle.
Since capital requirements already exist as a tool, the regulatory framework
will require amendment to strengthen the ability of the requirements to offset
the macroeconomic risks that developments in the housing market may cause.
In the light of the lessons learned from the latest financial crisis the international
capital requirement standards will be reformed in several important respects.
More specifically, the reforms consist of two main parts; a general tightening of
existing requirements, where both quality and amount of capital is raised, and the
introduction of contracyclical elements into the regulation, for example in the form
of obliging banks to hold more capital in periods of strong credit expansion, and vice
versa. These reforms do not, however, aim to manage risks arising from the housing
market specifically, but are directed at the institutions’ operations in general. Nor
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are they designed for the direct purpose of counteracting an unsustainable rise in
the price and credit cycle, but rather for ensuring stability in the financial system.
To achieve isolated effects in relation to the housing market it is necessary
to specifically focus on adjusting capital requirements for mortgages. Since the
capital requirements can be calculated in accordance with two different methods,
different procedures may be needed for achieving this. For the method in which the
institutions calculate the requirements using pre-determined risk weightings (the
standardised approach), one alternative is to increase the degree of differentiation
in the risk weightings on the basis of how risky the loans are, for example as
regards the loan-to-value ratio20. Since in this way the borrowing costs increase in
proportion to the loan-to-value ratio, households are given the incentive to refrain
from excessive indebtedness. For the method in which the institutions calculate the
requirements using their own risk models (the internal ratings-based approach) this
is not an alternative, since extensive risk differentiation already takes place within
the banks’ internal models. Here an alternative could instead be to set a floor for
how low the risk weightings may be allowed to go. In this way a certain minimum
level is ensured for the institutions’ capital buffers for mortgage lending. In
addition, it may have a certain price effect on housing credit that helps to dampen
credit demand. An alternative that is applicable to both models is to raise the
capital requirements for mortgages in general. This can lead to higher borrowing
costs for housing credit in general, which in that case would probably have a
dampening effect on the credit cycle.

Example: Tighter capital requirements for mortgage lending
Provided that the stricter capital requirements lead to banks increasing their capital, they will entail
increased costs for banks’ provision of mortgage lending. Given that these costs will be passed on to
customers the lending rates will increase. The extent to which interest rates increase depends on a number
of different circumstances, above all the size of the increase in capital requirements and the extent
to which costs are passed on to customers. In this example we assume that the lending rate for first
mortgages will increase by 0.3 % and that the interest rate for second mortgages will remain unchanged.
The same conditions apply as in the basic example.
In this case the household’s costs will be:

Financing

First mortgage
Second mortgage
Down payment

Amount
(SEK)

Share of
total (%)

Interest
rate (%)

Interest cost
(SEK/month)

Amortisation
(SEK/month)

1 700 000
200 000
100 000

85
15
5

2.9
4.6

4 108
767

1 574
1 667

Consequences: The household’s initial monthly expense, after tax relief, will be SEK 6 654, of which
SEK 3 413 in interest costs. Compared with the basic example the household will have a higher interest
cost after tax of about SEK 300 per month.

20 This is done to a certain extent already in existing capital adequacy rules.
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Achievement of objectives
The credit institutions as a rule hold more capital than the legal requirement. A
tightening of capital requirements, generally or specifically for mortgages, would
not automatically mean an improvement in the financial system’s resilience to
shocks. For this to happen the tightening would have to make the institutions
increase their capital, either through compulsion or their own choice. In brief, to
achieve an actual effect, the formal capital requirement would have to exceed the
capital requirements that the institutions (via their financiers) impose on themselves.
As regards the effect on the price and credit cycle, tighter capital requirements
for mortgages mean that this category of lending will be more expensive for the
banks to provide (assuming they do not have internal capital requirements that
exceed the legal requirements). If the banks decide to pass on the increased cost
to mortgage customers, interest rates will rise and demand for mortgages will
decrease. Tighter requirements can thus be expected to have a dampening effect
on the credit cycle and thus also the housing market. The banks could also decide to
meet the tighter requirements by reducing their mortgage lending. In that case the
credit supply will be negatively affected, which also has a dampening effect.
It should be noted here that the main objective of capital adequacy rules is
to strengthen the resilience of the financial system. Even if the requirements
can impact price and credit cycles this is not a purpose for which the regulatory
framework can be used for. But even if the requirements could also be used for
this purpose, there may be circumstances that mean that the effect of tightened
requirements on price and credit cycles may not be the one desired. In an
expansionary phase characterised by great optimism, household demand for credit
may be so strong that the increased borrowing costs (price incentives) entailed
by the extended requirements do not have any material effect on lending. It
may also be the case that the banks’ costs for acquiring capital may be low in an
expansionary phase, which may mean that the tightened capital requirements do
not lead to any major effect on lending rates.
Changes in capital requirements that only target certain types of lending, in
this case mortgage lending, mean that this type of lending will be relatively more
expensive for the institutions. A possible consequence of this is that the banks will
decide to redistribute their lending to other loan categories, such as unsecured
consumer credit or corporate lending. If flows move toward riskier lending, the
stability preserving effect an increase in the requirements intends to achieve will be
counteracted.
Some alternatives for tightening capital requirements specifically for mortgages
have been mentioned above, though a general increase in the requirements,
extended differentiation of risk weightings or a floor for risk weightings.
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A differentiation on the basis of loan-to-value ratio would make high
indebtedness more expensive, which in itself can help to reduce indebtedness
and dampen credit and price cycles. However, the fact that capital requirements
are dependent on the market value of the properties means that there is a
counteracting cyclical effect. If the institutions value their collateral at fair value,
rising prices will mean a fall in borrowers’ loan to value ratios, which also entails
falling capital requirements. In that way capital will be freed up, which the
institutions can use to increase their lending. The reverse applies when prices fall.
In that way capital requirements help to strengthen rather than dampen credit and
price cycles. This effect can be assumed to be greater the more risk differentiated
the requirements are.
Introducing a floor for risk weightings in the internal ratings-based approach
contributes to ensuring that the banks’ capital buffers for mortgage lending are
always at a certain minimum level. At the same time, such a floor means a deviation
from the principle that capital requirements should be calculated on the basis of
historical losses.
Other consequences
Calculation of capital requirements on the basis of historical loss data is a
manifestation of one of the most basic principles of capital adequacy rules, which is
that capital requirements should reflect as closely as possible the actual risks taken
by the institutions. An important reason for this is that the regulatory framework
as such should not be a factor for how institutions decide to conduct their lending.
Another central reason is that the banks must not be forced to hold more capital
than the risks in their operations merit.
If a decision is made to deviate from this principle by introducing capital
requirements for mortgages that exceed those indicated by existing risk calculation
methods, mortgage lending may decrease (and other types of lending increase).
Allowing the regulatory framework to influence credit allocation in this way may,
however, be motivated if there is reason to believe that the calculation methods
for capital requirements underestimate the actual risks. Another motive could be if
the banks’ lending creates a negative externality, i.e. that mortgage lending creates
risks for the economy that are greater than the risks it entails for the individual
bank. Through the capital requirements, but also through other tools discussed, the
authorities can try to “price” these externalities so that mortgage lending arrives at
a acceptable risk level from an macroeconomic point of view.
An increased differentiation of capital requirements means that households with
high loan-to-value ratios will have higher borrowing costs relative to households
with lower loan-to-value ratios. In the same way as in the case of a loan restriction
related to the value of the property, this can lead to households with insufficient
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capital, for example first-time buyers, finding it more difficult to enter the housing
market.
Implementation issues
Unlike the previously discussed tools, which reasonably can only be applied to
new lending or loans that are rearranged, changed capital requirements will affect
the existing mortgage stock. One effect of this difference is that existing owners
of residential property are affected in a more immediate way. To the extent
the requirements lead to higher lending rates, existing home owners’ scope for
consumption will decrease, while a loan-to-value limit for example will only have an
indirect effect (if it creates prices changes that in turn affect household consumption
choices). Changed capital requirements can thus be expected to have a greater
influence on demand in the economy than tools that target new lending, since they
affect both borrowing costs and asset values for already existing borrowers as well.
If the purpose of the tool is to prevent unsustainable development in house prices
and borrowing, without at the same time tightening households’ “liquidity”, tools
that target new lending seem to be a more suitable alternative.
The capital requirements are based on internationally agreed standards.
Unilateral changes in the Swedish regulatory framework would mean that conditions
in the Swedish mortgage market deviated from those prevailing internationally.
However, several countries have decided to take this route and apply stricter
requirements. In addition, other tools that entail a tightening of mortgage lending
would also have an effect on Swedish banks’ international competitiveness.
If the capital requirements for mortgage loans are to be applied dynamically, it
is important to consider how they should be coordinated with the contra-cyclical
capital requirements that will be phased in as of 2016. These will also in fact
function so as to enable requirements to vary over time, though not with reference
to mortgage lending specifically, but on the basis of the general credit trend in
the economy. To avoid two different dynamic capital requirements, a reasonable
approach would be to design the contra-cyclical capital requirements so that it is
not only possible to activate them when credit expansion in the economy as a whole
is high, but also when lending rises sharply in individual sub-markets, such as the
mortgage market.
2.2.2 Reserve requirements for mortgage lending
Within the framework of its operations the Riksbank can impose reserve
requirements on the banks. These requirements could be used as an instrument to
influence the banks’ mortgage lending and thus also price and credit growth in the
housing market.
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A reserve requirement works so that the banks are forced to deposit a certain
amount of funds with the Riksbank. The reserve requirement is calculated as a
percentage (reserve requirement ratio) of an item (base) in the bank’s balance sheet.
The Riksbank decides the base on which the requirement is to be calculated, as
well as the interest compensation payable on the deposited funds. By introducing
a minimum reserve requirement using the banks’ mortgage lending as a base, and
paying a lower interest rate for this than the interest the banks must pay to acquire
these funds, the requirement will in practice function as a tax or fee on mortgage
lending. To the extent this cost is added to the banks’ lending rates the reserve
requirement will have a dampening effect on credit demand.

Example: Reserve requirements for mortgage lending
The Riksbank applies a reserve requirement where the base consists of mortgage loans and where the
reserve requirement ratio is set at 20 per cent. If the difference between the interest compensation paid
by the Riksbank and the bank’s borrowing costs is 2 per cent, the bank’s costs for mortgage lending will
increase by 2*0.2=0.4 per cent. If this cost is added to the lending rate for the mortgage the household’s
costs will be as follows (we assume that only first mortgages are included in the base for the minimum
reserve requirement):

Financing

First mortgage
Second mortgage
Down payment

Amount
(SEK)

Share of
total (%)

Interest
rate (%)

Interest cost
(SEK/month)

Amortisation
(SEK/month)

1 700 000
200 000
100 000

85
15
5

3.0
4.6

4 250
767

1 574
1 667

Consequences: The household’s initial monthly expense, after tax relief, will be SEK 6 753, of which
SEK 3 512 in interest costs. Compared with the basic example the household will have a higher interest
cost after tax of about SEK 400 per month.

Achievement of objectives
A reserve requirement that is applied like this is primarily aimed at influencing
banks and borrowers in such a way as to reduce lending for housing. The increased
costs entailed by the requirement require that the banks raise their lending rates if
they want to maintain their profit margins. However, increased lending rates have
a dampening effect on household demand for mortgages. If for some reason the
banks cannot compensate themselves for the costs through higher lending rates
then household demand for credit will not be affected. On the other hand, the
banks’ propensity to lend money for housing may decrease, which in that case leads
to a reduced supply of mortgages. Regardless of whether the increased costs lead to
reduced demand or reduced supply, the reserve requirement will have a dampening
effect on the price and credit cycle.
Through its effect on the price and credit cycle the reserve requirement reduces
the risk of the housing market being a source of shocks in the financial system.
However, the requirement does not entail any direct strengthening of the banks’
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resilience in the way that tightened capital requirements do, which create greater
buffer capital held by the banks.
An attractive quality of a reserve requirement is that it probably gives more
accurate price control of loans than increased capital requirements. The effect
of capital requirements on mortgage interest rates depends on several different
factors over which the authorities have no immediate control. These include the
banks’ capital costs and internal capital allocation models. The effect of a reserve
requirement on mortgage interest rates is, however, probably more direct and
controllable, since the cost is depends on factors that the Riksbank itself decides
(size of the reserve requirement ratio, interest compensation for the reserves and the
borrowing rate for financing the reserve requirement).
A condition for the effectiveness of minimum reserve requirements in restricting
a certain category of lending is, however, that the banks decide to pass on the costs
to that particular lending category. If the Riksbank decides to introduce a reserve
requirement for new mortgage lending and the banks transfer this cost to a wider
circle of borrowers, for example also to existing borrowers, the effect will be less on
the loan category targeted by the measure, while at the same time an unwanted
price effect arises for other loan categories.
Implementation issues
Under the Sveriges Riksbank Act 21 a reserve requirement may only be introduced
for monetary policy purposes. Consequently, strictly speaking a reserve
requirement cannot be introduced if mortgage lending is only regarded as a risk to
the stability of the financial system. At the same time, however, the government
bill supporting the Riksbank Act states that there may be situations in which a
crisis in the payment system threatens to jeopardise the price stability objective.
In such situations, monetary policy tools may be used with a view to avert a crisis.
In a wider sense then, it is possible to justify the use of a reserve requirement to
manage stability problems, provided that the problems could ultimately threaten
price stability. Reserve requirements cannot, however, be used for the isolated
purpose of promoting financial stability. In a communication to the Riksdag, the
Riksbank has stated that an analysis should be made of whether the Riksbank
should be given special tools, such as reserve requirements, that may be used solely
for the purposes of stability22.
The Riksbank itself determines the base for the reserve requirement. Thus there
are no legal obstacles to applying the minimum reserve requirement to the existing
stock of mortgages as well. As argued in earlier sections, however, tools targeting

21	Sveriges Riksbank Act (1988:1385).
22 2009/10:RB4, Submission on certain areas that require investigation as a result of the financial crisis.
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new lending are more efficient if the objective is to affect price and credit growth.
Since it is primarily for this purpose that minimum reserve requirements can be used
it is therefore also natural to restrict the application to new lending.
One condition that enables minimum reserve requirements to fulfil the purpose
of managing mortgage lending is that the lending institutions do not find ways of
circumventing the requirements. It is important to ensure that lending is not moved
to institutions that are not subject to the requirements or that the institutions
choose other forms of lending to avoid the requirements.
2.3 Fiscal tools

Taxes and fees constitute a further category of tools that could be used to
affect developments in the housing market. In the very widest sense most fiscal
instruments that target households or credit institutions can be significant for
the housing market. For example, a change in income tax impacts households’
purchasing power and thus also potentially their demand for housing. Here,
however, we have decided to restrict the discussion to fiscal instruments that may
be assumed to have a more direct impact on the housing market.
In Sweden there are no fiscal tools for the specific purpose of steering price and
credit growth in the housing market. Nor does there seem to be any international
example of taxes or charges with this express purpose. However, both in Sweden
and other countries there are many different rules for taxes and fees that affect the
housing market and households’ propensity to borrow money for housing.
For Sweden, the housing market includes both transaction taxes in the form
of stamp duties and capital gains taxation on the sale of housing, and taxation of
housing assets in the form of a municipal real estate charge. One tax rule that is
not linked to housing transactions or housing ownership, but nevertheless has great
importance for the housing market, is the possibility of households to obtain tax
relief on the interest expense for their loans.
A conceivable alternative is to use these rules as a tool to ensure sustainable
development of house prices and debt. Another alternative is to develop new
tax and fee instruments with the same purpose. These could be for example the
introduction of a special tax or fee on household debt, either for all types of debt
or specifically for mortgages. With the help of such a tax it would be possible to
steer household credit demand. If the tax was also applied dynamically it would be
possible to use it as an instrument for active stabilisation of price and credit cycles.
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Example: Abolished tax relief on interest
Abolition of tax relief on interest means the household must bear the entire interest cost itself. The
household’s cost will be as follows:

Financing

First mortgage
Second mortgage
Down payment

Amount
(SEK)

Share of
total (%)

Interest
rate (%)

Interest cost
(SEK/month)

Amortisation
(SEK/month)

1 700 000
200 000
100 000

85
10
5

2.6
4.6

3 683
767

1 574
1 667

Consequences: Without tax relief the initial monthly expense will be SEK 7 691 per month. The
interest cost of SEK 4 450 is SEK 1 335 higher than the basic example in which the tax relief on interest is
allowed. The higher the interest rate, the greater the difference the tax relief on interest will make. A three
per cent higher interest rate on first and second mortgages gives a monthly cost that is SEK 2 760 higher if
the tax relief on interest is not allowed.

Achievement of objectives
All the taxes and fees mentioned could potentially be used both for influencing price
formation in the housing market and for dampening households’ credit demand and
indebtedness. For example, abolition of tax relief on interest would most probably
lead to considerable weakening of household credit demand, which would also have
a cooling effect on house prices. In a similar way, higher stamp duties and capital
gains taxes or increased real estate charges would have a price-dampening effect.
Since the emergence of harmful imbalances in the housing market in most cases
is credit-driven, a reasonable point of departure is that the tools should be directed
at household debt. Of the rules mentioned above, only tax relief on interest and
special taxation of household debt would thus qualify as appropriate tools.
As regards their effects, the differences between these two alternatives are small.
Introducing taxation of all household debt would even be an identical measure
to reduced or abolished tax relief on interest, which makes it difficult to see the
need of introducing such a tool instead of reforming an existing rule. Taxation that
only refers to mortgages gives a more targeted effect in the housing market. The
problem of such a rule is, however, that it discriminates lending for housing in favour
of other types of lending.
Changed tax relief on interest (or a debt tax) is purely a price-adjusting tool.
Unlike a binding loan-to-value limit it sets no absolute limits on how much
households may borrow, but instead affects credit demand by influencing the cost
of the loan. In this respect it works in the same way as capital requirements. An
important difference is, however, that changed tax relief rules do not affect credit
supply in the same way as capital requirements can, if the banks decide to meet
changed requirements by increasing or decreasing their lending volumes. Another
difference is that tax relief on interest does not strengthen the banks’ resilience in
the same direct way as increased capital requirements. Tax relief on interest is then
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more to be regarded as a measure to stabilise price and credit cycles rather than a
direct way of strengthening stability in the financial system.
In the same way as changed capital requirements, changed tax relief on
interest affects the existing stock of mortgages. As discussed in the section on
capital requirements, this means that existing home owners are affected in a more
immediate way than would be the case with a loan-to-value limit or other tools that
reasonably can only target new lending. However, it is probable that these effects
will be even greater with changed tax relief on interest, since in the matter of capital
requirements it is uncertain to what extent a tightening would really lead to rising
lending rates and hence reduced scope for consumption for households. Reduced
tax relief on interest would, on the other hand, without doubt lead to increased
borrowing costs for households. As was established earlier, it may be redundant
to tighten households’ “liquidity” in this way if the goal is only to counteract
unsustainable development of house prices and debt. For this purpose, tools that
target new lending are a more appropriate alternative.
For existing borrowers, changed tax relief on interest means increased interest
cost which they could not take into account or predict at the time of taking the loan.
For borrowers with small margins this may be particularly problematic, since the
conditions for bearing the loan deteriorate if the tax relief decreases.
Other consequences
Even if adjustments to tax relief rules were to be an effective tool to counteract
imbalances in the housing market it is important to point out that this, like other
already existing taxes and fees, was not created for this particular purpose.
Adjusting the rules to make them into a policy instrument for housing market
developments risks undermining the primary purpose of the rules and thereby
giving rise to unwanted fiscal and macroeconomic effects. In addition, tax relief on
interest and capital gains taxation on housing is an important part of the Swedish
framework for taxation of capital. Making changes that only refer to individual
sectors or classes of assets would cause asymmetries in the tax system which may
possibly be regarded as inappropriate.
The alternative, to develop new fiscal tools, would mean refining and increasing
clarity regarding the goals of such instruments. This does not mean, however, that
conflicts of interest with existing fiscal instruments would be eliminated. If, for
example, taxation of household debt was introduced it would be the same thing
in principle as reducing or abolishing tax relief on interest. Apart from the fact that
this would fully or partly neutralising the intended purpose of tax relief on interest
it would also mean – as mentioned above – that asymmetries would arise in the tax
system.
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Implementation issues
An aspect that must be considered when using fiscal instruments to steer
development on the housing market is that only the Riksdag can make decisions on
taxes. This means that it is not possible to delegate decision-making powers to an
agency that can make the decisions independent of political considerations.
2.4 Considerations in summary

The analysis above was made on the basis of which tools, apart from the monetary
policy rate, can be used to prevent the housing market from becoming a source
of macroeconomic shocks. As described initially, there are two main strategies for
preventing such shocks from arising. Either the authorities can try to steer house
prices and credit so that imbalances in the housing market never arise, or they can
ensure that there is sufficient resilience in the financial system (and households) to
prevent such shocks arising if – or when – imbalances are adjusted.
As regards steering price and credit development, most of the tools can be
effective - though to a greater or lesser extent. Of the tools that have a priceadjusting effect changed tax relief on interest is probably the most effective. This is
because it has a direct effect on household borrowing costs and in addition affects
all households with loans, regardless of the size of the loan, wealth or incomes.
A reserve requirement based on mortgages can also be expected to have a fairly
direct impact on banks’ mortgage rates and thus also household borrowing costs.
A condition for the reserve requirement to be effective is, however, that the banks
decide to pass on the costs of the requirement to the borrower category the
requirement refers to.
Provided that they are binding (i.e. function as quantitative restrictions) tools
that restrict the size of loans or the amount that must be amortised are expected
to have a good ability to influence price and credit growth. The strength of this
type of tool is that it can have a stabilising effect over time without necessarily
needing to be applied dynamically. If the loan restrictions are not binding (in the
sense that households on certain premises can take out mortgages over the limits)
they will instead have price-adjusting properties. The effect they then have on price
and credit growth will, like other price-adjusting tools, depend on how household
borrowing costs are affected. Compared with tax relief on interest and a reserve
requirement, however, the loan restriction tools’ impact on borrowing costs is
more indirect and thus also more difficult for authorities to control with any great
precision.
Fixed rate requirements, risk insurance and capital requirements are probably
less effective tools if the goal is to control price and credit cycles. Fixed rate
requirements can certainly have a dampening effect when introduced, but it is
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difficult to see how they could contribute on a more continuous basis to more stable
price and credit development. Depending on how they are designed, risk insurance
schemes can also have a cooling effect, but since they neither restrict borrowing
volumes nor raise costs for borrowing (at least from a theoretical perspective) the
effects would probably be limited. That a capital requirement is regarded as a less
effective tool is because it is uncertain what impact changed requirements de facto
would have on the banks’ lending rates, and thus also household credit demand.
It can be added here that capital requirements in the present situation cannot – or
at least are not intended to – be used for the isolated purpose of influencing house
prices or credit stocks (even if they have such an effect indirectly).
A shared feature of capital requirements and tax relief on interest is that they
(probably) cannot be restricted to only cover new lending. This is unlike other
tools that either can or must be restricted to only cover new loans and loans being
rearranged. This speaks in favour of the latter category of tools, since rules that
cover the entire loan stock have a tightening effect on all households, which does
not appear to be necessary if the intention is to influence prices and credit.
As regards the ability to strengthen the resilience of the financial system, then
capital requirements constitute the most direct way of achieving this. In that the
banks’ economic buffers increase, the risk of macroeconomic shocks arising as
a result of stability problems decreases. All the tools that target household debt
also contribute to strengthening the financial system’s resilience, though in a
more indirect way. In that the rules contribute to reducing households’ financial
vulnerability, credit risks in the banks also decrease. Nor do changed tax relief
on interest or reserve requirements have any direct effect on the resilience of the
financial system, in the sense that they strengthen the banks’ financial buffers. To
the extent they contribute to a more stable price and credit development, however,
the vulnerability of the financial system and of households will decrease.
As regards implementation of the tools, the difficulties are greatest for
amortisation requirements. A repayment requirement would probably require severe
restrictions on households’ ability to borrow so that the requirement cannot easily
be circumvented.
Even as regards the other tools, there are certain central implementation issues
to consider. The choice between quantitative or price-adjusting rules is an important
such issue. On the one hand, it can be both difficult and costly to introduce
absolute restrictions on household debt. This applies above all to a loan restriction
based on the value of the residential property, which in principle would require a
ban on borrowing without the residential property as collateral. On the other hand,
the question is whether rules that do not entail an absolute restriction give sufficient
price incentives to influence household debt. If they do not then there is a risk
instead of the tool being counterproductive.
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Another implementation question concerns whether the tools can and should
be applied dynamically. In the matter of price-adjusting tools, such as reserve
requirements, dynamic application is more important than for quantitative tools,
such as binding limits for household debt. This is because households’ reactions
to the incentives a price-adjusting tool gives can vary over time. A tool that raises
borrowing costs can – depending on how household preferences develop – have a
major effect in one period and a minor effect in another period. Since a quantitative
tool sets absolute limits on households’ actions, shifting preferences are of lesser
importance. Stabilising effects on prices and credit can therefore probably be
achieved even without applying the tools dynamically. But dynamic application
may also be needed for quantitative tools. This mainly applies to the alternative of
restricting households’ debt in relation to the value of the residential property.
2.5 	Monetary policy consequences of the tools

In this section we look more closely at how the alternative tools affect monetary
policy. By monetary policy we mean changes in the Riksbank’s policy rate and
interest rate path. We endeavour to answer two questions:
1. How do the tools affect the impact of monetary policy on the real economy
and inflation (the transmission mechanism)?
2. How does dynamic use of the tools interact with monetary policy? Will a
tightening of the tools strengthen or weaken the effects of a change in the
interest rate?
Monetary policy operates through different channels (see for example Hopkins,
Lindé and Söderström, 2009). We will focus here on the demand channel,
particularly the effects of monetary policy on household demand. The other
channels of monetary policy, such as the exchange rate channel or the channel to
corporate demand are affected to a small extent by the alternative tools.
The analysis is qualitative. Hence we only try to identify how the tools may
conceivably affect the impact of monetary policy. We make no attempt to quantify.
Several of the tools operate in different directions, and in that case to be able to say
anything about the total effect a quantitative model is required.
2.5.1 Effects on the transmission mechanism
Tools targeting household debt
Several of the tools targeting household debt entail setting a limit for how much
households may borrow. Binding rules for how much households may borrow in
relation to the value of their residential property or their income are examples of
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such direct limits. Repayment requirements also function indirectly as such a limit. In
the absence of a limit on how much households may borrow, they can freely change
their borrowing and savings when interest rates change to achieve their desired
consumption. At first glance, tools that set a limit on how much households may
borrow should thus reduce the sensitivity of household consumption to interest rate
changes. A reasonable conclusion then would be that monetary policy impact on
household consumption will decrease.
But several of the tools targeting household debt imply that the limit for how
much households can borrow in kronor will change when interest rates change.
For example, the limit in kronor will change if the loan restriction is stated as a
percentage of the house price, and the house price changes when there is a change
in the interest rate. The effect of the tools on the transmission mechanism will
therefore be more complicated, and it is even conceivable that the sensitivity of
household consumption to interest rate changes will increase when tools restricting
loans are introduced. That is why it is important to differentiate between tools
where the loan limit in kronor is affected by the interest rate and tools where the
limit in kronor is not affected by the interest rate.
The analysis of the transmission mechanism and tools targeting household debt
will be simpler if we first define some simple concepts that describe the effects of
an interest rate change on household consumption.23 As tools targeting household
debt in principle only affect households that borrow, we only study the effects of
an interest rate change on households that borrow. We differentiate between two
effects.
• The income effect: When the interest rate is cut, the interest costs fall for a
given loan. Households with loans thereby have more over for consumption.
The reverse applies when the interest rate goes up.
• The substitution effect: When the interest rate is cut, consumption today
is cheaper in relation to consumption later. Households tend therefore to
consume more now in relation to later. The reverse applies when the interest
rate goes up.
To make the analysis as simple as possible we only look at absolute requirements.
For example, we will assume that different loan restriction rules are absolute in the
sense that it is not possible to borrow in excess of the loan limit. In reality, however,
it may be possible to borrow in excess of the loan limit, but at a higher borrowing
cost.

23	By “consumption” is meant household demand in a wider sense, including households’ real investment
demand. ”Interest rate” here refers to the real interest rate, since this determines households’ demand
in real terms.
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A loan restriction based on the value of the residential property gives lower
household indebtedness, provided that the requirement is binding for some
households. By “binding” we mean that a household would want to borrow an
amount over the limit. With lower indebtedness the income effect of interest rate
changes will be weaker for households that have loans, since a smaller mortgage
loan amount means that a given change in the repo rate would mean a smaller
change in interest costs (interest multiplied by the size of the loan). In isolation
this indicates that the effects of an interest rate change will be weaker with a loan
restriction than without it.
If house prices are not affected by changes in monetary policy, a loan restriction
based on the value of the property would mean that there is a fixed upper limit
in kronor for how much a household may borrow. With such a limit parts of the
substitution effect are disconnected. Households that already borrow to the upper
limit may not borrow more if interest rates fall. For households that borrow less than
the limit, the limit may mean that they cannot increase their borrowing as much as
they would have wanted when the interest rate was cut (see example 1). However,
when the interest rate is increased, the limit has no significance for the substitution
effect as the limit only determines the maximum amount that can be borrowed.

Example 1. Household whose consumption becomes less sensitive to interest rate cuts under a loan
restriction based on the value of the residential property
We assume in this example that house prices are not dependent on the interest rate. Changes in the
interest rate will therefore not influence the upper loan limit. We look at a household that owns (or will
buy) a residential property for SEK 2 000 000 and has its own capital of SEK 300 000. This means a
mortgage loan of SEK 1 700 000. This household has (or will have) a loan-to-value ratio of 85 per cent
(17/20). If the interest rate is 5 per cent the household’s interest expense will be SEK 85 000 per year (we
disregard tax relief). If the interest rate is cut to 4 per cent the annual interest expense falls by SEK 17 000.
The household can then increase its borrowing by SEK 425 000, but will have the same annual interest
costs as when the interest rate was 5 per cent and the loan was SEK 1 700 000. But with a rule that
restricts the mortgage to 85 per cent of the value of the property the household cannot increase its loan
(as long as house prices are unchanged). The only effect of the lower interest rate is that the household
will have more money left over every month. In that way the household’s demand cannot increase as
much as if there was no loan restriction.

House prices tend, however, to change with the interest rate, and when house prices
change, the limit for how much households can borrow in kronor change.24 For
example, a loan restriction of 85 per cent will mean that a house worth SEK 2 000 000
can be mortgaged for SEK 1 700 000, while the same house can be mortgaged for
SEK 1 870 000 if it is worth 10 per cent more (SEK 2 200 000). If the house prices
change a lot when the interest rate is changed, the limit in kronor will also change a lot
with the interest rate. This may give an extra push to the substitution effect. Example 2
24	According to the model calculations in Chapter II.1 the effects of interest rate changes on house prices
may be small.
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shows how this can happen. In the example, household consumption becomes more
sensitive to cuts in the interest rate if there is a loan restriction based on the value of
the residential property than if there is no such restriction.

Example 2. Household whose consumption becomes more sensitive to interest rate cuts with a loan
restriction based on the value of the residential property
We look here at a household that owns a home and has a mortgage on that property. If there is no loan
restriction the household borrows SEK 1 850 000 when the interest rate is 5 per cent, and SEK 1 900 000
when the interest rate is 4 per cent. In that way an interest rate cut from 5 to 4 per cent will lead to an
increase in the loan amount of SEK 50 000 in the case without a loan restriction (see the table below). We
assume that the entire increase in the loan amount is used for consumption.
Assume now that there is a rule that restricts the loan amount to 85 per cent of the value of the residential
property. Assume further that the property is worth SEK 2 000 000 if the interest rate is 5 per cent, and
SEK 2 100 000 if the interest rate is 4 per cent. 25 In that way the household can borrow a maximum of
SEK 1 700 000 when the interest rate is 5 per cent, and SEK 1 785 000 if the interest rate is 4 per cent.
Thus, an interest rate cut from 5 to 4 per cent will lead to an increase in the loan amount of SEK 85 000
in the case with a loan restriction. A cut in the interest rate from 5 to 4 per cent will then have a greater
effect on the household’s consumption with the loan restriction than without it.
Value of the residential property and mortgage amount with and without a loan restriction1
Value of the
residential property

Loan amount without
loan restriction

Loan amount with
loan restriction1

4 per cent
5 per cent

2 100 000
2 000 000

1 900 000
1 850 000

1 785 000
1 700 000

Difference

100 000

50 000

85 000

Interest

1 Loan restriction in which the loan amount may not exceed 85 per cent of the value of the residential
property.

In example 2 we see the effects of a reduction in the interest rate. The effects of an
increase in the interest rate depend on whether the rule only applies to new loans
or if it also covers existing loans. If the rule only applies to new loans, the rule has
no significance for the effect of an increase in the interest rate for households that
already have mortgages. These households can choose freely if they want to retain
their loans or reduce them in the same way as if there was no loan restriction.26
We can thus summarise by saying that if the loan restriction only applies to new
loans it will mainly affect the impact of an interest rate cut. If, when there is an
interest rate cut, the transmission mechanism becomes stronger or weaker with
the loan restriction will depend on the percentage of the population who borrow
25	A five per cent increase in house prices as a consequence of a cut in the repo rate of one percentage
point is relatively high, see chapter II.1 “A macroeconomic analysis of house prices” in this report.
26 For households that save up their own capital to buy a home the rule may, however, have significance
for the effect of an increase in the interest rate even if it only applies to new loans. When the interest
rate goes up, households that save up a cash down-payment do not need to save as much as before, as
a higher interest rate means greater interest income and lower house prices and therefore lower cash
down-payment requirements for a given residential property. For these households consumption may
be more sensitive to a rise in the interest rate if there is a loan restriction for new loans than if there is
no such restriction.
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and the proportion of them who are subject to the limit.27 It also depends on how
much house prices and hence the limit changes when interest rates are cut.28 Our
assessment is that many households must be subject to the limit and house prices
must be very sensitive to interest rates for the transmission mechanism to be
stronger with a loan restriction based on the value of the property (for new loans)
than without such a restriction.
If the limit is also applied to existing loans, the impact on household consumption
of interest rate increases can also be affected; this is because households with
existing loans must repay parts of their loans if house prices fall so much that the
limit becomes binding. The transmission mechanism could therefore be stronger
with a rule that applied to all loans than if no such rule existed. As pointed out
earlier it is, however, unrealistic to contemplate a rule that applies to anything other
than new loans.
Wallentin and Sellin (2008) make a quantitative analysis of the effects on the
transmission mechanism of a loan restriction based on the value of the property.
They find that the transmission mechanism becomes stronger when the rule is
stricter. We believe, however, that this conclusion is due to two relatively unrealistic
assumptions in their analysis: (i) The restriction applies to all loans (new and
existing). (ii) 20 per cent of households in the economy borrow to the upper limit.
In Sweden this applies approximately to new lending, but for all (existing and new)
mortgages the figure is considerably lower. In addition many households do not
have any mortgages at all.
Loan restrictions based on household income can be formulated in two ways,
either by restricting the loan amount to the income or by restricting the borrowing
expenses (interest and repayments) to the income.
When restricting the loan amount the limit for how much households may
borrow is not affected by the interest rate. This is because households’ incomes
are only affected to a small extent by changes in interest rates. That is why the rule
functions more as a pure and fixed loan limit in kronor. The income and substitution
effect of a change in interest rate will be weaker than if the rule did not exist.
The transmission mechanism, and in particular the effect of interest rate cuts, will
therefore be weaker with the rule than without it.

27	In reality there will be an upper limit for how much a household may borrow even when the authorities
have not set an upper limit. Among other things the banks often require a certain cash down-payment,
which in reality means that a limit is set for how much a household may borrow as a percentage of the
property value. Requirements imposed by the authorities that reduce this limit will mean, however,
that more households encounter a loan restriction.
28	According to the model calculations in the chapter II.1 of this report, a change in the repo rate of one
percentage point will give a change in house prices of between 2 and 5 per cent. With such small
effects it may be reasonable to assume that the limit for how much households may borrow in kronor
will not change very much with the interest rate.
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With a rule that is based instead on borrowing expenses (interest rates and
repayments) the limit for how much households may borrow will depend very much
on the interest rate. If the interest rate is cut, interest expense decreases for a given
loan amount, which directly enables an increased mortgage. It can give an extra
push to the substitution effect in the same way as for a loan restriction based on the
value of the property when the value of the property is very sensitive to changes in
the interest rate (example 2). Here too we can summarise by saying that if the loan
restriction only applies to new loans it will mainly affect the impact of an interest
rate cut. If the restriction is also to apply to existing loans the impact on household
consumption of interest rate increases can also be affected. If when there is an
interest rate cut the transmission mechanism becomes stronger or weaker with the
loan restriction will depend partly on the percentage of the population who borrow
and the proportion of them who are subject to the limit.
An amortisation requirement can be compared to a loan restriction based on
borrowing expenses. As households must have something left to live on after paying
their borrowing expenses, household income minus the left-to-live-on amount
will implicitly define an upper limit for borrowing expenses as a percentage of
income. The qualitative analysis is therefore similar to that for loan restriction based
on a loan restriction in which the borrowing expenses may not exceed a certain
percentage of income.
Price-fall insurance schemes, which are the form of risk insurance discussed in
section 2.1.4, affect the impact of monetary policy on household consumption in
different ways, depending on whether the premium must be paid as a lump sum of
the cash down-payment or if it is divided into regular payments. If the premium is
paid as a lump sum it affects the impact of monetary policy in the same way as a
loan restriction based on the value of the property. If the premium is paid regularly,
the price-fall insurance can be compared to an amortisation requirement. If a
certain premium amount must be paid every month, an interest rate cut means that
the monthly expense decreases if the loan amount is unchanged, which increases
the possible consumption and loan amounts.
Fixed rate requirements, that is requirements that mortgages are to be taken
at a fixed rate of interest, mean that monetary policy cannot affect the cost
of mortgages in the same way as if the mortgages were at a variable interest
rate. Consequently, such a requirement can lead to monetary policy affecting
demand to a lesser extent. If household debt decreases as a result of the fixed rate
requirement the income effect of an interest rate change can also be weaker. For
more information on the effects of monetary policy when there is a variable or fixed
mortgage rate, see Chapter II.2.
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Tools targeting credit institutions’ operations
In section 2.2.1 capital requirements for credit institutions are discussed. To analyse
the effect of the capital requirement on the transmission mechanism we assume that
the banks’ lending rate for mortgages is set in a standardised way as follows:
Mortgage rate = repo rate + “capital requirement add on” + ”other add ons”
We assume here that the add ons on top of the repo rate are additive. A higher
capital requirement is assumed to make the banks’ funding of lending more
expensive, which raises the “capital requirement add on”. The effect of higher
capital requirements will then be, all else being equal, a higher lending rate for
mortgage customers. All else being equal, the effect of monetary policy on the
lending rate will be exactly the same as without such a requirement. If household
debt decreases as a result of the capital requirement the income effect of an interest
rate change can, however, be weaker.
As discussed in section 2.2., the minimum reserve requirement for mortgage
lending in practice can function as a tax or charge on mortgages. If this cost is paid
through a supplement on banks’ mortgages it can be analysed in the same way as
capital requirements for credit institutions (see above).
Fiscal tools

Tax relief on interest
The relevant interest rate for calculating the cost of a mortgage is the real interest
rate after tax relief. The current tax relief on interest costs of 30 per cent means that
only 70 per cent of the nominal interest costs are paid by the borrower. An increase
in the nominal interest rate of 1 percentage point therefore increases the interest
paid by the borrower by only 0.7 percentage points.
Abolition of tax relief on interest would instead mean that an interest increase
of 1 percentage point would increase the interest paid by the borrower by the
same amount. The impact of a given change in the interst rate would therefore be
stronger if tax relief on interest was abolished.
2.5.2 The interaction between monetary policy and alternative tools
All the tools described above can potentially be used both contractionary and
expansionary. Changes in the interest rate and loan restrictions can thus be
complementary. For example the introduction of a loan restriction – or the
tightening of an already existing loan restriction – will have a contractionary effect.
Another example is changed capital requirements. If the capital requirement is made
more stringent, the banks must reduce their lending or increase their capital. In both
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cases the increased capital requirements can have a contractionary effect. In the
first case because the banks reduce their lending to households. In the second case
because the banks will be forced to rise their lending rates as a result of increased
capital costs.
The fact that the tools complement monetary policy means that they can help
to support current monetary policy. If the tools are introduced or tightened for
example in a period where inflationary pressure is expected to increase, the need for
monetary policy restraint may decrease. However, potential conflicts of objectives
may arise. One example may be a situation in which household borrowing increases
substantially but inflation is low. This could motivate stricter requirements through
the alternative tools, but a central bank with an inflation target could keep the
policy rate unchanged or cut it.
An important difference between monetary policy and the tools described
above is, however, how general their effects on the economy are. The alternative
tools mainly affect household demand, while monetary policy affects demand
throughout the economy.
The interaction between monetary policy and alternative tools is further
discussed in the following section, where we analyse the institutional arrangements
concerning the tools.

3. 	Institutional arrangements – who should be responsible for
alternative tools?
Up to now we have discussed a number of different tools that can potentially be
used to prevent and manage the risks that the housing market may pose for the
economy as a whole. In this section a general discussion is pursued concerning
which authority is best suited to be responsible for the application of such
alternative tools.
To the extent this is a matter of detailed regulation of a tool in legislation, in
other words describing in the text of a law when and how the tool is to be used,
the institutional arrangements are of less significance. In such a case the tool is
implemented and no independent decision-making by individual authorities is
necessary. An example of this could be that the rules for tax relief on interest were
changed as a one-off measure. If, however, the more detailed formulation and/
or application of the tool is delegated to an authority, the issue of responsibility
becomes important. This matter is particularly important if the application of the
tool is to be discretionary, i.e. if the tool must be adjusted regularly in accordance
with the authority’s assessment of developments in the housing market.
To determine which authority is best suited to monitor and possibly correct
events in the housing market, several aspects must be considered and investigated
further. But before we go into this it may be appropriate to first describe what
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mandates and tools the Central Bank (the Riksbank) and the Financial Supervisory
Authority (Finansinspektionen) have today. At present it is these two authorities
that have the more explicit task of monitoring the financial system and preventing
financial crises.
3.1 	What can the Riksbank and Finansinspektionen do today?

The Riksbank’s mandate is to maintain price stability (monetary policy) and to
promote a safe and efficient payment system (financial stability). Most of the tools
(for example the repo rate, minimum reserve requirement) that the Riksbank has at
its disposal are, however, classified as monetary policy instruments in the Sveriges
Riksbank Act and its preparatory work. The Act certainly allows these instruments
to be used to avert a financial crisis, provided that this ultimately benefits the price
stability objective. This gives the Riksbank a margin for using these tools even for
stability purposes. One such tool could be that the Riksbank introduces a minimum
reserve requirement for the purpose of dampening credit expansion in the economy
and in that way averting a threat to financial stability and ultimately to price stability
as well. Apart from these mainly monetary policy tools, the Riksbank has few
sharp instruments that can be used to prevent the housing market, or other parts
of the economy, from causing financial stability problems or otherwise giving rise
to macroeconomic shocks. With the exception of minimum reserve requirements,
the Riksbank at present has no possibility of introducing any of the tools discussed
in this chapter. Provided that the Riksbank is judged to be the most appropriate
authority to have control of such tools, it will therefore be necessary to adapt the
Riksbank’s mandate and its arsenal of tools.
Finansinspektionen has a different role in financial stability than the Riksbank.
The task of the authority is to promote stability and efficiency in the financial
system as well as to ensure an effective consumer protection. Unlike the Riksbank,
the authority has relatively far-reaching powers to introduce various types of
regulation of the agents in the financial system. Within the framework of its remit
Finansinspektionen can decide on binding regulations or issue general guidelines
(that are not binding) to financial institutions.29 On the other hand they have no
direct mandate to safeguard macroeconomic stability. This means, for example,
that Finansinspektionen cannot prescribe rules if it is considered that developments
in the housing market only risk leading to a substantial loss of household demand.
Under its current mandate, Finansinspektionen must be able to demonstrate
reasons of efficiency, stability or consumer protection for taking action. For
example, Finansinspektionen adduced consumer protection as the main reason for

29	General guidelines allow a company to behave in another way than is recommended in the guidelines,
as long as the company can show that it fulfils the purpose of the regulation.
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deciding on a loan-to-value cap of 85 per cent from 1 October 2010. Provided that
alternative tools should be possible to use to avert threats to both financial stability
and the economy as a whole, and that Finansinspektionen is deemed to be the
most appropriate authority to shoulder this task, the authority’s current mandate
must be extended.
3.2 The purpose of the tool is of great significance for division of
responsibility

The problems the tool is mainly intended to counteract provide some guidance on
which authority should be responsible for it. The consequences that imbalances in
the housing market can lead to are discussed in several of the chapters in this report.
Two types of macroeconomic shock are involved; instability in the financial system
and/or loss of demand in the economy due to weakened household consumption.
That these shocks can also act together and strengthen each other is an important
aspect to consider in discussing the question of responsibility.
If the main purpose of the tool is to ensure stability in the financial system it
would be best if it was placed with an authority that currently has a responsibility
for financial stability. In Sweden this is a responsibility that is shared between
several authorities – the Riksbank, Finansinspektionen, the Ministry of Finance and
the Swedish National Debt Office – but where all have responsibility for different
sub-areas. The more explicit task of monitoring the financial system and preventing
crises lies, however, with the Riksbank and Finansinspektionen.
If the main purpose of the tool is instead to prevent imbalances on the
housing market from causing or exacerbating macroeconomic shocks as a result
of weakened demand, the tool would best be assigned to an authority that has
a broader macroeconomic remit than just responsibility for financial stability. In
that case it is a matter of the Riksbank and the Ministry of Finance, with their
responsibility for monetary policy and fiscal policy in Sweden.
A pure division of responsibility on the basis of this template is, however, made
more difficult by the fact that the economy and the financial system affect each
other. For example, a negative shock to the real economy can generate financial
instability, which in turn can cause a downturn in the real economy. Nor is there
any individual tool that gives an isolated effect in one or other area. This fact is an
argument that the responsibility should fall to an authority that has responsibility in
both areas.
At the same time, it is important to point out that there may also be other
reasons for using the tools discussed in this chapter. Several of the tools actually
already exist today or can be introduced within the framework of the authorities’,
mainly Finansinspektionen’s, existing mandate. As in the example of the recently
implemented loan-to-value ratio, it may be a matter of applying the tools for
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reasons of consumer protection. Another reason for implementing the tools may
be to ensure that the economic resilience of each individual lending institution
is at an acceptable level, without there necessarily being any immediate threat
to financial stability. If it is important that the tools chosen will be possible to
use in the future for these purposes as well, regardless of whether there is any
threat to macroeconomic or financial stability, this is an argument in favour of the
responsibility being given to the authority that already controls several of them.
This is because in that way the risk of the same type of tool being used by different
authorities for completely or partly different purposes will be avoided.
3.3 	Major points of contact with the development of a
macroprudential framework

The purpose of the new tools also touches on a larger question. In the international
debate following in the wake of the crisis, many voices have been raised for
a stronger macroprudential framework, i.e. a framework for monitoring and
preventing financial systemic risks. The need for such a framework is a consequence
of the rules and supervision in many places having been far too focused on the state
of health of individual institutions and too little focused on broader development
tendencies, such as credit expansion in the economy. A large part of the discussion
concerns the need for clear responsibility and access to effective “corrective tools”
that make it possible to be better able to influence risk behaviours and increase
resilience in the financial system as a whole.
The authorities often mentioned in the international debate as most suitable to
be responsible for macroprudential tools at national level are the central banks.30
The arguments put forward in this literature include the fact that the central
banks already have a responsibility for financial stability, that monetary policy
and macroprudential tools complement each other31 and that there are significant
similarities of expertise, analysis, institutional capacity and independence that are
needed to effectively pursue the policy in both areas.
Within the EU a new structure of supervision and a new body, the European
Systemic Risk Board, tasked with responsibility for a more comprehensive oversight
of stability at macro level, have recently been created. At national level an important
role is envisaged for central banks to identify at an early stage signals of imbalances
in the economy, including the need for measures. From the Swedish point of
view it is, therefore, important that the roles, tasks and tools of the authorities in
these contexts are determined in more detail. This is one of the reasons that the
30	See for example Group of Thirty (2010), HM Treasury (2010), Caruana (2010) and Brunnermeier et al.
(2009).
31 The correlation between macroprudential policy and monetary policy is mentioned for example in
Angeloni and Faia (2010), Kannan, Rabanal and Scott (2009), and Angelini, Neri and Panetta (2010).
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Government in February 2011 decided to appoint a committee to make a review of
the Swedish regulatory framework for managing financial crises. The Committee’s
instructions also include a remit to propose measures to improve the regulatory
framework so that future financial crises can be mitigated primarily through
preventive measures.32
Several of the alternative tools we have dealt with in this chapter are a subset
of the tools also being discussed in macroprudential contexts. That the tools are to
some extent the same, as is the objective of maintaining financial stability, means
that there are efficiency gains from coordinating these two tasks in one authority.
This is not least apparent in view of the fact that risks linked to developments in the
housing market can constitute a system-wide risk. Hence the issue of responsibility
for macroprudential tools has significance for the issue of responsibility for the
tools we deal with in this chapter.
A strong argument for coordinating these tools is that it would be unfortunate if
two authorities controlled the same type of tool, or tools with similar effects on the
housing market, but applied them independently of each other and for purposes
that did not quite overlap. At the same time the not quite overlapping purposes of
the tools can also be an argument that speaks against a coordination of tasks. The
tools that we have discussed in this chapter can have a broader purpose33 than only
financial stability, while macroprudential tools are implemented and used solely to
protect the financial system as a whole.
If the decision is made to introduce alternative tools with a different or broader
purpose than financial stability, this must be managed in some way. If the tools
are to be coordinated by one authority, one solution could be to write into the
authority’s mandate that one or more of the macroprudential tools may be used for
this broader purpose. If the decision is not to coordinate the tools, then it will be
important that the authorities have clearly defined roles and areas of responsibility,
and that a clear structure for exchange of information and coordination is created to
avoid conflicts of interest.
3.4 	Analytical resources and independence

3.4.1 Need for analytical resources
Provided that use of the tool is intended to be discretionary it is important that the
authority to which it is assigned has the competence and analytical resources to use
it appropriately. The authority must be able to identify, understand and monitor
the risks and imbalances that may arise in the housing market, particularly with
32 Committee terms of reference (ToR 2011:6), Översyn av regelverket för hantering av finansiella kriser
(Review of the regulatory framework for managing financial crises), Government Offices.
33 The tools may also be aimed at preventing imbalances in the housing market from having negative
consequences for the economy, despite the fact that financial stability is not under direct threat.
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reference to the connections that exist with the financial system and the economy
as a whole. When these risks and imbalances have been identified the authority
must also be able to determine how the tool should be best used, which means
obtaining knowledge about the timing, intensity and duration of its use.
Hence the need for analysis covers a wide area, even if it can of course vary,
depending on the choice of tool. Examples of what may need analysis are: how
sensitive to interest rates is household demand for housing? How does the tool
affect other household consumption and saving? How may credit institutions act
when the tool is applied? For example, to what extent and to which business areas
will they pass on their higher costs if the tool is price-adjusting? Good indicators
that “measure” imbalances and risk levels will also need to be developed, and
various target variables will be needed for the tool, for example debt and house
price levels. Analysis will also be needed of how the effects of the tool will be
influenced by repo rate and the forecast repo rate path decisions (and vice-versa).
In conclusion, it is important that the authority assigned the tool has adequate
analytical resources or at least the means of building up such resources.
3.4.2 Is independence important?
The arguments for having independent central banks as regards monetary policy
are relatively strong and now fairly undisputed. It is an open question if similar
independence is also important as regards responsibility for new tools targeting the
housing market, particularly considering that they may be part of a new framework
for monitoring financial systemic risks.
There is some research showing a positive correlation between central banks’
independence and financial stability.34 Various efforts have been made to explain
this correlation. One explanation is that political involvement can imply that action
is taken too late.35 This could be because decisions in these cases must go through
several political levels or perhaps first be negotiated in coalition governments or
parliaments. Another explanation is that it may be politically difficult to “apply the
brakes” without complete proof that developments – for example in the housing
market – are unsound. Hutchison and McDill (1999) also believe that political
involvement can increase the probability of ultimately giving government support
to problem banks, which in turn increases the moral hazard problems. Several
of these arguments relate to the fact that there would be a time-inconsistency
problem in financial stability, which to a great extent is similar to that in monetary
policy.36
34	See for example Garcia Herrero and Del Rio (2003), Cihák (2007, 2010), and Klomp and de Haan
(2009).
35 This explanation is given by Cihák, (2007), for example.
36 Cihák (2007, 2010) has described this time inconsistency problem in financial stability.
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The time-inconsistency problem in monetary policy arises because economic
policymakers’ short term motives may come into conflict with the long-term
ambition to keep inflation at a low level. Cihák (2010) has argued that the
same type of confidence problem exists in financial stability. Fundamentally it
is the Government that has the ultimate responsibility for financial stability and
in somewhat simplified terms the Government can either be tough or lenient
when risks build up or a crisis develops. If the market participants believe that
the Government will be tough (for example use tools early and treat problem
institutions firmly) the Government has a short-term incentive to act leniently (for
example await developments and give help to problem institutions) when risks start
building up or a crisis has developed. This is because the short-term costs of acting
leniently are lower than those that follow from acting tough.37 Rational participants
will, however, expect this behaviour and act accordingly (for example by taking
greater risks). The consequence will be that economically and financially unsound
situations or even crises will arise more often than if the Government was able to
commit itself to the strategy of always acting tough. Just as in monetary policy,
there would be arguments for the Government needing a mechanism to make
credible, i.e. binding, undertakings on how it will act when risks and crises arise.
One way of doing this is to delegate the task to an independent authority.
Extending the mandate for independent authorities, however, comes at a cost.
This cost is that the elected representatives waive parts of decision-making on
supervision and regulation to an authority. If there is a time-inconsistency problem
in financial stability and if, in that case, it is sufficiently serious to motivate such a
measure, is a difficult question that must be investigated thoroughly, particularly
bearing in mind that there may be synergies between monetary policy and
macroprudential tools.
3.5 Concluding comments

As an isolated question the choice of tool – which to a great extent depends on the
purpose of introducing alternative tools to the policy rate – and how it is designed
is crucial to deciding which authority is best suited to control it. In reality, however,
this issue of responsibility must be related to the question of which authority is
to be entrusted with the task of monitoring and managing financial systemic
risks, and for that purpose is assigned responsibility for various macroprudential
tools. It would be appropriate to make this authority responsible for alternative
37	One example is that decisions entailing a tightening of the housing market will be unpopular and need
to be implemented when everything still looks good. Political decision-makers have short-term goals
– a consequence of a representative democratic system – which do not always go hand in hand with
long-term goals such as stability in the real economy and financial stability. There is an obvious risk
that non-one wants to do anything about a problem if the risk of its becoming a reality lies far in the
future.
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tools specifically targeting the housing market, unless there are strong reasons for
another arrangement.
If these tools are to be coordinated by one authority, or not, is also intimately
associated with the question of responsibility for financial stability. A conclusion
in many countries after the financial crisis is that it was a weakness that no single
authority had a clear responsibility, authority and power to oversee the system as
a whole. Authorities either had a mandate but no tools to manage systemic risks,
or they had the tools but no clear mandate to use them for this purpose. If this is
the case, then command of new tools should be coordinated with responsibility for
more general management of financial systemic risks.
An alternative to collecting all tools in one authority with a clear mandate, thus
clarifying responsibility, is instead to link authorities up with each other.38 This may
be a matter of pure merger39 of authorities to more or less formal cooperation and
coordination between authorities.
Learning from the crisis, the United Kingdom will establish a Financial Policy
Committee (FPC) within the Bank of England with the express task of being
responsible for maintaining financial stability. They will also reshape the supervisory
authority into a new authority, the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA), which
will be transferred to and become an operationally independent subsidiary of
the Bank of England. This supervisory authority will be in charge of most of the
tools targeting the financial sector. To ensure that the FPC can fulfil its mandate,
this committee will, most likely, be given control of the macroprudential tools, for
example the contracyclical capital buffer, and a mandate to order the PRA to use
their tools as needed.40
Another conceivable alternative is that the authorities are very loosely linked to
each other, and continue to share responsibility for financial stability.41 But for this
to function, the roles and areas of responsibility must be made very clear, so that it
is evident who is responsible for what. One example could be that the central bank
is given overall responsibility and the mandate to monitor and propose measures
to manage financial systemic risks. For this purpose the central bank can also have
38	Another alternative is to create a whole new authority. The greatest drawback of that alternative is that
there will be yet another authority working on financial stability and thus lose the potential synergies
and efficiency gains that follow from using the existing structure.
39	A pure merger must, however, be weighed against the arguments in favour of a separation of
supervision and monetary policy. One such argument is that a conflict of interest may arise between
the monetary policy goals and the supervision goals, for example the central bank could be tempted to
set interest rates far too low to prevent acute problems for banks. Another argument is that if a bank
under the supervision of the central bank should fail, there is a risk that public confidence in the central
bank’s monetary policy responsibility will also suffer (Ingves and Lind, 2007).
40 For a more detailed description of the reforms in the United Kingdom, see HM Treasury (2010, 2011).
41	In Finland and some other countries banking supervision is carried out by an organisation that is closely
linked to the central bank, but not a part of it. In that way it is possible to benefit from the resources
of the central bank and make some savings, but nevertheless avoid some of the arguments against
placing the supervisory function within the national central bank (Ingves and Lind, 2007).
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some new macroprudential tools. The supervisory authority may, however, continue
to oversee financial companies and control its toolkit, which contains several tools
that are also applicable for systemic risk purposes. For such an arrangement to
work the central bank must, where necessary, also be able to use the supervisory
authority’s tools. One way of managing this is to induce the supervisory authority
to relate to the central bank’s analysis and policy proposals on a ”comply or
explain“ basis. In other words, if the central bank finds that the conditions in the
financial system occasion measures that include application of tools over which the
supervisory authority has control, the supervisory authority must either implement
the measures or explain why these measures do not need to be taken, or – if other
measures are taken – why they were more appropriate.
Saying which institutional arrangement is best suited to Sweden would be to
pre-empt the government inquiry. One of the overall purposes of the inquiry is to
ensure that the regulatory framework is designed so that different types of financial
crisis can primarily be mitigated by means of preventive measures. The committee
will analyse the division of responsibility and the interaction between the Riksbank,
the Swedish National Debt Office, Finansinspektionen and the Government Offices
(mainly the Ministry of Finance) and the possible accountability procedures for the
authorities and propose necessary improvements. Regardless of what is found to be
appropriate in the end, it is important to have accountability procedures. It is also
clear that the authorities’ current mandate and division of responsibility will need to
be changed.
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